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RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LINC 2174 (IN 41205)  03172  28 APR 54  ROUTINE

TO: SQUAT
INFO: DIR
RTBAY PBSUCCESS

EE1'S TO BE FILLED WHERE POSSIBLE BY STATION AND TO BE PASSED TO SEMANTIC.

1. IS AMMO STORED AT FORT MATAMORAS, TYPE, QUANTITY, HOW GUARDED, BEST PENETRATION POINT AND APPROACH ROUTE.

2. DETAILS OF TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPHIC SYSTEM IN GUAT CITY. SEMANTIC HAS MAN CAPABLE OF OBTAINING THIS INFO.

3. FOLLOW-UP ON REPORT BY SEMANTIC OF TEN PLANES ON ARBENZ FINCA. (AN ESPERANCE PHOTOGRAPH?).

4. PHOTOS AND INFO ON RR BRIDGE ACROSS LAKE AMATITLAN.

5. AVIATION GAS SUPPLY DUMPS LOCATION, AMOUNT OF GAS STORED, GUARDS.

6. INFO ON ORDNANCE AND AMMO SUPPLY POINTS IN GUAT CITY, LOCATION, QUANTITY, TYPE, GUARDS.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR.

1. PLAN SEND TWO FLIGHTS EACH DAY STARTING 29 APRIL TO WSHOOFs. ALERT TO POSSIBLE SOMERSET REFUEL REQUIREMENT EACH DAY BETWEEN 1930 AND 2030 HOURS.

2. IN EVENT BAD WEATHER PRECLUDES AIRCRAFT LANDING AT WSHOOFs ON AFTERNOON FLIGHTS, LINC PLANS TO LAND AIRCRAFT AT SOMERSET AND SCHEDULE AIRCRAFT TO RETURN WSHOOFs EARLY NEXT MORNING TO COMPLETE MISSION.

3. RE PARA 2 ABOVE CAN YOU:
   A. PROVIDE — FOR AIR CREWS BILLET (MAX SIX MEN).
   B. PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM SAFE HOUSE.
   C. MESSING AIR CREW.
   D. PROVIDE GUARDS FOR AIRCRAFT. ADVISE CAPABILITY SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 30 April 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO: DC1 (4), D/DC1 (5), DD/P (L)(6), A/DD/P/P (7)

LING 2279 (IN 2195)
10512 30 APR 54 B/P
TO: INFO: DIR
P/SUCCESS RYBAT CITE: SLING
RE: HT/!

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR RELEASE 7 18 MAY 1956 BY
CS1 HOG ON OCT 8, 1956

1. YOU ARE ADVISED THAT THIS TASK CARRIES TOP OPERATIONAL
PRIORITY THROUGHOUT KUBANK AND TIME ELEMENT IS PRIME FACTOR
CONSISTENT WITH SECURITY WHICH REQUIRES MASKING ODYOEKE INTEREST
AND/OR PARTICIPATION IN P/SUCCESS OPS.

2. LING 1609 (IN 31256) MADE SPECIFIC REQUESTS BASED UPON
CAPABILITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES. THIS ACTIVITY SHOULD BE
TIED IN WITH YOUR (IN 34335). HQS PRESENTLY CONTEMPLATING PROVIDING YOU ASSISTANCE IN ORGANIZING VET GROUP WITH
BACKSTOPPING. MEANWHILE IF POSSIBLE URGE YOUR COMPLIANCE WITH
LING 1609 RE WEDDING OR BOGOTA IF UNEMPLOYED VETS KNOWN THERE.

3. WHEREAS ORIGINAL CONCEPT IN DIR 31728 (OUT 58903) AND
LING 029 (IN 36023) WAS ON BASIS DEVELOPING POTENTIAL,
P/SUCCESS NOW DESIRES ACTUAL UTILIZATION AS PER LING 1609.

4. THEREFORE JPCE EXPediting SPOTTING PROGRAM CABLEING
ESSENTIAL BIO DATA, ALL RECRUITMENT WILL BE HANDLED BY LING

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No.
30 April 54
LING 2279 (IN 42195)
PAGE -2-

Onece likely candidates spotted and cleared. Refer to Para 6 LINC 029 for guidance on compensation.

5. Use funds transferring expenses involved to LINC indicating on T/A your task number (MT/4).

End of Message
TO: SGUAT
INFO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: LINO 2139 (IN 40841)

1. REGULAR SHERWOOD BROADCASTS BEGIN 1 MAY.

2. REQUEST YOU MONITOR AND ADVISE RECEIPTION REGULAR BROADCASTS IN ANY CASE WHETHER OR NOT WE ABLE ARRANGE TEST BROADCASTS.

3. HEREWITH SUMMARY OF REGULAR SCHEDULES:
   A. 1 MAY: 0700-0800; 1000-1200; 1300-1500; 1800-2000; 2100-2300; 2400-0200.
   B. 2-6 MAY: 0700-0800; 2100-2200.

   ALL TIMES LOCAL GUAT.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (LI) (6), A/DD/P/F (7)

LINCOLN, 2264 (IN 42303) 01387 30 APR 54 ROUTINE

TO: INFO: DIR CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PUBSUCCESS
FOR LUGTON

1. INFORM GALLIGEPIIS THAT SKINNER, CONSISTENT WITH AGREEMENT MADE AT SAN MATEO, TAKES VERY STRONG VIEW AGAINST THE CONTINUATION OF ANY OPERATIONAL CONTACT WITH RAUL SIERRA AND RAFAEL VENDEZ.

2. SKINNER CONSIDERS BOTH MEN AS DANGEROUS AND IF NOT REMOVED COMPLETELY ENTIRE SECURITY OF ALL OPERATIONS MUST BE RE-EXAMINED.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC-2286 (IN 12481)  22167  30 APR 54  ROUTINE

TO:  SQUAT
INFO:  DIR
CITE:  SLINC

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE:  GUAT 429 (IN 41258)

1. PLAN BLOW AND IGNITE REFERENCED TWO LARGEST DIESEL
FUEL TANKS. DETERMINE THRU STATION OR SEMANTIC FOLLOWING:
   A. WHAT QUANTITY USUALLY STORED IN TANKS AND WHAT
   IS USUAL FUEL LEVEL.
   B. REPORT SECURITY PROBLEMS, LIGHTS, GUARDS, APPROACH,
   VISIBILITY, FENCING.
   C. TERRAIN STUDY INDICATES SPILLED FUEL WILL RUN INTO
UNPOPULATED RAINE IF FIREWALL BROKEN. CONFIRM. DESCRIBE FIREWALL
BOTH TANKS INCLUDING CAPACITY.

2. FYI: PRIMARY OBJECTIVE THIS TARGET IS TO PROVIDE
VISUAL SIGNAL "COMMENCE OPERATIONS"; SECONDARY, REDUCE ENEMY
MOBILITY; THIRD, PROVIDE VISUAL SUBSTANCE TO SPECIAL BROADCAST
TIMED SIMULTANEOUSLY.

END OF MESSAGE
SENT FABRICATED CABLES TO BURNED NEWSPAPERS, REQUESTING THEY RUN ADS FOR NEW NOTIONAL MEXICAN RADIO STATION. ADS ACTUALLY ADVERTISE SHERWOOD FREQUENCIES.

2. PLS ADVISE WHETHER ANY SUCH ADS PUBLISHED 1 MAY.

END OF MESSAGE
1. EFFECTIVE WITH 1 WAY FLIGHTS INTO TONCONTIN ALL FLIGHTS WILL BE NUMBERED IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER. TWO FLIGHTS COMPLETED ON 1 MAY TO BE NUMBERED 10 A AND 10 B. TWO FLIGHTS WHEN COMPLETED ON 2 MAY TO BE NUMBERED 11 A AND 11 B, ETC.

2. PURPOSE ABOVE PROCEDURE IS TO ESTABLISH MEANS IDENTIFICATION EACH FLIGHT IF AND THEN REQUIRED. USE FLIGHT NUMBER WHEN REPORTING AFTER ACTION.

END OF MESSAGE
1. ENEMY: GOVT UNEASINESS CONTINUES AND THREATS MADE TO IMPOSE CENSORSHIP ALL RADIO PROGRAMS. ARBENZ INJURED WHEN TACHT OVERTURNED BUT NOT CONFINED CLINIC. DÍAZ REACHES BUENOS AIRES ON TOUR AND UNCONFIRMED REPORTS INDICATE HE SIGHTED ARMS THERE. COMMIES RELEASE PLANS TO SEEK MORE SEATS CONGRESS NOVEMBER ELECTIONS. GOVT AND COMMIE LEADERS ATTACK UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN CAPITAL IN NAT DAT SPEECHES. TSUBURN GOVT OFFERS PROVIDE 2000 OTTFROGS EMIGRANTS WITH FREE LAND AND FINANCING.

2. FRIENDLY: OPPOSITION FORCES CONTINUE TO GATHER MOMENTUM. AGREES TO REMAIN JUNTA AND IS LAYING PLANS FOR POLITICAL COMMITTEE. SEMANTIC DIRECTING OPPOSITION ORGANIZATION TSUBURN AND SEGANT ALSO REPORTED BACK IN TSUBURN. SHERWOOD STARTED OPERATIONS 1 MAY AND PROGRAMS CLEARLY HEARD LING.

3. SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL DETAILS: 2 BLACK FLIGHTS DAD TO INTO BSHOFS. 60,000 POUNCES AIR LIFTED THERE 27 APRIL THROUGH
3 MAY. FIRST ARMS MOVED FROM STOREHOUSE WITH NO DIFFICULTIES.
5,000 POUNDS COMMO GEAR CARRIED TO SOMERSET. THREE EXPERIENCED
RO'S REPORT FOR TRAINING SCRANTON. LCFLUTTER TEAM COMPLETES
WORK SCRANTON. NICA ONE - IN WASHTUB
PROJECT. ONTRICH COMPLETES PLANS TO RETURN MS/ODOFS
ROGER LEAVES INSURANCE SUDDENLY. PAGE SUGGEST PELLEGER
AS POSSIBLE DEFECTOR. PAGE TAKES FOR APPROACH TO

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 5 MAY 54
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-2)
INFO: WH (3)

LING 2405 (IN 435681) 0352Z 5 MAY 54 ROUTINE
TO: INFO: DIR
PRECEDENCE: CITE: SLING
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: (IN 43266), ANC (IN 43232)

PROBLEM OF SUBJECTS MUST BE RESOLVED IN FIELD. RE CALLIGERIS
SUGGESTIONS BELIEVE KNOWS TOO MUCH AND IS DISPOSAL PROBLEM.
REQUEST LUGTON AND DENTRICH DISCUSS WITH CALLIGERIS AND FIND SOME
WAY FOR EFFECTIVELY ISOLATING SUBJECTS. THEY ARE NOT TO RETURN
TO YISBURNIT. ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

THE ENTIRE TEXT IS DELETED
CSIF MBG 02/8/996

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. REF MSG IN REPLY TO SHERWOOD'S MSG (I
QUOTED AS FOLLOWS:

2. SALAMANDER VISITED SHERWOOD AND INFORMED PYCROFT THAT HE WANTED TO SEE HIM. MEETING HELD AFTERNOON.

2. WAS INSISTENT THAT HE BE TOLD WHEN SHOOTING IS TO BEGIN. NO INFORMATION WAS GIVEN TO HIM. EXPLANATION WORKINGS OF COMPTMENTATION WAS ABLE TO CONVINUE HIM THAT INFO NOT KNOWN.

3. LATER REQUESTED ASK MY SUPERIORS ON A "TOP SECRET" BASIS TO OBTAIN THE INFORMATION FOR HIM. HIS REASONS FOR WANTING INFO:

A. THAT GUAT COSEOMS INVOLVED K FLUSH ACTION.

B. ACTUAL EVENTS GUAT ACTION WILL REFLECT SUPPORT AND MAY BE CONSTRUED AS RETALATION MEASURE BY K FLUSH.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
5 MAY 54
SECRET

LING 2421 (IN 1457/5)
PAGE 2-

C. IN EVENT GUATS ATTEMPT AIR STRIKE OR INTERNAL DISTURBANCE, SANTS TO BE PREPARED MEET EVENTUALITY.

4. IF POSSIBLE CAN LING PROVIDE PREPARED ANSWER OR POINTS REPLY.

5. ALSO QUERIED RE RECEIPT OF TAPES FOR SHERWOOD. REPLY IMPLIED THAT IT WAS NOT KNOWN WHO MADE THE TAPES, WHERE THEY WERE MADE AND HOW THEY ARRIVED KMFLUSH.

6. REQUESTED PYCOFT SEE HIM AGAIN.

2. REQUEST YOUR COMMENTS SOONEST AND ALERTNESS TO ANY FACTORS BEARING ON THIS SITUATION.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 6 MAY 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-2); WH (3), DGI (4); D/DGI (5); OD/P (L, 6); SA/PG/DGI (7);
A/OD/P/P (8)

SECRET

TO: PRTY SGAT
INFO: DIR
RUTINE
PRELIMINARY

RE: SGAT 487 (IN 43776), HGGA 1015

1. LINC STUDY OF EXCELLENT REF A SUGGESTS PLAYING
WAITING GAME POSSIBLY ORGANIZING OUT PAGE FOR PURPOSES LATER REVIEW
WITH COHORTS TILL IMPOSSIBLE KNOW HIS POSITION UNTIL RECEIPT RE-
SULTS YOUR MEETING. IF NO PERCEPTIBLE CHANGE IN AT-
TITUDE THEN ONLY REMAINING COURSE IS TO OBTAIN PLEDGE FOR SUPPORT
DURING 11TH HOUR

2. SUSPEND ALL OTHER MILITARY OPS UNTIL ABOVE DETERMINED
CONCLUSIVELY.

3. DIPLOMATIC PROTECTION UNCONDITIONALY OUT EXCEPT AS PERT-
RE: THE CITIZEN NORMAL ENTITLED.

4. UNABLE CONCISE UPON RISKS INVOLVED AS PAGE/BANNISTER CC?
JUDGE EXCEPT:

A) BACKGROUND PAGE SHOULD BE ASSET PLUS COVER STORY

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
SPOTTING POTENTIAL INVESTMENT POSSIBILITIES IN CURRENT SERVE TO
LESSEN DIRECT TOURIST ANGLE.

8) DEVOTION TIME AND EFFORT TO ABOVE SHOULD LESSEN
VIGILANCE AND PERMIT FORMING UP LOGICAL REASON FOR TENURE
OF VISIT. KEEPING CONTACTS WITH STATION TO ABSOLUTE MINIMUM.

5. UNDESIRABLE TO CONSIDER PAGE'S DEPARTURE UNTIL RESULTS
PARA 1 RECEIVED. HOWEVER ULTIMATE DECISION RESTS WITH FIELD.

6. UNABLE PROVIDE KUFIRE OFFICER IN TIME FURTHER C/S MUST
EVALUATE WORK LOAD ELIMINATING OR REDUCING SAME CONSISTENT
ABILITY PRESENT STAFF TO PROPERLY HANDLE. HANDLING
COMPLEX THROUGH ESQUIRE IS REVERSION TO FORMER STATUS AND
SHOULD NOT MATERIALLY ALTER STATIONS BURDEN PARTICULARLY IF
LESSER OPS ARE REDUCED.

7. WILL ATTEMPT KEEP YOU ADVISED HOWEVER REITERATE YOU
MUST USE OWN JUDGEMENT ON SECURITY MATTERS.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 6 MAY 56

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION WH (PGS) (1-2)

INFO: DH (3)

LINC 2046 (IN 113695) 16332 6 MAY 56

TO: (PRIORITY) INFO: DIR

RYBAT PSUCCESS POCABOODSE

RE: SHERWOOD 01:5 (IN 113693)

DAYLIGHT LANDINGS AND TAKE OFFS SOMERSET.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-2)
INFO: DCI (3), D/DCI (4), DD/P (L) (5), WH (6), A/DD/P/P (7), SA/PG/DCI (8)

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE)
INFO: DIR
FOR CADICK
RYBAT POSUCCESS

1. HQS DETERMINED ACTION AGAINST SHIP BE CONFINED TO UDT OR SABOTAGE EN ROUTE TO WSBURNT CITY.

2. UNCONFIRMED REPORT CONSIDERED PROBABLY TRUE STATED PUERTO BARRIOS REINFORCED 15 APRIL BY ONE COMPANY, AUTOMATIC WEAPONS, FROM FIRST RGT, INCLUDING HIELDS, AA ARTILLERY PLUS FOUR TANKS, CHECK BY DIFFERENT SOURCE INDICATED FOUR TANKS SEEN IN ZACAPA REGION BETWEEN 26-30 APRIL, THUS VERY POSSIBLE ARMS SHIPMENT WILL BE HEAVILY E; CORTED FROM PORT TO CITY.

3. TIME FACTOR, PROBABLE ENEMY DISPOSITION AND STATE OF UNREADINESS SYSCARP TEALS FOR UDT ACTION PRECLUDES CONSIDERATION PORT OPS.

4. HQS HAS SET UP MEANS OF OBTAINING DETAILS RE ETA AND UNLOADING OF SHIP WHICH PRINCEP IS REQUESTED TO PASS YOU SOONEST.

5. REQUEST YOU REVIEW CAPABILITY SABOTAGING RAIL AT POINT

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
SUFFICIENTLY DISTANT FROM HIGHWAY TO DELAY ONWARD MOVEMENT ARMS UNTIL REPAIRS COMPLETED. OWING LIKELIHOOD HEAVILY ARMED ESCORT ON TRAIN DO NOT EXPOSE SABOTEURS OR ATTEMPT ATTACK ON TRAIN. GETAWAY DEMOLITION TECHNIQUES MUST BE EMPLOYED.

6. YOU AUTHORIZED INFORM CALLICERIS REASON FOR AND POSSIBLE IMPORTANCE THIS OPERATION INFERRING SKIMÆR RECEIVED INFO THROUGH CONTACT IN EUROPEAN SHIPPING LINES. OBTAIN DETAILS FROM PRINCEP.

7. LINC FULLY RECOGNIZES ABOVE ONLY CONSTITUTES HARASSMENT TACTIC BUT HQS SPECIFICALLY OBJECTS TO MORE VIOLENT TACTICS OF NATURE PROPOSED PRIOR YOUR DEPARTURE. ADVISE YOUR DECISION.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (POS) (1-?)
INFO: DCI (3), D/DCI (4), DD/P (L) (5), WH (6), A/DD/P/P (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

1. YOUR MESSAGE REF B ENCOURAGING AND COMMENDABLE. DISREGARD PARA 3, REF A AND PROCEED TO REST YOUR ABILITY WITHIN BOUNDS OF SECURITY WHICH MEANS NO OVERT PARTICIPATION ASIDE COVERT PLANNING AND PREPARATION.

2. DEPEND ON PRINCEP TO PROVIDE ALL AVAILABLE DETAILS THROUGH HIS SPECIAL PQS SOURCE (PER DIP 49262 OUT 5/3/70)

3. LINC REQUESTED SHAPED CHARGES BE DELIVERED ON FLIGHT 15 MAY

4. REF A PROVIDE GUIDANCE IN CUTTING . . . FEATURES

5. CONCENTRATE ON UCT TO EXPLOD ON . . . FULL SABOTAGE AS POSSIBILITY OF DESTRUCTION FAR OUT-EIHS IMPRESSMENT.

6. TIME WE PERMIT FLYING LIMPETS TO YOU, IF POSSIBLE WILL ATTEMPT DELIVER ALL AVAILABLE UP TO 00 ON BLACK FLIGHT 16, MAY 8
7 MAY 54
LINC 2486 (IN 44564)

7. FULLY RECOGNIZE YOUR LIMITATIONS AND WISH BEST OF LUCK.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Guat City Radio today, 0045 Guat, broadcast statement General Federation Guatemalan Workers, CGTG, asking Guat Govt accept Moscow invitation for trade conf. CGTG considers trade with Soviet Orbit will produce large profits for Guat. This confirms NY Times item 1 May re Moscow plans Latin American trade conf.

2. Strongly recommend you give above emphatic play all suitable outlets, try also eliciting independent comment from business circles, economists, oppositional deputies Parliament, others.

3. Interpret above as first step towards making Guat economic satellite Soviet Union. Refer to sad experiences other satellites with me-sided Russian trade. Predict Russian payments in roubles nonsense to Guat, barter deals likely with Russia giving obsolete arms, farm equipment for Guat coffee. Forecast Quetzal to be pegged to rouble, Guat economy to be transformed to suit Russian needs.
7 MAY 54
LINC 2516 (IN 44946)

PAGE -2-

CITING EXAMPLES EUROPEAN SATELLITES, CHALLENGE COTG TO DENY ITS PLANS TO INTRODUCE SOVIET LABOR CODE, INCLUDING FORCED LABOR AND COMPULSORY JOB ASSIGNMENTS.

4. LINC CONSIDERS NEWS PARA 1 HAPPY COINCIDENCE WITH PREVIOUSLY MADE PLANS RAPIDLY RISING PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGN ON ECONOMIC ISSUES. REQUEST THEREFORE YOU GIVE THIS YOUR FULL ATTENTION.

5. KEEP US ADVISED ON PROGRESS. POUCH ALL RELEVANT CLIPPINGS TO LINC, DIR.

6. FOR DIR: REQUEST YOU RELAY ABOVE TO OUTSIDE LINC AREA FOR SUITABLE PUBLICITY USING SIMILAR THEME GUIDANCE.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 8 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN

SECRET

ATTACHMENT

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR RELEASE ON 2/8/56

SGTY: WH (P33) (1-2)

1472: DCI (3), O/DCI (4), DD/P (L)(5), WH (6), A/DD/P/P (7), SA/DD/DCI (8)

LINC 2523 (IN 44964) 01272 8 MAY 54

TO: DIR

SUBJECT: SUCCESS

RE: DIR 449642 (OUT 92578)

OPERATION: IMMEDIATE

1. FOLLOWING REACTION REF MSG FORWARD FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE
   CONSIDERATION BEFORE STOPPING ACTION NOW IN MOTION AS ANY CABLE
   SENT AFTER RECEIPT YOUR MSG WOULD NOT REACH UNTIL D900 MAY 8,
   THUS TIME FOR EXCHANGE OF VIEWS.

2. FIRST: RAIL SABOTAGE DEPENDS UPON ACCURATE TIMELY INFORMA-
   TION AS TO WHICH TRAIN, WHAT TIME ETC. SUCCESSFUL DE-RAILING ONLY
   RESULTS IN DELAYING DELIVERY OF ARMS TO INSURGENT CITY OR HARASSMENT.
   DESTRUCTION OF FREIGHT, IF UNDER HEAVY GUARD AS SUPPOSED, IS BEYOND
   PRESENT CAPABILITY SMC/CAP WITHOUT MOUNTING ALL OUT EFFORT WHICH IS
   PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE WITHIN TIME LIMITS.

3. SECOND: DISREGARDING RELATIVE MERITS OF MEANS EMPLOYED
   CALIBER IS NON-APPEAR, SELECTED, BUT METHOD, ORDNANCE AVAILABILITY
   AND CAPABILITIES HIS PERSONNEL. CADICK FULLY AWARE IMPORTANCE OF
   KEEPING PIPELINE CLEAR OF OPERATION. BELIEVE UNDESIRABLE TO INFORM

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy 40
8 MAY 54
LINC 2523 (IN 44964)

FIELD THAT SKINNER DECLINES AUTHORIZE OPERATION WHEN TO SYNCARP IT
HAD BEEN LAID ON AS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE.

4. THIRD: BELIEVE ODYOKE INTEREST IN SHIPMENT CONSISTENT
WITH YOUR FOREIGN POLICY AND CAN BE EXCELLENT COVER SINCE VERY
EXISTENCE OF INTEREST DENIES USE OF OTHER MEANS OR AT LEAST SOUND
BASIS FOR PLAUSIBLE DENIAL. CERTAINLY PBPRIIIIE HAS KNOW MANY HIGHLY
PUBLICIZED ARMS SHIPMENTS ADVERSE TO OUR NATIONAL INTERESTS IN
WHICH NO VIOLENT ACTION TAKEN. MOST NOTEWORTHY WAS JET FUEL SHIP-
MENTS TO RED CHINA DURING KOREAN WAR. THUS, WITH PBPRIIIIE ONLY
COVERTLY INVOLVED IN SINKING OF VESSEL, ODYOKE MAY VERY WELL POINT
TO ITS RECORD ON SUBJECT. AGAIN WHETHER PBSUCCESS INVOLVED OR NOT
IF ANTI COMMUNISTS ANYWHERE TOOK SUCH ACTION THE COMMUNISTS WOULD
BLAME ODYOKE. CANNOT SEE WHERE WEST AS WANS COULD OBTAIN EVIDENCE
ODYOKE RESPONSIBILITY; "BTHE S" PRESUMED TO BE BELGIUM AND
ENGLAND WHO MOST UNLIKELY TO REVEAL THEIR PARTICIPATION HAVING NO
STAKE IN DEAL.

5. FOURTH: IF SUCCESSFUL, CALLIGERIS COULD CLAIM CREDIT
DENYING IRON CURTAIN ARMS TO RED DOMINATED USSRINT. IF UNSUCCESSFUL
AND CAUGHT CALLIGERIS ONLY ONE INVOLVED AS ONLY INDIGENOUS PERSONNEL
TO BE USED.

6. RECOMMEND: HQS TAKE MEASURES TO BECLOUD OR COVER UP
ODYOKE'S EXPOSURE, POSSIBLY ALLOWING STORY TO BE BROADCAST BY
WINCHEL THE SU PROVIDING BACKSTOP ED CALLIGERIS KNEW OF SHIP
AND LING BE PERMITTED PROCEED WITH PREPARATIONS. MEANWHILE LING WILL EXPLORE OTHER MEANS OF DESTROYING SHIPMENT AFTER UNLOADING.

7. ADVISE OPIN YOUR REPLY.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: MR. ESTERLINE, OH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 2127 7 MAY 54.
SECRET

CATALOG

DATE: 8 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: MK (PBS)(1-2)
INFO: DGI (3), O/DGI (4), DD/P (L)(5), WH (6), A/DD/P/P (7), SA/PC/DGI (1)

LINC 2525 (IN 45555) 07177 8 MAY 54 ROUTINE

TO: RYUAT PESUCCESS
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLING
FOR GADICK SOONEST:

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED
FOR RELEASE, AS SANITIZED, ON 04/8/1996

1. SITUATION TO TARGET SHIP PRESENTLY VERY OBSOLETE NECESSITATING CAREFUL CONSIDERATION U.I.T PLAN. POSSIBILITY EXISTS SUCH ACTION MIGHT SERIOUSLY INVOLVE GOVERNMENT REGARDLESS HOW COVERTLY EXECUTED. MATTER RECEIVING HIGHEST STUDY IN LIGHT NEW INFO AND WILL INFORM YOU SOONEST OF CONCLUSIONS DERIVED THEREFROM.

2. UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE CONTINUE TO PREPARE FOR U.I.T MISSION BUT TAKE NO DIRECT ACTION, SUCH AS INFILTRATING EITHER TEAM OR GEAR UNTIL YOU RECEIVE ALL CLEAR FROM LINC.

3. MEANWHILE SUGGEST YOU CONSIDER WITH CALIGURIS OTHER IDEAS OF DELIVERING AIRPLANE LEAVING SHIP ON CONTINUITY BASIS AS SITUATION MAY REQUIRE THIS COURSE OF ACTION.

LIMPETS AND SUPPORTING GEAR ARRIVED LINC BY AIR AND TRANSHIPPED BY AIR T/S FOR CONTACT WITH BLACK FLIGHT IF DUE TO GO-THE-OPEN 9 MAY. LINC NOTED DURING TRANSFER THAT

SECRET
8 MAY 54
LINC 2525 (H 45055)
PAGE 2-2

PACKED IN USTERILE CRATES. IF NOT STERILIZED AT
AND Marks XYZ ON ALERT TO DO SO SOONEST. IF MISS FLIGHT
16 THEN MUST WAIT CLARIFICATION INTERNAL DISORDERS SCHOOLS
AS BLACK FLIGHTS TO BE SUSPENDED DURING THIS PERIOD.

5. DUE INSTABILITY SCHOOLS SITUATION GIVE FIRST ATTENTION
SECURITY PBPRILE P-SUCCESS PERSONNEL SECOND TO SYNCARP PERSONNEL
TO AVOID INVOLVEMENT AND DISINTERGRATION OF ASSETS.

6. AS PRECAUTIONARY MEASURE CONSIDER:

A. IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL AND CAREFUL CONCEALMENT
MAXIMUM ARMS FROM STORAGE TO AVOID SEIZURE IN EVENT SUDDEN
CHANGE IN GOVT.

B. CONCEALMENT MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE OR EVEN DANGEROUS
VIEW PRESENT TURMOIL, IF SO PLAN AND PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE
NEED DESTRUCTION ALL GEAR IN STORAGE ON SHORT NOTICE AS
SEIZURE SOVIET ARMS COULD PROVE EXTREMELY EMBARRASSING TO
ODYOKES.

7. FOREGOING PARA 6 LEFT ENTIRELY YOUR JUDGEMENT AFTER
RECEIVING COUNSEL FROM ONTRICH AND PRINCEP. KEEP LINC INFORMED
AND CONSULT WHENEVER POSSIBLE ON IMPORTANT MATTERS. IN ANY
EVENT ODYOKES INTEREST AND SECURITY OUTWEIGHS SYNCARP.

8. WE HAVE CONFIDENCE IN YOUR JUDGEMENT AND WISH YOU
LUCK.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
LINC HAS RECEIVED NO CONCRETE EVIDENCE THAT THERE IS ANY NOTICEABLE TIGHTENING OF RESTRICTIONS IN KSBURN. INCREASED PRESSURE HAS BEEN BROUGHT ON RADIO STATIONS AND GOVT FORCES ARE ACTIVELY COMBATING 32 CAMPAIGN. OTHERWISE LITTLE TANGIBLE INFO AVAILABLE. CALLIGERIS AGENTS HAVE INDICATED NO TIGHTENING. PRINCIPAL AGENTS STILL OPERATING AS IN PAST. TONE OF PRESS HAS NOT ALTERED NOTICEABLY.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PB3)(1-2)
INFO: WH (3)

LING 2572 (IN 45366) 0830Z 10 MAY 54 ROUTINE
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

TO:

RYBAT PESSUCCESS

RE:

(IN 44544)

FOR ONTRICH

1. SKINNER HAS STUDIED CASE THOROUGHLY AND BASED UPON RESULTS TWO LOGLUTTER TESTS PLUS REPORT FROM ESSENCE (CABLED IN LINC 1566 (IN 53900 ), PARA 8) AND OTHER INDICATIONS IS UNABLE TO PERMIT EQUIVOCATION ON DISPOSITION THIS MATTER.

2. CALLISERIS REQUESTED ACCEPT ABOVE POSITION AS IN HIS BEST INTERESTS. RE-ASSIGNMENT TO MEXICO NOT SUFFICIENT TO REMOVE DANGER.

3. SECURE ELIMINATION THIS SUBJECT AND FROM SYNCARP OPERATIONS IS THEREFORE REQUESTED.

END OF MESSAGE

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR ESTS-2583. CSIF/Jul 60 ON DEC 8, 1956

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE. Copy No.
TO: DIRECTOR
TO: LINCOLN
ACTION: RM (PBB) (1-2)
INFO: DCE (3), D/DCI (4), DO/P (L) (5), WH (6), A/DO/P/P (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

1. IMPRESS CALLIGERIS IMPORTANT PARTICULARLY AT THIS TIME CREATING CONFUSION AND DECEPTION AS TO HIS PLANS AND EXACT PURPOSE HIS ACTIVITIES. HE IS NOW INTERNATIONAL FIGURE SO EVERY MOVE HE MAKES CAUSES CONSIDERABLE SPECULATION MUCH OF WHICH INACCURATE AND THUS DECEIVING.

2. IN THIS CONNECTION URGE CALLIGERIS PERSONALLY TAKE TRIP ON TRIPS OUT OF KSHOFS, OBSTINELY OR IN FACT FOR PURPOSE CONSULTATION HEADS OF GOVERNMENTS, SUCH AS VENEZUELA OR DOM. REF. EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY PROVIDED BY DEALS DESCRIBED REF. AMONG OTHER THINGS EXAGGERATED INFERENCE AS TO SUPPORT RECEIVED COULD BE ENCOURAGED AS WELL AS AUDIBILITY OF NEGOTIATIONS FOR SUPPORT OF ACTION IN FALL.

3. REALIZE IMPORTANCE CALLIGERIS PRESENCE KSHOFS FOR MAIN PROJECT BUT BELIEVE TRIPS WHICH CAN BE OF VERY SHORT DURATION WOULD MAKE REAL CONTRIBUTION TO BASIC MISSION.

SECRET
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4. Leave to your judgment whether Calligeris can be spared for brief period. Unless indispensable however request serious consideration.

END OF MESSAGE
1. ENEMY: GOVT APPEARS UNABLE TO REACH CLEAR DECISION ON POLICY RE COMMUNISTS. ADVANTAGES GAINED PRIMARILY THROUGH EXPLOITATION PRIME NOTE ON BEHALF UNITED FRUIT AND PUBLICITY GIVEN MAY DAY ACTIVITIES. GOVT PRESSURE ON INDEPENDENT RADIO STATIONS CONTINUES. PRESS CONCERNED AS FEEL THEY MAY BE NEXT. OFFICIAL GOVT PAPER DIARIO DE CENTROAMERICA REAPPEARS. AGRARIAN PROGRAM EXPROPRIATION CAUSES VIOLENCE IN CHIQUIMULA. DEPARTAMENTO AGRARIO NACIONAL RELEASES RESOLUTIONS CONDEMNING ILLEGAL INVASIONS OF LAND AND CALLING FOR INDOCTRINATION OF THOSE PEASANTS WHO REFUSE TO ACCEPT PROPERTY. PARAGUAYAN COMMunist LEADER OBdULIO BARTHE ARRIVES WSBURNT. WNOOPS GOVt FACED WITH WIDESPREAD STRIKES AND CHIEF THREATENS TO TURN POWER OVER TO MINISTER DEFENSE.

2. FRIENDLY: ANTI-COMMUNIST SENTIMENT CONTINUES ON UPSWING. MANIFESTATIONS OF POPULAR ANTI-COMMUNIST FEELING CONTINUE. LONG INACTIVE FREnte ANTICOMUNISTA NACIONAL ANNOUNCES PLANS TO SEND

SECRET
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DELEGATES TO MEXICAN CONGRESS. BAR ASSOCIATION DENOUNCES INCREASING LAWLESSNESS. ATTENDANCE MAY CAY PARADE REPORTED FAR SHORT NUMBER PREDICTED BY SPONSORS. INTEREST IN "37" CAMPAIGN SUSTAINED AND ADDITIONAL INDIGENOUS GROUPS INDICATE ADHESION TO PASTORAL LETTER.

3. SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL DETAILS: SHERWOOD BROADCASTS RECEIVED STRONGLY IN ABSURDT AND CONSIDERABLE FAVORABLE COMMENT "ABSURDT PRESS. CORT ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE STATION AND IN "PROVOCATION" ATTEMPT BLUES CHICUREA INCIDENT ON PROGRAM. "NACA" RELEASED IN WARSHIP PROJECT AND RECEIVED WITH GREAT INTEREST BY DIPLOMATIC BODIES IN AMBUSH. BLACK FLIGHTS AND HOSPITALS REMOVED TO "ECONOMIC REASONS" DUE TO UNCERTAIN LOCAL CONDITIONS. "NOCOTT" RELIEVES REGULAR SCHEDULED "NOCOTT" MOVEMENT OF "ENEL". "NOCOTT" RUNS SMOOTHLY. TEST FIS NOW IN "NOCOTT IN SCRAM". DUE TO LEAK ABSURDT BUT PRINCIPAL "ENEL" LOCALS COUNTERED TO COOPERATE WITH "ENEL".
A) K PROGRAM: Generally concerned with defection and/or development of assets.

B) Q PROGRAM: Generally concerned with deception either with friendly or enemy.

2. For purposes of clarity, letters K and Q will be used respectively in communications when appropriate.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 11 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PB5) (1-2)
INFO: DCI (3), OD/S (4), OD/P (L) (5), WH (6), X/OD/P/P (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 2618 (IN 46061) 2309Z 11 MAY 54 PRIORITY

TO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS
"Q" PROGRAM

1. STRONGLY FEELS NECESSITY SUPPORTING DECEPTION PROGRAM AS SET FORTH BY WRITING, BECAUSE ANY FUTURE WSBRANT GOVERNMENT WILL NEED EVIDENCE THEY WERE SUPPORTED BY VARIOUS LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES. IS WRITING CALLIGERIS LETTER ADVISING HE SHOULD LEAVE TEGU FOR VENEZUELA, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, NICARAGUA, AND CUBA AT THIS TIME LONG ENOUGH TO DECEIVE WSBRANT AS TO SOURCES SUPPORT AND OPS ACTIVITIES. AT SAME TIME RECOMMENDS CALLIGERIS MAKE STRONG APPEAL FOR FIGHTER PLANES AND CREWS WHICH SYNCARP (ALSO RECEIVED SYNCARY) CONSIDER ESSENTIAL FOR MILITARY SUCCESS OF OPS.

2. AS POSSIBLE MEANS FUNDS RAISING, PREPARING DRAFT FOR THEIR PERSONAL SIGNATURES TO BE CIRCULATED TO WEALTHY PEOPRICE ANTI-COMMIE INDIVIDUALS OR ORGANIZATIONS. LETTER WILL DESCRIBE POLITICAL CONDITIONS WSBRANT WHICH NECESSITATE CONTINUING STRONG ANTI-COMMIE CAMPAIGN AGAINST WSBRANT.

END OF MESSAGE
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TO: DIM, SHERWOOD
RHYTHM PBSUCCESS

FOR

1. IN INTEREST RELIEVING PROBLEM OBTAINING SHERWOOD
3C PERSONNEL LINCOLN PROPOSES:
   A. CALLIGERIS FIELD COMMAND POST (FCP), (SKINNER)
   AND DIGEST CITY RRO HOLD SAME PADS,
   B. LET CALLIGERIS BELIEVE ABOVE CHANNEL IS SIMPLY
      FCP-RRO,
   C. ALL MESSAGES ORIGINATED BY FCP OR RRO BE RELAYED
      UNBROKEN BY SHERWOOD TO MGS. LINCOLN REVIEWS TEXT AND EITHER
      NOTIFIES SHERWOOD PASS ORIGINAL MESSAGE TO ADDRESSEE OR SUBSTITUTES
      NEW MESSAGE SAME NUMBER GROUPS AFTER MAKING DESIRED CHANGES.

2. PARA 1 ABOVE COULD BE PATTERN FOR ALL FCP-SKINNER-AGENT
   CHANNELS, WITH FCP-SKINNER CHANNELS AS PRESENTLY SET UP PER
   DIP 48866 (CUT 307225)

3. ABOVE COULD RETAIN LINCOLN CONTROL. GIVE CALLIGERIS
   FEELING THAT RADIO AGENTS ARE "IN OWN"; SAVE SHERWOOD

SEPBE
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DECODING-ENCODING.

4. APPRECIATE COMMENT, SUGGESTIONS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), O/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), A/DD/P/P (8), SA/PC/DCI (9)

LINC 2648 (IN 46459) 0337Z 13 MAY 54
TO: RYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR MEGARTY

1. IN PLANNING FORMATION TACTICAL PSY-WAR TEAMS TO JOIN
PAPTISAN FORCES NOW BEING ORGANIZED BY SYMCARP INSIDE TARGET
COUNTRY LINC NEEDS TO KNOW YOUR VIEWS AS FOLLOWS:

A. WHAT ARE YOU CAPABILITIES TO PROVIDE TEAMS OF TEN
MEMBERS EACH WITH LEADERS TO FORM UNITS CAPABLE BEING ASSIGNED
SPECIFIC PSY-WAR MISSIONS WITHIN FRAMEWORK SYMCARP FOR O-DAY
OPERATIONS? HOW MANY?

B. WHAT CAPABILITY DOES GUYAGE HAVE INDEPENDENT
CALLIGERIS KOOKOP OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE PSY-WAR ASSETS INSIDE
TARGET CITIES TO WORK WITH ABOVE TEAMS THERE?

C. TEAMS SHOULD BE COMPOSED OF WRITERS, RADIO AN-
OUNCERS, REPRODUCERS, DISTRIBUTORS AND ABOUT FOUR STRONG ARM
GUARDS. IF POSSIBLE GIVE HIM DISTRIBUTORS EACH CATEGORY.

D. MISSIONS WOULD VARY FROM TAKING OVER SMALL RADIO
STATIONS TO REPRODUCING LYEFLERS, RUMORS AND DISTRIBUTING PREPARED

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
2. In addition appreciate your views on page this regard. Are you satisfied of wellbanks being a handle page or should you?

3. Further detailed guidance forthcoming based upon above response. Confer with Ontrich re above explaining this is initial step to implement Kugorn aspect of each target complex.

4. Cable reply.

END OF MESSAGE
1. REF A STATED NEED TO MAKE GUAT STATION CHANNEL TO ESCOBILLA-SEMANTIC-SECANT. ESCOBILLA IS FUNDS AND COWAO CHANNEL TO SEMANTIC FOR ARMS DISTRIBUTION. SEMANTIC ALSO SUPERVISES SECANT GARRISON ORGANIZATION AND KUFIRE.

2. IMPORTANCE THESE DPS REQUIRES CASE OFFICER WHO WILL BE IN ROUTINE CONTACT WITH ESCOBILLA, EMERGENCY CONTACT WITH SEMANTIC AND SECANT. (ESQUIVIOLO, PRESENT GUAT STATION CUTOUT TO ESCOBILLA, IS LIVE LETTER DROP ONLY). CASE OFFICERS FUNCTION WOULD BE PRINCIPALLY TO PASS KUHOOK INSTRUCTIONS FROM CADICK AND ONTRICH/CALLIGERIS TO ESCOBILLA FOR SEMANTIC. HE WOULD ALSO HAVE STRICTLY LIMITED AUTHORITY TO ADJUST MINOR DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN INSTRUCTIONS AND SEMANTIC'S CAPABILITY TO COMPLY.

CASE OFFICER WOULD ALSO RECEIVE SEMANTIC AND SECANT REPORTS TO PASS TO GUAT STATION.
3. WITHOUT FOREGOING, CANNOT EFFECTIVELY HAVE SECURE CHANNELS BETWEEN CALLIGERIS IN WSBURNT AND CALLIGERIS PERSONNEL IN WSBURNT. ONLY THIS WAY CAN DEPENDENCE ON CALLIGERIS COURIER SYSTEM BE REDUCED.

4. AS STATED REF B, CLOWER NOT BASICALLY NEEDED BY PAGE. HE FULLY AGREES TO ASSUME FUNCTIONS OUTLINED ABOVE. QUAY STATION, LINCOLN CONSIDER HIM COMPETENT TO DO SO.

5. CLOWER'S TOURIST JOVER ADEQUATE. ASSOCIATION WITH ESOOSILLA, IF DETECTED WHICH UNLIKELY, CAN BE EXPLAINED BY STORY OF MUTUAL REPRIME FRIENDS. CLOWER LOOKS SUFFICIENTLY LATIN TO BLEND INTO ATMOSPHERE.

6. IN VIEW FOREGOING, REQUEST IMMEDIATE TEMPORARY WAIVER SECURITY, CONTRACT RESERVATIONS INDICATED BY REF C.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 15 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (FBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DO/P (L) (6), WH (7), A/DO/P/P (8), SA/PC/DCI (9)

LING 2694 (IN 27429) 0650Z 15 MAY 54
TO: OIR

RyBat PBSUCCESS

RE: GUAT 533 (IN 26437), PARA 1

1. 11 MAY, Bannister, Page, Clover, Nutting resolved future of K Program.

2. Originally, K Program had four aspects:
   A. Intelligence
   B. Deception of new assets
   C. "Priming" of Calliger's assets
   D. Labor defection.

3. For purposes of security and concentration on essential objectives, Page will now limit himself to Para 2A and 2B. Specifically, he will assume full operational control of Esquire and will run through Esquire. At rates Esquire excellent agent.

4. Will have three assignments:
   A. Production of intelligence. What does WSBurnt know of Skimmer plans? What does WSBurnt propose to do about them?

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE
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WILL PROBABLY NEED SUILAX FOR THIS.

B. KUGORN, IS CONCERNED ABOUT KUGORN LINE TOWARD ARMY. HE WILL BE ASKED TO WRITE APPEALS, TO BE BROADCAST OVER SHERWOOD.

C. DEFECTIOII, WILL BE TOLD TO REVEAL HIS ASSETS, PARTICULARLY IN GARRISON, IN SAME MANNER CALLIGERIS WAS MADE TO REVEAL HIS. WHERE SECURE AND APPROPRIATE, PAGE WILL CLINCH RECRUITMENT OF SUCH KEY PERSONNEL.

5. "PRIMING" DROPPED AS WOULD EXPOSE PAGE TO CALLIGERIS ASSETS. LABOR PROGRAM HAS SAME SECURITY RISKS AT PRESENT.

6. BACKSTOPPING AND COVER FOR PAGE WILL BE HANDLED BY BURNETTE.

7. LIMITATION OF PAGE DUTIES DECREASES HIS NEED FOR CLOVER. IN ADDITION, PAGE-CLOVER TEAM ATTRACTION MORE ATTENTION THAN PAGE ALONE. BURNETTE CAN PROVIDE MORE PROTECTION.

WITH TOURIST STATUS, PAGE AGREES TO FOREGOING.

8. FUTURE USE OF CLOVER COVERED IN SEPARATE CABLE.

9. ABOVE AGREED AT QUAT AND LINC TO BE MOST EFFECTIVE, SECURE PURSUIT OF K PROGRAM.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), A/DD/P/P (B), SA/RC/DC

.secret

16 MAY 54

LINC 2724 (IN 47757) 20162 16 MAY 54 PRIORITY PRESIDENT CITE: SL1NC

TO: (PRITY)
INFO: DFR
FYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR ONTRICH

1. UNCONFIRMED INFO FROM ALFHEM, UNKNOWN REGISTRY, ALLEGEDLY ARRIVED PTTO CARRIAGE 1500 MAY 15, SET BY MINDEF SANCHEZ WHO SUPERVISION DOCKING AND UNLOAD 1/3 WHICH COMPLETED IN 18 HOURS. CARGO CONSIDERED GINT AND ALLEGEDLY CONSISTING TWO THOUSAND TONS ARMAMENT, TYPES UNKNOWN.

2. QUAT INVESTIGATIOVe FURTHER, WILL KEEP YOU INFORMED RELANDS.

3. REQUEST IMMEDIATE EFFORTS TO CONFIRM PRESENCE ABOVE DESCRIBED VESSEL AND ANY ADDITIONAL INFO THOS YOU FACILITIES.

4. ALERT MAH 2/3 TEAM ON STANDBY BASES PENDING FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS FROM U.S.

5. ALTHOUGH POSSIBILITY OF PROVOCATION, RECOGNIZE IMPORTANCE OF PROCEED REPO. AS ELEMENT MAY PROVE VITAL. FB: MALE CONFIRMS PRESENCE MINDEF PTTO CARRIAGE IN INDICATED ALTHOUGH.

ABLE SOURCE INDICATES ADDITIONAL TROOPS FLOWN INTO PTTO BASES WITH FEW DAYS

SECRET
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6. KEEP US INFORMED ALL DETAILS AS DEVELOP.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 17 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PB)(1-3)

INFO: WH (4)

LING 2759 (IN 47805) 0130Z 17 MAY 54 ROUTINE

TO: INFO: DIR

RYCOTT PB SUCCESS

CITE: SLING

1. REQUEST ONTRICH, LUGTON, PRINCEP, HEGARTY PREPARE SOONEST COMPLETELY INDEPENDENT 1000 FOOT REPORTS ON CALLIGERIS CHARACTER, MILITARY AND POLITICAL ABILITY.

2. FYI: ABOVE IN NO WAY ANOTHER "REVIEW", BUT AN ASSESSMENT OF P/A BEFORE CRUCIAL PHASE OF OPS.

END OF MESSAGE
To:  
INFO: DIR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)

INFO: WH (1)

LINC 2760 (IN 47804)

D2087 17 MAY 54

ROUTINE

TO:

INFO: DIR

RYBAT 'PBSUCCESS

RE: 'IN 47679

FOR ONTRICH

1. OBVIOUSLY CANNOT GO MEXI BECAUSE EMPLOYED AND NEEDED AT LINC. URGENTLY WAIVED AT LINC. CALLIGERIS KNOWS FOREGOING AND SHOULD NOT HAVE MADE REQUEST.

2. CALLIGERIS EXCESSIVE CONCERN WITH MEXI CONFERENCE UPSETS ESSENCE, DISSIPATES SEMANTIC TIME AND MAY HURT CONFERENCE. ASSURE HIM CONFERENCE IN COMPETENT HANDS. IDEA IS TO GET HEZI-RISE SUPPORT FOR BURNT FREEDOM. OVERSIZED AND TOO VOCIFEROUS CALLIGERIS DELEGATION WILL CONVINCE OTHER DELEGATES CONFERENCE RIGGED, INSTEAD OF ELICITING THEIR "SPONTANEOUS" HELP.

3. SUGGEST TO CALLIGERIS HE CONCENTRATE ON HIS MILITARY AND DECEPTION DUTIES AND LEAVE PROPAGANDA TO OTHERS.

END OF MESSAGE
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TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS) (4)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), DO/DCI (6), DO/P (L)(7), A/CO/P/P (8), SA/FC/DCI (9)

LINE: 761 LNL 7800X 011775 17 MAY 54
ROUTINE
PRECEDENCE

TO: DIR
RYQAT PBSUCCESS

1. SINCE SITUATION REGARDING AIR CREWS COULD BECOME SERIOUS UNLESS RESOLVED SOON, WE ARE UNDERTAKING FOLLOWING CONCURRENTLY:

A. ATTEMPT DETENTION OF FOREIGN PERSONNEL IN THE FIELD.

B. OBTAIN FROM ALL POSSIBLE INFO REGARDING WHAT WE CAN PROVIDE AND UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS HE ARRIVES 17 MAY.

C. TO LEAVE OTHER POSSIBLE SOURCES FOR PERSONNEL NEEDED.

2. REGARDING PARA 1 C-ABC "FULL APPROPRIATE ASSIGNMENT" BY HQS TO LINCOLN SEEKING FOR REF TOY OF INDIVIDUAL INFORMED OR PROBLEM.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE 17 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), OO1 (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), A/DC/P/P (8), SA/PG/OCT (9).

LING 2765 (IN 478010) 05192 17 MAY 54 ROUTINE
TO: OPIM SQUAT INFO: DIR CITE: SLING
PSSUCCESS RYBAT
RE: DIR 00839 (OUT 95050)
LING 2725 (IN 47758)

1. FYI: PSSUCCESS HAS RAIL SAB TEAM IN READINESS IN EVENT CONFIRMATION BASIC REPORT IS RECEIVED PLUS RAIL DATA REQUESTED OF BOTH SQUAT AND, THUS FAR ONLY SUCH A VESSEL HAS BEEN FOUND LISTED IN REGISTRY HOWEVER POSSIBLE SAME AND RE-AJUTED FROM POLAND.

2. Syncarp assets being employed in PTC Barrios area by Lucitor. Therefore prefer not to engage semantic at this time.

3. Know you will cooperate fully with JNOLUG and will recognize this will become overt soon. Thus must protect sensitive sources. Info believed within your capability and most pertinent is:
   A. UNREALOUTS UNDEFENSE.
   B. UNUSUAL RAIL MOVEMENT IN PREPARATION SHIPMENT.
   C. UNUSUAL AIR CARGO MOVEMENT FROM/TO AIR BASE.

SECRET
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D. UNUSUAL ANXIETY IN DEFENSE OFC OR ARMY.

E. RAIL DATA PER REF 456.

F. ANY DATA REQUESTED IN PCF HQS 456.

4. PLS KEEP LINC CLOSELY INFORMED ON DETAILS AND INFO ON JADUG'S USGS WITH HIS PERMISSION AS THIS IS OF GREATEST IMPORTANCE SHOULD AGGRESSIVE ACTION BE ACQUIRED.

END OF MESSAGE
17 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), OCI (5), O/OCI (6), ODC/P (L) (7), A/ODC/P/P (8), SR/PC/OCI (9)

LINC 2764 (IN 47822) 061462 17 MAY 54
TO: OPIM
INFO: DIR
RE: LINC 2764 (IN 47822)
FOR ONTRICH INFO SKILLET

1. FOLLOWING FROM GUAT, F-2:

A. SUFFICIENT CARGO TO FILL ONE TRAIN CAR UNLOADED
   NIGHT 15 MAY BUT UNLOADING STOPPED BY VIOLENT STORM. DELIVERED
   RESUMED MORNING 16 MAY.

B. SINCE NO MANIFEST PROPERLY PRESENTED, RAILROAD
   INSISTING EACH CONTAINER BE WEIGHED TO DETERMINE CHARGES; THIS
   AFTER RECEIVING WRITTEN ORDER FROM MINDEFENSE THAT COMPANY MUST
   HANDLE FREIGHT DESPITE DEBT OWED GOVT. WEIGHING DELAYING
   OPERATIONS SOMEWHAT.

C. PROBABLE UNLOADING WILL BE FINISHED BY 19 MAY.
   APPARENTLY ALL CARGO WILL BE FORTUNATELY ONE TRAIN LOAD FROM PTO
   JARRIOS.

D. GUAT COMMENT: FEAR SHIPMENT MAY BE ARMS PURCHASED
   BY MARTINEZ ON EUROPEAN TRIP. JABLUG CONSIDERS IMPERATIVE LARGE
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QUANTITY APPEARS NOT ARRIVE SAFELY.

2. FOLLOWING YOUR INSTRUCTIONS:

A. RAIL SAB TEAM PER LINC 2745 (IN 47769) MUST
   BE WELL BRIEFED AND READY UPON RECEIPT TIME TRAIN DUE AND GO
   SIGNAL TO FULL FULFILL MISSION TO UNLOAD TRACK UNDER TRAIN.
   DESTRUCTION OF TRAIN HIGHLY DESIRABLE.

B. "THI CALLIGERIS, ATTEMPT SELECT SECOND RAIL
   SAB TEAM AND TARGET RAIL AT FURTHER DISTANCE FROM
   ABOVE TEAM
   FOR SECOND ATTACK ON SAME TRAIN IN EVENT FAILURE FIRST TEAM.
   THIS TEAM MUST HAVE MEANS COMMUNICATION THEREFORE COMM
   SIGNAL COMING FROM QUAT CITT WHICH CAN BE LAND ON THROUGH
   SENANTO. SEND SUCH REQUEST DIRECT SABLE QUAT OR IN INFO LINC.

C. BELIEVE UNLOADING MAY HAVE PROGRESSED TOO FAR
   TO PER IT DOCK DEMOLITION BEING EFFECTIVE. THEREFORE CONCENT-
   RATE ON BLOWING TRAIN AND TRACK AT ENGINES.

D. LINC WILL PROVIDE FURTHER RAIL DATA SHORT-
   TIME. DO NOT PLAN ON 19 MAY BUT BE READY EARLY AS POSSIBLE.
   CARGO MAY BE SHIPPED IN SEPARATE TRAINS. ANY CASE WILL ATTEMPT
   HIT FIRST DELIVERY.

E. UNLESS I RECEIVED SO: TO CONTRARY INSTRUCTION
   THIS TASK OF HIGHEST PRIORITY LLIGATING CALLIGERIS FULL SUPPORT
   AS FAILURE PREVENT THIS DELIVERY REACHING DESTINATION RIGHT
   MEAN INDEFINITE POSTPONE ALL SYNCHARP PLANS.
F. You now know problem and our objectives therefore with exception of go signal, you authorized proceed to plan and prepare in manner judged best in field, remembering keep coyote hand hidden and fact train will be well guarded. Keep LINC well informed.

3. PRINCIPal: You authorized keep skillet informed of P30success plans. Request you provide intricate full information available to you and attempt to keep in close contact through normal means in order keep LINC and HQS closely informed all developments.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 17 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (POS)(1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (2)(6), WH (7), A/DD/P/P (8), SA/BC/DCI (9)

LING 2792 (IN 48140) 25052 17 MAY 54 ROUTINE
TO: (PRIORITY) INFO: DIR CITE: SLING
RYABAT PESUCCESS FOR LUGTON

1. CADICK STATES CALLIGERIS HAS INFO THAT FOUR US BURNT PILOTS ARE READY TO DEFECT. REQUEST YOU FORWARD COMPLETE DATA SOONEST RE IDENTITIES AND LOCATION.

2. CALLIGERIS SHOULD GET WORD TO THEM SOONEST THAT GROUP WILL OFFER ADEQUATE GUARANTEES AND 610,000 EACH IF THEY CAN BRING OUT PLANES WITH THEM. SUCH ACTION WOULD GIVE TREMENDOUS BOOST TO OPPOSITION MORALE AND PLANES WOULD BE VERY USEFUL. IF THIS CANNOT BE ARRANGED THE DeFECTION DESIRED WITHOUT PLANES. IN COMMUNICATION CALLIGERIS SHOULD STATE THAT SECURE LANDING STRIPS WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE AND THAT RECEPTION WILL BE ARRANGED.

3. IF YOU AGREE INFO WILL BE PASSED TO SECANT THROUGH US BURNT STATION WITH REQUEST THAT ANSWER BE RETURNED IN THAT MANNER. DOES SECANT KNOW STORY AND CAN HE APPROACH PILOTS?

END OF MESSAGE
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DATE: 17 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PB) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), O/DICI (5), DD/P (6), WH (7), A/DD/P/P (8), SA/PC/DICI (9)

CABLE 273 (IN 48133) 22OCZ 17 MAY 54
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE)
INFO: DIR, (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE SQUAT)

DG SUCCESS RYBAT
FOR ONTRICH

1. INSTRUCT FIRST AND SECOND RAIL TEAMS TO ACT AGAINST FIRST FREIGHT TRAIN FROM PUERTO BARRIOS.

2. THIS CONSTITUTES GO.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRETARIAT COMMENT:
MR. WISNER AND MR. ESTERLINER NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 19:40 17 MAY 54.

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN DECLASSIFIED FOR RELEASE, AS DIRECTED, 8/4/96.
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TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), O/DCI (5), OD/P (L)(6), WH (7), SA/DCI (8), A/DO/P/P (9)

LING 2798 (IN 48169) 01027 18 MAY 54

TO: DIR

RYBAT PSSUCCESS

RE: A. DIR 00858 (OUT 95785)
B. LINC 2766 (IN 47882)
C. LINC 2767 (IN 47881)
D. LINC 2775 (IN 43000)

1. PROCEEDING AS INDICATED IN PREVIOUS MSGS THIS SUBJECT.
SIMPLE NAIL CUTS NOT CONTEMPLATED BUT AS STATED BLOWING TRACKS
WHILE TRAIN PASSING AT BRIDGES PREVIOUSLY SELECTED FOR LATER TARGETS.
ALSO SECURE CHARGE BEFORE BRIDGE WITH THIRD CHARGE FURTHER BACK TO
COMPLETELY BLOCK AND OR DESTROY TRAIN. SAME METHOD WILL BE EMPLOYED
BY SECOND TEAM FURTHER UP TRACK IN EVENT FIRST SHOULDN'T FAIL.

2. MAP WILL SHOW ALL RELEVANT SAB TARGETS SELECTED IN AREAS
WHERE HIGHWAYS EITHER DO NOT EXIST OR ARE EXTREMELY POOR.

3. CAN ASSURE YOU THAT WILL MAKE USE OF ALL KUKIDOK EXPERIENCE
AVAILABLE IN LINCOLN AND FIELD.

4. APPRECIATE YOUR ACTIONS REGARDING TACTICS AND KEEPING
LING WELL INFORMED.

(CEND OF MESSAGE)

CABLE SECRETARAT COMMENT:
MESSAGE AT 2115 17 MAY 54.
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DATE: 18 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8), A/DD/P/P (9)

LINE 2795 (IN 4821)

TO: OPIN
INFO: OPIN DIR
FOR ONTRICH/LUGTON INFO: SKILLER
RYGAT 55 SUCCESS

O4332 18 MAY 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
PRECEDENCE

CITE: SLING

1. FOLLOWING RECEIVED FROM GUAT FOR YOUR INFO AND DISCREET BRIEFING CALLIGERIS:

A. ADVISED 17 MAY THAT DUE TOTAL WEIGHT SHIPMENT PLUS FACT RAILS ARE NARROW GAUGE AND ROAD GRADE EXTREMELY STEEP SEVERAL PLACES BETWEEN PUERTO BARRIOS AND CAPITAL APPROX 100 RAILROAD CARS WILL BE NEEDED TO TRANSPORT CARGO. FOR THAT REASON SHIPMENT WILL BE BROUGHT TO CAPITAL IN SEVERAL TRAINS, POSSIBLY 8 TO 10.

B. FURTHER STATED THAT USGURANT GOVT ORDERED 15 FLAT CARS BUT JUST CANCELLED 8 CARS. REMAINING 7 LEFT PUERTO BARRIOS FOR CAPITAL AT 9:30 A.M. TODAY. CARS LOADED WITH LARGE CRATES, DIMENSIONS AND NUMBER AS YET UNKNOWN. GOVT ADVISED THEY WILL NOT NEED MORE FLAT CARS. OF OPINION CRATES CONTAIN HEAVY FIELD PIECES.

C. DUE STORM WHICH STARTED BARRIOS SATURDAY NIGHT
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AND CONTINUED THROUGH SUNDAY, ONLY ABOVE 7 CARS OF CRATES UN-
LOADED. WORKMEN ON DOCK SAY "REST WILL BE EASY" INDICATING
REMAINING PORTION CONSISTS SMALL CRATES.

D.
STALL AS LONG AS POSSIBLE.

ATTEMPT TO HAVE ENTIRE SHIPMENT STORED IN CARS ON RAIL SIDING
AT STATION NAMED "LA BARRERA" LOCATED 3 AND 1/2 MILES NORTH
EAST OF CAPITAL, AND SITUATED CLOSE TO MILITARY BASED NAMED
"ACETUNA" CURRENTLY UNDER COMPLETION AND POSSIBLY ULTIMATE
DESTINATION ARMAMENT.

E. ATTEMPTING SPOT AND NO SING CONSIDER THIS KEY TO
MATTER.

F. SEAMEN AGOARD ALFHEM TOLD
PUERTO BARRIOS THAT ANOTHER SHIP DUE HERE WITHIN 2 DAYS AND
A 3RD DUE AS SOON AS THE 2ND SHIP LEAVES. NAMES DATE THESE
SHIPS NOT KNOWN.

G. HIGH RANKING MILITARY OFFICERS INCLUDING MIN DEF
SANCHEZ, ALFONSO MARTINEZ, COL BARZANALLANA, HERE IN PUERTO
BARRIOS AWAITING ARRIVAL SHIP AND STILL THERE. SANCHEZ OTHERS
AT HOTEL DEL NOSTE, PUERTO BARRIOS ACCOMPANIED BY AIDES AND AT
LEAST 5 BODY GUARDS.

H. CRATES UNLOADED ON 7 FLAT CARS AND NOW ENROUTE
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CAPITAL HAVE FOLLOWING SHAPE AND SIZE: 9 FEET HIGH, BASE 3
FEET BY 3 FEET, TOP ROUND WITH DIAMETER APPRX 18 INCHES, ONE
SIDE CRATE PERPENDICULAR AND OTHER SIDE SLOPING LIKE PYRAMID.
WEIGHT 735 POUNDS EACH. TRIANGULAR MARKING ON SIDE OF CRATES.
COULD BE MORTARS.

1. 3 BOX CARS UNKNOWN CONTENTS ALSO ENROUTE CAPITOL.
SHOULD ARRIVE AROUND MID NIGHT. DUE ABUNDANCE EMPTIES PUERTO
BARRIOS IMPOSSIBLE DENY MILITARY THEIR USE APPARENTLY MILITARY
INTENDS FORWARD TO CAPITAL AS UNLOADED WHICH DIRECT FROM SHIP
TO TRAIN CARS.

J. PUERTO BARRIOS ESTIMATES THAT GOVT
WILL NEED MINIMUM 7 DAYS TO UNLOAD SHIP AT PRESENT SPEED AL-
THOUGH MINISTER SANCHEZ TRYING HURRY.

K. NO SIGNS AMMO UNLOADED AS YET BUT PROBABLE SUCH
ADOCAO ALTHOUGH CREW MEMBERS DID NOT TAKE ANY PRECAUTIONS
USUALLY ASSOCIATED WITH AMMO SHIPMENTS. WILL
ATTEMPT PREVENT AMMO SHIPMENTS COMING CAPITAL ATTACHED TO
REGULAR TRAINS. HAVE PROMISED ADVISE UPON LEARNING ABOUT AMMO.

L. DUE CONGESTION PORT AS RESULT STRIKE NEW YORK,
TRAINS LEAVING EVERY 3 OR 4 HOURS. TO THESE TRAINS GOVT APPAR-
ENTLY INTENDS HITCH CARS CONTAINING ALFHEM MATERIAL. IMPOSSIBLE
OBTAIN ETO SINCE TRAINS DEPARTING AS LOADED. IMPOSSIBLE OBTAIN
THAT MATERIAL BE FORWARD IN ONE TRAIN. UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS
18 MAY 54
LING 2799 (IN 48211)
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ALFHEM CARGO WOULD TAKE MINIMUM OF FIVE DOUBLE HEADER TRAINS

M. MEANWHILE PUBLIC KEEP AWAY FROM PIER AND NO VISITORS ALLOWED ABOARD.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COSENT:
A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO AT 0130 18 MAY 54.
1. Equip 3, 4-man teams. Each team gear to include binoculars, 15 day rations each man, medicine, watch, maps, 2 rifles, 2 SMG, electrical and non electrical EMO (also received demo) gear with 15 lbs. TNT per man. Use only 3 leaders, remainder Indians.

2. Launch separately when ready to cover rail from Gualan to Lao Asiates and Morales to Tenecores respectively. Their mission is continual harassment in form of rail cuts (as received). Caution live black. Avoid roads and contact any organization personnel, depart self sufficient for 15 days and return.

3. Concentrate on bridges first 2 targets each team, then switch to only rail cuts in isolated places. Work at night and keep rail out of action.

4. Suggested base of operations rail team number 3DF0754 area. Suggested 80 rail team number 2DE5174. Suggested 80 rail team number 5DE4012.
13 MAY 54
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5. BRIDGE AT DE3907 LOOKS PROFITABLE AERIAL PHOTO. THERE ARE 2 SMALL BRIDGES BETWEEN BANANAIA AND YORK DE3505.

6. EVIDENCE LARGE INGRESS ARMS TO WSB-RNT GOVT VIA PB AND RAIL DICTATES PRIORITY ATTENTION THIS OPERATION.

7. FOR PRINCEP: ADVISE SKILLET DEVELOPMENTS VIEWED BY ODACIO AS EXTREME IMPORTANCE IN PRESSING EFFORT OBTAIN EVIDENCE REQUESTED PARA 3 REF 5IR DO839 (OUT 95050)

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMRADE: A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO AT 0130 18 MAY 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 18 MAY 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), OD/P (L) (7), AO/P/P/P (8), SA/PG/DCI (9)

06362 18 MAY 54
LINC 2803 (IN 68228) 06362 18 MAY 54
TO: PRITY SQUAT
INFO: DIR
RIVAT PBSUCCESS

1. SOURCE CONSIDERED RELIABLE BY HEARD
VICTOR MANUEL GUTIERREZ, TELL SOME OF HIS HENCHMEN THAT THE SECOND SHIPMENT OF ARMS WOULD BE SENT SHORTLY TO THE STRIKERS OF THE TELA RAILROAD. SOURCE IS ENDEAVORING TO FIND OUT TO WHOM THE ARMS WILL BE SHIPPED.

2. ABOVE INFO EXTREMELY IMPORTANT IF CONFIRMED. ANY INFO INDICATING COMMUNIST KNOWLEDGE OF OR ANTICIPATION IN CURRENT ARMS SHIPMENTS SHOULD BE REPORTED PRIORITY CABLE. ABOVE RELAYED VIA SKILLET.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT CONSIDER: A TEMPO COPY ISSUED

WH, AT 0230 18 MAY 54.
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DATE: 18 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (P3) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

LINC 2815 (IN 48472) 18492 18 MAY 54 ROUTINE
TO: INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: (IN 47271)
FOR ONTRICH

INSIST CALLIGERIS TAKE ADEQUATE BODYGRARD TO REF MTG.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 18 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)

INFO: WH (4)

LINC 2822 (IN 48541) 21562 18 MAY 54

TO: SGUAT

INFO: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

ON UFGO STRIKE, REQUEST COVERT INFO AND ANY SUGGESTIONS FOR COUNTER-MEASURES.

END OF MESSAGE

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR RELEASE BY
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IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DATE: 18 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), O/DCI (5), OD/P (L) (6), WH (7), A/OD/P/P (8), SA/PC/DCI (9)

LINC 2826 (IN 148561) 2215Z 18 MAY 54
TO: (PRIORITY)
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC

1. RE EFFORTS PROVOKE DISAFFECTATION AMONG OUAT ARMED FORCES BY MAKING THEM BELIEVE COMING RED ARMY-COMMUNIST CONTROL, REQUEST TOU SEND FOLLOWING CABLE:

"HOTEL COLONIAL, CIUDAD DE GUATEMALA. MISSION MILITAR SOVIETICA LLEGAR EL TRIME DE JUNIÑO Y PIDE ALOJAMIENTO EN SU HOTEL MAS O MENOS POR TRES MESES PARA CINCO OFICIALES SUPERIORES, OCHO OFICIALES SUBALTERNOS, DIECIOCHO SOLDADOS. EL SITIO DEBE DE ESTAR AJUSTANDO. LA MISSION TRAERA SU PROPIA GUARDIA ARMADA, EL PERSONAL DE HOTEL QUE VAYA A ESTAR EN CONTACTO DIRECTO CON LOS MIEMBROS DE LA MISSION DEBE DE PASAR POR UNA RIGUROS A INVESTIGACION DE LA PGT PROPORCIONE GARANTIAS TECNICAS PARA LA SEGURIDAD DE LOS HUESPEDES, QUITE LAS ESCALERAS DE SALVAMENTO, PONGA BARRAS EN LAS VENTANAS ACCESIBLES POR LOS TEJADOS CERCANOS," ETC. EL GOBIERNO DE GUATEMALA SE ENCARGARA DE LOS GASTOS SEGUN EL PACTO."

2. THE SIGNER SHOULD BE SOVIET AMBASSADOR, MILITARY ATTACHE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

CURT NO.
18 MAY 54
LINC 2826 (IN 48564)

OR COMMERCIAL ATTACHE UNLESS YOU PREFER ANOTHER. MOST LOGICAL SAMOILOV, COMMERCIAL ATTACHE, RECENTLY VISITED GUATEMALA AS LIAISON WITH GYPSIES.

3. AS SOON AS CABLE FILED, PLS ADVISE LINC FOR OUR FURTHER EXPLOITATION.

END OF MESSAGE
Hotel Colonial, Guatemala City. Soviet Military Mission to arrive 3 June and seek accommodations in your hotel for period of three months (more or less) for five superior officers, twelve lesser officers, eight N soldiers. The accommodations should be all together (i.e. all on same floor, a block of rooms). The mission will bring its own armed guard. The personnel of the hotel who are going to be in direct contact with the members of the mission ought to be subject to a rigorous investigation by the Pot. Provide technical guarantees for the security of the guests, B.W. safety rails, put bars on the windows which are accessible from adjoining roofs, etc. The Guatemalan Government is charged with the expenses according to the fact.
LINCOLN
'RI
BINC
SEARCHED
REWARD.
EVAL DOCUMENTARY.
LINC 283D (48650)
03532 19 MAY 54
T. INDEPENDENT GUATEMALA DIARIID DE QUEZALTENANGO FOR 15
WAY REPORTED THAT LOCAL LEADERS 15-16 MAY MOBILIZED 1000
PEASANTS FROM DISTRIBUTED FINCAS AND SEARCHED ON FOOT WITHOUT
SUCCESS FOR THE CLANDESTINE "RADIO LIBERACION" IN THE MOUNTAINOUS
TUMBADOR AREA OF DEPARTMENT SAN MARGOS USING IMPROVISED DE
EQUIPMENT; THAT "RADIO LIBERACION" HAS BEEN HEARD PERFECTLY IN
THAT AREA; AND THAT GUAT CITY PRESS REPORTED GUAT GOVT OFFERING
REWARD. EVAL F-DOCUMENTARY.
2. LINC INCLINED TO BELIEVE FIGURE 1000 HIGH BUT CONSIDERS
REPORT POSSIBLE TRUE AND OF INTEREST IN CONNECTION WITH KUHOOK
PLANNING AS WELL AS EVIDENCE OF SHERWOOD IMPACT.
END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

LING 28382(IN 48635) 03042 19 MAY 54 ROUTINE
INFO: DIR OICE: SLING

SEAMANTIC REQUESTS FOLLOWING ARE PASSED TO CALLIGERIS AND LUGTON.

1. WILL LEAVE BY AIR FOR DTFSOGS BY 27 MAY AT LATEST. HE HAS WEEDED THERE AND HAD BECOME LOST.

2. NEEDS MONEY. DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING HE CAN DO?

3. A PERSON WHO WAS WITH FERNANDO ROYERO IN DTFSOGS SOME MONTHS AGO HEARD HIM SAY WHEN DRUNK THAT CALLIGERIS IS DECEIVING EVERYONE AND HE WOULD KILL CALLIGERIS FOR $5,000 DOLLARS. SEAMANTIC SAID ROYERO 14 HSHOES.

4. POLICE WHO HAVE RESIGNED OR BEEN FIRED ARE GOING TO NSHOES TO JOIN UP ALTHOUGH NOT TRAVELING AMONG THOSE SENT BY SEAMANTIC. HE BELIEVES THAT A FEW QUESTIONS MIGHT REVEAL THEIR MOTIVATION.

5. RESEIVES INFORMATION FROM WHO WAS SENT TO KSHOES IN 1930 FAL BY SEAMANTIC. ANOTHER

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE. Copy No.
19 MAY 54
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CONTACT OF IS COLONEL, WHO SAYS HE WORKS FOR CALLIGERIS.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 2844 (IN 43658)  05072 19 MAY 54

TD:  

NYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE:  

FOR ONTRICH

1. REGRET UNAVAILABILITY NECESSITATES ALMOST COMPLETE DEPENDENCE ON CALLIGERI'S ABILITY INFLUENCE SAFFRON 1 AND 2 TO CARRY BURDEN OBTAINING

2. SUGGEST CALLIGERI'S USE STRONG REMINDER THAT WSHDOFS TROUBLES MAY SOON BE REPEATED IN UNLESS VSESUANT THREAT REMOVED AND THAT HE REPRESENTS FORCE MOST CAPABLE DOING SO.

3. ATTEMPT TD DETERMINE WHETHER ERRATIC IS OUR OBSTACLE AND IF SO CALLIGERI'S REACTION TO OUR EFFORTS TO SOLICIT HIS COOPERATION. NEED TO KNOW HOW FAP CALLIGERI'S WOULD GO IN LATTER EVENT.

4. IMPORTANT WE BE KEPT ADVISED.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: OIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. JORGE TONIELLO BROTHER FOREIGN MINISTER ARRIVED MIAMI ABOUT 2300 EST AND BOARDED EASTERN AL FLIGHT 642-W LEAVING ABOUT 0030 EST FOR NEW YORK CITY AND BOSTON.

2. STATED TO WHO ON SAME PLANE TO MIAMI, HE WAS GOING TO WALDORF IN NEW YORK CITY THO. INDICATED TO CUSTOMS OFFICIAL HIS TRIP TO WASHINGTON.

3. URGENT INTERVIEW AT WALDORF SOONEST BY ASSUMED REPORTER.
BILLE BREIFED BONA FIDE REPORTER BETTER THAN NOTHING.

4. INTERVIEWER SHOULD ATTEMPT OBTAIN ALL POSSIBLE INFO.
CH RECOGNIZING TONIELLO REPUTED CONSERVATIVE BUT HAS BEEN FEEDING BROTHERS THROUGH SO C INVERSATISM MOST SUSPECT.

A. PURPOSE TONIELLO TRIP AT THIS TIME.
B. 787 BIPART ARMS SHIPMENT, WHERE FROM, WHY NEEDED.

WHY SO SUBSTANTIAL IN VIEW SIZE ARMY.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
G. **IF, AS STATED BY KSBNRT PRESS RELEASE, ARMS PURCHASE NORMAL EXERCISE SOVEREIGNTY WHY WAS PURCHASE FROM BEHIND IRON CURTAIN AND WHY WAS SHIPMENT SO SECRET AS TO CAUSE SUCH INTERNATIONAL SURPRISE. WERE SHIPS PAPERS IN ORDER OR WAS PASSAGE ILLEGAL. UNLESS TORTIELLO PLEADS IGNORANCE PRESS EMBARRASSING QUESTIONS.**

D. **BASIS FOR UFCO STRIKE SCHEDULED FOR WEDNESDAY IS IT FOR BENEFIT WORKERS TO SUPPORT SHOOPS STRIKE OR, AS ALLEGED, AS PROTEST AGAINST OOSACD STATEMENT ON ALFHELM. IF LAST, IS THAT FOR WORKERS OR EXPLOITATION LABOR FOR POLITICAL PURPOSES.**

E. **WHAT IS PRESENT FINANCIAL POSITION KSBNRT REGIME. HOW CAN IT AFFORD LARGE PURCHASES ARMS AND AT SAME TIME IN EFFECT RUN FSPRIME INDUSTRY OUT OF COUNTRY.**

F. **IS AGRARIAN LAB SUCCESS. IF SO HOW EXPLAIN APRIL 30 CHIQUIMULA INCIDENT WHERE LAND DISTRIBUTION Fought BY CAMPESINOS AND ARMY FIRED ON CROWD KILLING THIRTY.**

G. **IS IT TRUE THAT CHIEF OF ARMY DIAZ NOT MET ON RETURN FROM RECENT TRIP. IF SO IS IT INDICATION THAT HE NO LONGER IN FAVOR. WHAT WAS PURPOSE DIAZ TRIP.**

H. **WHAT IS MEANING OF MAY DAY STATEMENT BY ARJENZ ABOUT NUMBER 32. WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT AND WHY SO IMPORTANT TO BE MENTIONED BY PRESIDENT.**

SECRET
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5. TORIELLO NIPPING FROM FLASK ON WHOLE TRIP #SURNT TO MIAMI. ALSO STOPPED BETWEEN AIRPORTS FOR MORE SO GOT FAIRLY DRUNK AND MISSED ORIGINAL PLANE. MAY BE CLUE FOR APPROACH.

END OF MESSAGE
TAKING OVERALL LOOK AT CENTRAL AMERICAN SITUATION, BELIEVE VARIETY OF PRESENT AND FORESEEABLE FACTORS WARRANT COACID CONSIDERATION OF PROMPT AND GENEROUS ODYOKE ECONOMIC AID PROGRAM TO ALL CENTRAL AMERICAN STATES, TO INCLUDE VENezUELA WHEN IT SHEDS COMARIES. FACTORS ARE:

A. MEXICAN DEVALUATION CRISIS, MAKING COUNTRY MORE AMENABLE TO ODYOKE GUIDANCE

B. WSHOFS LABOR UNREST AND NEED TO STRENGTHEN HAND OF PRO-PBP PRIME FORCES PRIOR OCTOBER ELECTION

C. LCPANGS CONFLICTS WITH PBPRI Y BUSINESS INTERESTS, ANIMOSITY TO KUFULSH, LATENT OR REAL AID TO COMARIES (ALREADY BEING DEALT WITH BY COACID)

D. APPROPRIATENESS OF RECOGNITION KMFLUSH SERVICES TO ODYOKE AND ADVISABILITY STRENGTHENING STORAX HAND AT HOME

E. DTFROGS RELUCTANCE TO AID ODYOKE

F. ODYOKE DIFFICULTIES WITH HTLOGIN OVER CANAL AGREEMENT

3. Move would help still criticisms of lack of aid voiced at Caracas.

4. By appearing be the major Odyoke thrust against USburnt, and program would help conceal PBsuccess covert action.

5. By aligning support for anti-communism, move would permit more rapid, wholehearted Central American endorsement of new USburnt government when PBsuccess successful.

6. Conference to launch aid offer could have vacant chair symbolically reserved for USburnts, with clean or implied statement USburnts will share in aid then anti-commie. This might have beneficent effect on USburnt opinion prior to day.

7. In context Iron Curtain arms shipment to USburnt, conference could contrast Odyoke peaceful aid with commie militarism.

8. Launching program soonest could also cushion possible
UNFAVORABLE CENTRAL AMERICAN REACTION TO AID EXTENSION TO
WSBURNT AFTER PBSUCCESS. IF THEN RECENTLY COMMIE COUNTRY
ALONE GETS AID, OTHERS COULD TAKE UMABRAGE. BUT IF ANTI-COMMIES
ARE OFFERED AID FIRST, INCLUSION OF WSBURNT WHEN IT ANTI-COMMIE
WILL BE EASIER.

9. EARLY CONVOCATION (APPROX 1 JUNE) OF EXPLORATORY CON-
FERENCE COULD KEEP DISCUSSION SUFFICIENTLY GENERAL TO AVOID
CONTROVERSY AND YET REAP BENEFITS OF ODYOEKE GESTURE.

10. EVEN PBSUCCESS ATTAINMENT OF OBJECTIVES IN WSBURNT
WILL PROBABLY NOT ELIMINATE NEED FOR MORE BROAD-GUAGED PROGRAM
FOR CENTRAL AMERICA.

11. RECOMMEND EXPLORATION OF FOREGOING WITH ODAGID.

PCS ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
1. FYI:

A. Lincoln recognized after prolonged efforts of Rennell to develop erratic that a peculiar situation existed in that most if not all PBPRISE agents or cutouts were devotees of erratic thus rendering objectivity practically impossible.

B. In Lincoln 733 (1 in 216) effort was made to provide guidance to Rennell in above situation to no avail. While attempting obtain control over erratic Lincoln encountered serious difficulties in keeping faith with Syncarp thus strong measures were necessary to meet problem.

C. View above it was determined that all PBPRISE contacts could have to be circumvented by placing entirely with Lincoln controlled PBPRISE cutout in ofroogs to handle Syncarp ops.

D. Most important factor bear in mind is that Oryokels interests must be served above all else. Personalities not-
WITHSTANDING, PBSUCCESS WOULD NOT ACCEPT ERRATIC FOR MANFOLD REASONS REGARDLESS OF LOCAL VIEWS. THEREFORE FT/17 HAD TO BE ABANDONED PER SE AND NEW APPROACHES DEVELOPED TO NEUTRALIZE ERRATIC AND POSSIBLY TURN HIM TO AN ADVANTAGE. SUCH PLANS ARE IN PROGRESS.

E. RENNELL WAS ORDERED TO LINCOLN FOR TOY TP AID IN KUHOOK PLANNING OTFROGS AND MINIMIZE SECURITY HAZARDS ODYOEKE INVOLVEMENT LOCALLY. UNFORTUNATELY THIS ORDER WAS MISINTERPRETED BY RENNELL AND HE IS TERMINATING HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH KUBARK.

2. VIEW FOREGOING YOU ARE REQUESTED TO TAKE FOLLOWING ACTION;

A. IF AND WHEN RENNELL RETURNS OTFROGS YOU ARE TO EXTEND EVERY COURTESY BUT UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES ARE YOU OR ANY MEMBER PERMITTED TO DISCUSS ANY CLASSIFIED INFORMATION WITH HIM.

B. EXERCISE EVERY EFFORT TO PREVENT SELBANK'S OFFICIAL STATUS OR RELATIONSHIP WITH SYCCAP FROM BECOMING KNOWN TO A YOME WHO MIGHT DISCLOSE SAME TO ERRATIC.

C. UNDOUBTEDLY YOU ARE ABLE TO CONTACT JUVIA 1 AND/OR JUVIA 2. IF SO LINCOLN VERY DESIRIOUS TO KNOW YOUR OPINION ON SERIOUSLY THEY FEEL IN RESPECT TO TERMINATION FT/17. EXPLAIN IF NECESSARY ALL INFO RECEIVED HAS BEEN CAREFULLY PROTECTED
20 MAY 54
LINCS 2336 (IN 49249)
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BY SKINNER AND NO NEED FOR APPREHENSION. FURTHER, FREEZE
OUT WAS DUE TO CERTAIN KNOWLEDGE ERRATIC THOROUGHLY PENETRATED
BY COMMUNISTS AND HIS CONDUCT SO INDISCREET THAT MEANS EMPLOY-
ED IN FT/11 HAD TO TERMINATED. JUVIA'S SERVICES APPRECIATED BUT
FOREGOING CIRCUMSTANCES LEFT NO ALTERNATIVE. REQUEST YOU
EXERCISE EVERY EFFORT MOLLIFY THESE TWO IF POSSIBLE. IF
NOT WITHIN YOUR CAPABILITY THEN ADVISE WHAT IF ANYTHING
CAN OR SHOULD BE DONE.

3. AGAIN LINCOLN APPRECIATES PURCELL'S SENSITIVE AND
RESPONSIBLE POSITION AND DESIRES AID EVERY WAY POSSIBLE.
WAIT YOUR REPLY BY CABLE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

REQUEST TAKE NECESSARY ACTION TO PROVIDE LINC WITH CONTRACT FORMS SHOWING SALE OR LEASE OF TWO C-47 AIRCRAFT TO CALLIGERIS BY PER COVER STORY THAT BRODFROST GAVE TO

REQUEST SECOND CONTRACT BE PROVIDED LINC TO INSURE RETURN OF AIRCRAFT TO UPON COMPLETION OF PBSUCCESS.

FIRST CONTRACT, PARA 1, NEEDED TO BACK STOP COVER STORY IN EVENT SITUATION DEMANDS SUCH ACTION.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

LIN 2508 (LH 54/81)  2337Z 20 MAY 54
TO: INFO: DIR
RYPAT PBSUCCESS
FOR ONTRICH/HEGARTY
RECOGNIZE CALLIGERIS PREOCCUPATION WITH PROPAGANDA TENDS
INVOLVE YOU IN KUGOMN. TRY KEEP HIM ON KUHOOK OR AT LEAST
HAVE HIM DISCUSS ALL KUGOMN WITH HEGARTY FIRST.

END OF MESSAGE

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED
FOR RELEASE, AS SANitized
CC: HR
ON OCT 8, 1996
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TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)
20 MAY 54
LINC 2909 (IN 43444)
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3. TRAIN OF EIGHT CARS LEAVE PTO BARRIOS NOON 20 MAY.

SOURCE:

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

MR. ESTERLINE NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 1758
20 MAY.
1. REQUEST YOU EMPHASIZE STRONGEST TERMS DANGER OF DOUBLECROSS, KIDNAPPING, ETC IN CALLIGERIS/DTFROGS MTG.

2. SPECIFICALLY INSTRUCT UPON ARMED BODYGUARD NO LESS 12 MEN COVERING MTG SITE. UNLESS SUCH SPECIAL MEASURES ARE TAKEN TO AVOID AMBUSH, HQS UNWILLING HAVE PIVALL PRESENT.

3. NEW SUBJ: PUSH LOCAL QUERIES REGARDING VISIT ВSHOFS CHIEF STAFF TO WSEURNT UPON RETURN FROM MEXI. IMPORTANT WE DETERMINE SIGNIFICANCE SOONEST. CHECK CAREFULLY POSSIBILITY OF SELL-OUT.

END OF MESSAGE
DATE: 21 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DC1 (5), D/DC1 (6), DC/P (L) (7), A/DOP/P (8), SA/PC/DC1 (9)

To: DIR

RYBAT P8SUCCESS

RE: A. DIR 01400 (OUT 96215)
B. DIR 01418 (OUT 96323)
C. LINC 2092 (IN 49354)

1. Pursuant ref A and 0 LINC sent CAdick per ref C to direct Kuhook effort to harass and intercept remaining rail shipments plus Alfhem and possibly second ship.

2. Presume ref A FARA 2 authorized UDT effort. Accordingly LUPETS being airshipped with CAdick who will attempt strike Alfhem while in harbor with available team or if impossible hold for second ship.

END OF MESSAGE

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN APPROVED FOR RELEASE
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IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DATE: 21 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DC1 (4), O/DC1 (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/OCC/DC1 (7), WH (R), A/DD/P/P (9)

LING 2946 (IN 47766) 1546Z 21 MAY 54
OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
GITED SLING

TD: DIR
RY3AT/PBSUCCESS

RE: A. GUAT 620 (IN 4956R), B. GUAT 621 (IN 49605)

1. IN VIEW NEED FOR EVIDENCE OF ACTIVE OPPOSITION AT THIS TIME FEEL MOMENT PARTICULARLY OPPORTUNE FOR NIGHT LEAFLET DROP OVER CAPITAL WSBURNT.

2. HAVE AVAILABLE AT LEAFLETS DEPICTING NEED FOR DECISION CALLED SIX POINT HANDBILL, GOOD FOR EFFECT ON ARMY BUT ALSO GENERAL APPLICATION.

3. THEREFORE REQUEST APPROVAL ONE C-47 FLT FIRST NIGHT POSSIBLE (MAYBE TONIGHT) FROM BELIEVE RISK VERY SLIGHT. PLANE COMPLETELY STERILIZED. CREW COMPLETELY BRIEFED ON COVER STORY. ALSO NEED FOR ACTION SO GREAT BELIEVE SHOULD BE WILLING ACCEPT SOME RISK.

END OF MESSAGE

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN
APPROVED FOR TRANSMISSION BY
[Signature]
ON 21 MAY 54
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Copy No.
LINC 2360 (IN 49918)  2129Z 21 MAY 54

TJ: (PRIORITY)  INFO: DIR

PBSUCCESS RYBAT
FOR OINTRICH/HEGARTY

1. BELIEVE GOOD CHANCE FOR CALLIGERIS EXPLOIT HIS PERSONAL
PRESTIGE AND RECRUIT LABOR FOLLOWERS BY DESPATCHING SEVERAL TWO-WAA
KOROWAN TEAMS TO STRIKING UFDC WORKERS III BANANERA AREA.

2. TEAM THEMES SHOULD BE:
   A. CALLIGERIS HOPE OF ARREST.
   B. BANANERA STRIKE NOT FOR WORKERS, BUT TO SUPPORT
   ARREST AGRESSION AGAINST UFDCS.
   C. ARMS SHIPMENT, POSSIBLE ARMS DISTRIBUTION TO STRIKERS
      2 WORKERS WILL BE USED AS CANNON FODDER TO SAVE ARBENZ-COMRADE
   D. STIFP UP WORKERS TO TURN ISSUED ARMS AGAINST COMRADES.
   E. STIFP UP WORKERL THEMSELVES ON TRACKS OR OTHERWISE
   STIFP AT 3 TRAINS, OTHERS PILFER TRAIN, DESTROY ARMS.

4. DO NOT RECONSIDER USE UNTIL LEE IN UFDCS, BUT ONLY TESTED
CALLIGERIS PERSONNEL.

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No
5. ARM TEAMS FOR DEFENSE ONLY.

6. ADVISE CAPABILITY COMPLY, DESPATCH OF TEAMS. SHERWOOD WILL SUPPORT.

END OF MESSAGE

*CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TWO PARA 3S INDICATED, BEING SERVICED FOR CONFIRMATION
FOLLOWING HEARD REGULAR LOCAL RADIO NEWSCAST 2315 EST 21 MAY: REPORT FROM SABRNT CITY, GOVERNMENT FORCES ENGAGED MG BATTLE SABOTEURS ATTEMPTING SLOP TRAIN. ONE SOLIDER AND ONE SAB KILLED. OTHERS WOUNDED. NO FURTHER INFO.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 22 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), OGI (5), O/OGI (6), DD/P (L) (7), A/DD/P/P/P (8), BA/PDCGI (9)

LINC 2987 (IN 10038) 0939Z 22 MAY 54 PRIORITY

TO: PRITY INFO: PRITY DIR CITE: SLINC

RE: (IN 49820)

RYSAT PBSUCCESS

1. FOR PRINCEP: ALTHO YOU MAY URGE PBSUCCESS OFFICERS IN USHOFS TO BE CONCISE YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO EDIT OR OTHERWISE CHANGE ANY MESSAGE THEY REQUEST BE TRANSMITTED VERBATIM.

2. FOR ONTRICH:
   
   A.

   B. WE BELIEVE ERRATIC MAY ALSO KNOW ABOVE AND HAVE URGED GREATEST SECRECY IF POSSIBLE NEVERTHELESS BELIEVE SYNGARP MUST FIRM ARRANGEMENTS SOONEST CLARIFYING POSITION VIS ERRATIC BUT NOT PREJUDICIAL AS WE HAVE REAL PROBLEM PROTECTING JUVIA-1 AND 2.

   C. BASED ON CAREFUL REVIEW OLD EVIDENCE PLUS SOME NEW PIECES BE OF OPINION ERRATIC'S ORGANIZATION COMunist CONTROLLED AND PRESSURE ON JUVIAS IS MEANS ASSURING

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  COPY No
22 May 54
LINC 2987 (IN 10038)
PAGE -2-

PENETRATION SYNCARP. YOU SHOULD MAKE THESE CONCLUSIONS KNOWN TO AND IMPERATIVE YOU ARRANGE WITH HIM DECEPTION ANGLE OF SEPARATE OPS WITH ERRATIC BEING USED AS DECOY. WE ARE ATTEMPTING REMOVE ERRATIC OTFROGS SO DO NOT WORK ON THIS ASPECT. Advise.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P(L)(6), A/DD/P/P(7)

TO: DIR
RYBAT P8SUCCESS
RE: DIR 48289 (OUT 89581)

1. CONCUR REF JASG.
2. ONTRICH TO RE-OPEN SUBJECT WITH CALLIGERIS ABOUT 30 APRIL.
3. PROPOSE TO FOLLOW WHITING'S MEMO THIS SUBJECT AND ANTICIPATE FAVORABLE REACTION FROM CALLIGERIS.
4. PROBLEM INVOLVES CALLIGERIS PERSONAL SECURITY AND TIME WHICH IS NOW GREATLY IMPORTANT.
5. WILL ENDAVOR SELECT SUITABLE EMISSARY AMONG CALLIGERIS STAFF OFFICERS. WILL ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE DATE: 1996
AS SANITIZED

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: J. RECTOR W
INFO: LINCOLN

SUBJECT: PRO JAPAN PRO-DASH HISPANICS

1. HISTORICAL AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
   - Anti-Japanese and pro-Dash Hispanics have historically been
     isolated from Japan's isolation. Japan's isolation and encouragement
     of a neutralist attitude in these countries reduce anti-U.S. threats.
   - This expression attack is as far distant and of little
     interest to Japan than expressions of point that international
     concerns to threat in Africa, and Japan 'tiny minority' an emphasize mutual
     threat.

2. NOT SUFFICIENT TO VIET INTERVENTION TO LIMITED INTERVENTION TO
   VIETNAM IS NEEDED AS IT (TROOPS LAND IN ASIA, ETC)
   EMPHASIZE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IS INTERVENING BY ORDER NOR. POINT
   OUT EXAMPLES, SUCH AS SIMULTANEOUS CAMPAIGNS OF PHYSICAL, ECONOMIC DISRUPTION,

   [Signature]
2. The net should include:

A. Indictment Soviet/Communist acts intervening W/ include points made above.

B. Brief para on how best fight Communists, brief conference agenda, and Eisenhower's hopes for results.

C. End with plea for united action. Point out if we do not stop Commie intervention, may not have other chance.

3. Do not proceed without stating contents here above. Sling cable contents soonest.

End of message
DIRECTOR, CIA

1. WHAT IS YOUR EVALUATION OF THESE CRITICISMS?

2. IS IT TRUE THAT "INVASION" IS AN AUTHORIZED THEME? WE HAD THOUGHT "INVASION" AS A THEME CONSIDERED TO BE CONSTRUCTIVE AND TENDING TO CONSOLIDATE OPPOSITION.

3. ASSURE SENIOR LINE STAFF REPRESENTATIVE CHECKS ON CONGRESSIONAL BROADCAST TAPES.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996
DATE: 27 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

SQUAT
INFO: DIR
IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. UNDERSTAND USBURNED GOVT RADIO 24 MAY REPORTED CAPTURE OF

2. MAN OF THAT NAME WAS MEMBER CALLING CRIS SAO TEAM AT
   ENTRE RIOS.

3. IF PARA 4 TRUE, PLS PASS FOREGOING TO SEMANTIC. HAVE
   HIM (ONLY THROUGH CUTOUTS) CONTACT FAMILY AT
   NUMBER FOR GUATEMALA.
   FAMILY SHOULD BE BRIEFED TO CHECK HIS STATUS DISCREETLY AND ADVISE
   SEMANTIC CONTACT ACCORDingly.

4. EMPHASIZE SENSITIVENESS OF MISSION TO SEMANTIC.

5. ON RECEIPT INFO LINC WILL CONSIDER LINES OF ACTION OF
   BEHALF OF SUBJ.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
28 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: RH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: RH (1)

0055Z 28 MAY 54

TO: DIR
Rybat PBSUCCESS
RE: (IN 11559)
IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. FOLLOWING NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR SABOTAGE PLANNING.

PLEASE OBTAIN FROM RQM/01S ON PRIORITY BASIS AND POUCH LINC:

A. PHOTOS, CONSTRUCTION DETAILS RAILROAD WATER TANKS
AT APPROX AG 7769. REQUEST AERIAL PHOTOS WITH LOCATION RR STATION,
WATER TANKS AND TURNABLE.

B. REQUEST AERIAL PHOTOS AND CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF
BRIDGE APPROX AF 2529, (2528). REQUEST SAME INFO FOR BRIDGES
APPROX AF 2509.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN JUNE 1996
AS SANITIZED,

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No
Ling 3218 (in 1197D) 0428Z 28 May 54 ROUTINE
TN: SQUAT INFD: DIA CT: Sling

PBSUCCESS NYBAT

1. UNEVALUATED REPORT DTD 27 MAY FROM STATES WSBURNT GOVT CONCENTRATING ARMS AND PERSONNEL AT DE 670 450 NEAR PUNTA MONCLAR IDENTIFIED ONLY PUERTO BARRIOS AREA.

2. REQUEST AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE AREA DE 620 460 TD DE 7DD 420 AND DE 57D 550 TD DE 700 60D TD CONFIRM ABOVE.

3. BELIEVE THIS AREA OUTSIDE OF RESTRICTED PORT SECTION.
CALL ON J&1BLUG FOR DIVUNIT ATTACHE IF NEEDED.

END OF MESSAGE
CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996

DATE: 29 MAY 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: RH (PS) (1-3)
INFO: RH (4).

LING 3239 (IN 12353) 22302 29 MAY 54
TO: (PRIORITY)
INFO: DIR
ROUTINE
REFERENCE
CITE: SLING

"FOLLOWING RECEIVED FROM SEMANTIC WITH REQUEST BE URGENTLY PASSED TO CALLIGERIS:

"1. COMMUNICATIONS SABOTAGE MATTET UP. HAVE GOOD GROUP AND WILL SEND DETAILS SOONEST.

"2. LEFT FOR DTROGS 29 MAY TO RENEW HIS VISA. HE HAS OFFER WORK IN BRAZIL BUT HAS NOT ACCEPTED BECAUSE HIS OBLIGATION WITH GROUP AND BECAUSE HE OWES AROUND 23,000 LOCALLY. HE WISHES TO DO SOMETHING INTERESTING BUT NOT FLY LITTLE PLANES. BELIEVE THAT HE WOULD MAKE NO TROUBLE IF GIVEN SOMETHING ABROAD OR IF AGREEMENT CANCELLED WITH HIM. NOT BAD INDIVIDUAL AND BELIEVE HE WOULD NOT TRY HARM US BUT HE MUST BE TAKEN OUT SOONEST SINCE HE HAS NO VISIBLE MEANS SUPPORT AND NO COVER.

"3. HAVE ARRANGED THAT GLORIA GROUP ALSO USE PEPE CHANNEL FOR 'SBOURNT PART OF WORK.' PEPE CHANNEL MOST SATISFACTORY.

"4. ARRIVED TOLD PEOPLE OF GLORIA GROUP THAT HE
27 MAY 54

LINE 3235 (IN 12535)

PAGE 2

WISHED SPEAK TO US BUT SINCE HE DID NOT USE CORRECT CHANNELS AVOIDED HM. THOUGH SUSPECT HF OK. CONVENIENT IN FUTURE ADVISE US PRIOR ARRIVAL SUCH PERSONS THIS AVOID DIFFICULTIES.

"5. OTHER REPORTS INDICATE SPECIAL DETACHMENTS IN IGUANA, LAS CANAS AND LA UNION.

"6. PEPE WILL FORWARD LETTER FOR PANCHO-GLORIA FROM PALMIRA. IF OUR STARTED BY US SHOULD NOT OF GIVE OTHERS THIS CAUSING DIFFICULTIES.

"7. SAYS HE GOING TO DESERT POST AS GOVERNOR SINCE UNABLE LONGER TOLERATE COMMUNIST. IF CALLIGERIS CAN USE HIM WISES GO POLICE. IF NOT WILL GO UNDERGROUND.

"8. BELIEVE SISTER IN LAW INFORMING GOVT RE CALLIGERIS PLANS.

"9. VIOLETA DEPARTING VIA DTFRGGS 29 MAY ETD 1930 HOURS. WE PROMISED AUTO WOULD BE WAITING OTHER SIDE FRONTIER, TAKING TWO ASSISTANTS, ONE BEING RADIO OPERATOR. REQUEST OUR PEOPLE DTFRGGS BE ADVISED AND HANDLE. BETTER STILL IF PEOPLE CODE DIRECTLY FROM SHOOT TO MEET VIOLETA. TOO MANY FLAPS IN DTFRGGS.

SECRET
29 MAY 54
LINE 3259 (IN 12353)

PAGE 3

"10. BARBARA GIVING US TROUBLE, BE SENDING HER VIA DTFROGS
PROBABLY ON 31 MAY, TRY KEEPER HER THERE.

"11. PLS RECALL GOYO Z WHO ALSO CAUSING DIFFICULTIES, TRYING SEND HIM ALSO, PLS KEEP THERE,

"12. 100 GUARDIA CIVIL ARMED WITH HMG MACHINEGUNS, AND
PISTOLS LEFT FOR PUERTO BARRIOS 25 MAY, BELIEVE THEY TOOK NO MORE
THAN 100 ROUNDS PER PERSON.

"13. DON VIDA ESTIMATES NUMBER TROOPS PUERTO BARRIOS BETWEEN
800 AND 1,000.

"14. EXTRA DETACHMENT 50 HMG IN ESQUIPULAS, ROADS AND PATHS
GUARDED BY 10 MEN IN T EXPERINCED GUIDE SAYS HE PASS TO.

"15. LEGAO (ALSO RECEIVED LEGADU) 202 PICTURES VERY POOR,
SECRET NEEDS THAT INFO REQUESTS PICTURES BE TAKEN AND CLEAR
NEGATIVES FORWARDED.

"16. WILL ARRIVE THERE AROUND 30 JUNE.

"17. GUIDER REQUESTED BY CALLIGRAS ALREADY DISPATCHED,
IMPOSSIBLE CROSS BY SHOOTS SO WENT VIA DTFROGS.

"18. LAST COURIER LEAVING 29 MAY TAKING ONLY NEWSPAPERS.

"19. SECRET INVESTIGATING MATTER OF PILOTS.

"20. BELIEVE CAN OPTIMIZE CODE USED RADIO PATROL CAPS, REQUEST
RADIO COVERING DON EETER SAW, USED BY LOCAL POLICE."

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
LINC 3273 (IN 12547)  14392 29 MAY 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPIN) INFO: DIA GITE: SLINO FOR CADICK

1. FOLLOWING FROM ESCOBILLA FOR CALLIGERIS:

"100 PEOPLE OF JUTIAPA GROUP WILL ATTEMPT CROSS FRONTIER
29 MAY AND JOIN CALLIGERIS. OTHER 100 READY GO AS SOON AS
ARRANGEMENTS MADE."

2. MUST KEEP ASSETS IN PLACE IF POSSIBLE. CONFIRM SOONEST
IF ABOVE ARE AT YOUR REQUEST.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1996
DATE: 29 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DO/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 3279 (IN 12627) 20067 29 MAY 54 PRIORITY

TD: DIR

RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: DIR 02883 (OUT 99215)

1. URGE YOU PRESS ODACID FDR ACTION AS SUGGESTED PARA 1 REF.

VERY IMPORTANT AS ALLY BOTH IN PRACTICAL TERMS TO SKIMMER
AND IN PSYCHOLOGICAL TERMS AGAINST WSBURNT. FRANKLY FEEL ODACID
VIEW OF "LET HIM COME TO US" SHOWS LACK APPRECIATION URGENCY AND
NEED FOR "ON TEAM. TIME OF ESSENCE.

2. WE ARE IN STAGE OF FIGHT WHERE MUST KEEP PRESSING OPPONENT
ON ALL FRONTS AND IN ALL POSSIBLE WAYS. MAYBE HE CAN TAKE IT BUT
LETS MAKE HIM PROVE IT.

3. RE PARA 2 REF, INCLINED TO BELIEVE SUB PARA B OR EFFORT
PUT WRENCH IN CALLIGERIS WORKS BUT CHECKING.

4. RE PARA 3 REF, WE STRONGLY BELIEVE THAT NOT IMPROPER
ODYDKE INVOLVEMENT. RATIONALE:

A. INTRODUCTION KUBARK (EITHER AS ODACID OR KUBARK)
REP. BY ODACID REF. FOR PURPOSE ASSIST PROFESSIONALLY ON INTERNAL
SECURITY NATURAL MOVE AND HAS BEEN OFTEN DONE.
29 MAY 54
LINC 3279 (IN 12627)

PAGE 2

B. ALSO NATURAL THAT KUBARK REP INFORMED ABOUT CALLIGERIS EFFORTS WHICH VIA RADIO, PRESS, ETC ARE PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE.

C. CONSISTENT WITH PBPRIME POLICY FOR KUBARK REP IN DISCUSSING CALLIGERIS TO INDICATE PBPRIME FAVORS ANY MOVEMENT OFFERING MORE DEMOCRATIC GOVT FOR WSBURN AND THAT CALLIGERIS APPEARS TO OFFER SUCH.

D. FINALLY KUBARK REP, WHETHER OSTEINSBLY KUBARK OR DOACIO, WOULD CLEARLY KNOW ON BASIS OF USUAL INTELLIGENCE REPORTING WELLBANKS AND SEQUIN AS CALLIGERIS REPS IN AND AS PART OF HIS MISSION COULDO NATURALLY NAME THEM. FROM THAT POINT USUAL CUTOUT PROCEDURES WOULD FUNCTION.

5. LINC BELIEVES THE ABOVE APPROACH TENDS TO CONCEAL RATHER THAN REVEAL PBPRIME HAND ON THEORY THAT A MORE DEVIOUS AND LESS NORMAL METHOD WOULD BE EMPLOYED IF THERE WAS AN ULTERIOR MOTIVE.

6. WOULD LIKE AGAIN EMPHASIZE IMPORTANCE ABOVE AND NEED NOW TO FORCE GAME ON OPPONENT RATHER THAN LET HIM COME TO US.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

A TEMPO COPY OF THIS MESSAGE WAS ISSUED TO MR. WISNER (DD/P) AT 1615, 29 MAY 54.
TO: DIRECTDR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), O/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINE 3285 (IN 12654) 22137 29 MAY 54 ROUTINE
TD: (PRIORITY) SQUAT INFO: DIR CITE: SLING RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: SQUAT 696 (IN 12443), PARA 1 FOR PAGE

1. IN VIEW REF, WHICH CONFIRMED BY COMMERCIAL RADIO NEWS
REPORTS AND SITUATION GENERALLY, TIME WOULD APPEAR RIFE FOR
INTENSIFYING EFFORTS IN CONNECTION WITH USBURNT MILITARY.

2. PAGE THEME OF INEVITABILITY OF OVERTHROW SEEMS PARTICULARLY
POTENT IN LIGHT OBVIOUS OPPOSITION PBBP PRIME TO COMMI-DOMINATED
REGIME PLUS INTENTION TO SEE REGIME CHANGED MANIFESTED BY NUMEROUS
PBBP PRIME AFFIRMATIVE ACTS. CONCURRENTLY STRENGTH CALLIGERIS
RAPIDLY APPEARING, E.G., LEAFLET DROP. BANDWAGON BENEFITS ONLY
AVAILABLE TO THOSE WHO TAKE ACTION TO STEP ABOARD.

3. RESIGNATION FORTUNY SHOULD BE INTERPRETED AS ONE OF TWO
FOLLOWING ALTERNATIVES EITHER OF WHICH CALL FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION
BY ARMY TO UNITE AND JOIN OPPOSITION FOR THEIR OWN SALVATION:
A. INDICATION ARGENZ DESPERATION AND SERIOUS SPLIT IN
PARTY THUS MAKING TIME MOST PREPITIOUS FOR ACTION: OR

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
29 MAY 54
LINC 3285 (IN 12654)

PAGE 2

8. More likely a Commie directed move, following usual pattern, to suggest Arbenz intent to clean house thereby creating sense false security while in fact Fortuny and other leaders go underground to consolidate position. This possibility serious and action by Army even more important.

4. Although appreciate your good contributions on policy, you must now concentrate on obtaining operational details, both Kugown and Kufire, with particular emphasis on "I assets and the firmest commitments possible. Also make every effort keep us currently advise by cable.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/CC1 (8)

LINQ 3304 (IN 12704) 07312 30 MAY 54 ROUTINE
TO: (PRIORITY) SGUAT INFO: DIR
RYBAT POSSUCCESS
RE: GUAT 660 (IN 11182)

CADICK ADVISES POSSIBLE PILOT DEFECTORS UNDER CONSIDERATION
BY SEMANTIC ARE MAJOR VALLADARES, MENDOZA, AND GIROU (FNU) ALL
KNOWN BY CALLIGERIS. MENDOZA BELIEVED TO BE IDENTICAL YOUR
IDEN & GUAT 699 (IN 12648) AND NOT BROTHER OF MIKE. INFORM
SEMANTIC CAN MAKE CONTACT WITH MAJOR VALLADARES.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

1. SEMANTIC STAYED HOME NIGHT 29 MAY. HAS CLANDESTINELY MOVED TO EMBASSY MORNING 30 MAY. 3 UNIDENTIFIED SEMANTIC "WORKERS" WERE WITH LATTER UNTIL MORNING 30 MAY. PRESENT WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN.

2. STATED FILE IDENTIFYING SEMANTIC COLLABORATORS CONFISCATED BY POLICE IN RAID ON HOME SEMANTIC'S MOTHER.

SOURCE: PAGE PERSONALLY

FROM EVAL: F-2.

COMMENT: EVENTS INDICATE MAXIMUM COMPROMISE. ARREST SECANT PROBABLY MATTER OF TIME ONLY.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 31 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCONE
ACTION: WH (PB) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DGI (6), ODG (7), DD/P (8)

TO: OPIUS INFO: DIRE CITE: SLING
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
REF: OUAT 705 (IN 12710), 710 (IN 12816)
FOR CADICK/ONTRICH

1. SUSPEND ALL PENETRATIONS AND OTHER OPERATIONS IN
   VISNU AND KNOWN TO SECANT AND SECANT UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

2. REQUEST YOUR COMMENTS SOONEST BASED UPON LIMITED
   KNOWLEDGE EXTENT OF COMPROMISE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

MR. ESTERLINE, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE
AT 0200 31 MAY 54.

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN ERTT 1996
AS SANITIZED

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TO: OPM
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

LING 3330 (IN 12336) 0647Z 31 MAY 54

PRIORITY

TO: OPIN
FROM: PRITY DIR
CITE: BLING

RING PM SUCCESS

1. INFORM WELLBANKS FOR SEQUIN THAT WSBURNT POLICE SEIZED 3 FILES AND NOW BELIEVED IN DTFROGS INSTALLATION CLAIMING ASYLUM. DTFROGS AMBASSADOR FLYING TO REPORT FOREGOING TO SOONEST. SERIOUS COMPROMISE MAY BE PRESENT IN WSBURNT CITY. REQUEST SUSPEND ALL PENETRATIONS KNOWN TO UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE AND ATTEMPT ASCERTAIN DTFROG'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS

2. REPORT ALL INFO ON THIS SUBJECT AS OPIN CALL.
IDENTS FOLLOWS.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 31 MAY 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (POS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LIND 3538 (IN 12868) 124OZ 31 MAY 54 OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SQUAT, CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM.
INFO: OIA
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996
CITE: SLING
FOR BANNISTER/CADELL

1. REVIEW ALL INFO SENT BY LINC (DISPATCHES/CABLES) TO GUAT AND FOR SEMANTIC; ALSO ALL INFO FROM THESE: CLEARLY INDICATE ONLY FOLLOWING DATA LIKELY TO HAVE BEEN COMPROMISED:
   A. ARMS INGRESS PLANS FOR NICK, BOND AND RAIL TANK CAR.
   B. ALL C2'S FOR AIR CARGO DROPS.
   C. GRID NAPS
   D. SEALED LETTERS FROM CALLIGERIS CONTENTS UNKNOWN.

2. NEED TO KNOW FROM CADELL NATURE OF AND WHAT TARGET DATA FORWARD TO SEMANTIC PLUS ANY ADDITIONAL DATA NOT MENTIONED ABOVE.

3. REQUEST GUAT ADVISE WHAT RADIO GEAR IF ANY PASSED TO SEMANTIC. ALSO ANY ADDITIONAL DATA NOT MENTIONED ABOVE.

4. REQUEST FIELD COMMENT ON WHAT CODE COULD HAVE BEEN SEIZED AND WHAT IDENTITIES WOULD LIKELY BE IN HIS FILES.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  (Copy No.)
5. IMPORTANT TO ESTABLISH WHAT INFO HAS BEEN COMPROMISED BEFORE CONSIDERING RESUMPTION OF OPERATIONS. ABOVE DATA DOES NOT PURPORT TO REPRESENT ALL KNOWN TO SEMANTIC BUT ONLY THAT MOST LIKELY TO HAVE BEEN RETAINED IN HIS FILES.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE 31 MAY 54
TO DIRECTOR
FROM LINCOLN
ACTION WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO WH (4), DCI (5), D/DG1 (6), DG/P (l) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 3355 (IN 12938) 22072 31 MAY 54
TO: (PRIORITY) SGUAT INFO OIr
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
HE: GUAT 710 (IN 12816)
FOR PAGE

1. YOU HIGHLY COMMENDED FOR SOLO, ABLE ACTION AT IMPORTANT JUNCTURE.

2. IN VIEW APPARENT SETBACK TO CALLIGERIS FORCES, FULLY AGREE YOUR PUSHING ARGUMENT PARA 4 REF WITH QUALMS. EMPHASIZE ANOTHER ANTI-COMMIE MIL LEADER ACCEPTABLE IF HE CAN DO JOB SO FAR ENTRUSTED TO CALLIGERIS. THEN PUSH YOUR ARGUMENT PARA 3 REF.

3. SURE YOU REALIZE SPOTLIGHT TEMPORARILY ON YOU AND BANNISTER WHILE CALLIGERIS REGROUPING. NEED YOUR BEST EFFORTS TO SUSTAIN QUANTUM OF PBSUCCESS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996
LING 3374 (IN 13021) 09312 1 JUN 54

TO: PRITY SGSTK
INFO: DIR
RITE: SLING
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

REF: LING 3357 (IN 12950)

1. FYI CALL, CLINIS AND ONTRACH HAVE RECOMMENDED
   AND AS POSSIBLE SUCCESSORS TO SEMANTIC IN CARRYING ON WITH THE ORGANIZATIONAL
   WORK.

2. ALTHOUGH UNQUESTIONABLY IS AN EXCELLENT CANDIDATE
   IT IS BELIEVED UNLIKELY THAT HE WOULD BE ABLE TO WORK EFFECTI-
   VELY IN ADAM DUE TO HIS PREOCCUPATION IN AMATITLAN. BOTH
   AND MUST ALREADY BE CONSIDERED SUSPECT DUE
   TO PAST ACTIVITIES WITH ESSENCE.

3. perhaps SEMANTIC WLL BE ABLE TO PROVIDE MORE SUITABLE
   SUCCESSOR FOR PRINCIPAL COORDINATOR ROLE. KAHOOK ALSO IN NEED
   OF JUNIOR BUT RELIABLE CONTACT FOR EACH SECTOR (14) IN ADAM TO
   RECEIVE SOONEST TRAINED ORGANIZERS NOT READY FOR INFILTRATION.

4. FULLY RECOGNIZE PRESENT CONFUSION AND DIFFICULTY.
   HOWEVER FOREGOING IS PROVIDED FOR YOUR GUIDANCE IN EVENT YOU

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
ARE ABLE TO FULFILL SUCH REQUIREMENTS.

5. CALLIGERIS HAS REQUESTED SECANT ASSIGN

AS PRINCIPAL COORDINATOR FOR ADAM SABOTAGE AND
REQUEST HE BE CONTACTED VIA SECANT. LINC HAS NO INFO ON
THIS PERSON AT PRESENT BUT SUGGEST THAT CALLIGERIS MESSAGE
BE DELIVERED TO SECANT AND LATTER GUIDANCE BE OBTAINED
RE SECURITY AND UTILITY OF THIS PERSON FOR RESPONSIBILITY
INTENDED.

6. HEREAFTEA IF SECANT OR OTHER RESPONSIBLE SYNCARP
PERSONNEL PLAN TO SEND ANYONE TO DTFR0GS WHO NEEDS TO BE
RECEIVED THERE INSTRUCT THEM TO SO ADVISE YOU IN ADVANCE IN
ORDER THAT YOU MAY HAVE TIME TO FILE CHECK THE NAME AND ONCE
ASSURED OF SECURITY INFORM BELL ANKS THROUGH DIRECT TO
ARRANGE THEIR RECEPTION THROUGH SEQUIN.

7. THE APPARENT SUCCESSFUL EVASION OF OPERATIONAL PER-
SONNEL THUS FAR FROM GUARDIA CIVIL IS CONSIDERED VERY EN-
COURAGING AND EXCELLENT REFLECTION ON OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES
AND PRECAUTIONS BEING EMPLOYED. REGRET WE CAN DO NO MORE THAN
WISH YOU BEST OF LUCK. VERY ANXIOUS TO KNOW SOONER WHETHER
FINCA COMPROMISED.

END OF MESSAGE
1. ATTEMPTING TO ASCERTAIN SOONEST WHETHER FIHOA COMPROMISED.

2. MSG FOR SUSA SO FAR UNDELIVERED AND IMPRACTICAL TO EXPECT FULFILLMENT UNDER PRESENT HIGHLY DISORGANIZED SITUATION. SEE PARA 7 LING 3367 (IN 12969).

END OF MESSAGE
DIRECTOR

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3), DCI (4), D/DCI (5), D/OP (L)(6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (3)
INFO: SH (pes)(i-3)

DATE: 1 JUNE 54

TO: (PRIORITY) SCUAT
INFO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: GUAT 719 (IN 13026)

1. APPRECIATE YOUR ASTUTE HANDLING THUS FAR AND REFUSAL TO ALLOW DEFEATISM CREEP IN. CERTAIN ESCOBILLA REMARKS NOT FAR WORSE AS ONLY WITHIN PAST FEW WEEKS HAVE WE SUCCEEDED IN CONVINCING GALLICERIS AND COMPANY OF PITFALLS THEIR COURIER SYSTEM. IN ADDITION HAVE ONLY RECENTLY RECOGNIZED INCAPACITY GALLICERIS TO IMPLEMENT THOUGHT TO ACTION.

2. UNFORTUNATELY CORRECTIVE ACTION ON ABOVE DISRUPTED BEFORE FULL EFFECT ATTAINED. TRUE THAT KUHOOK PLANS VERY DELAYED; ONE MONTH BY POLICY LEVEL; TWO WKS BY ARMS SHIP DIVERSION AND INDETERMINATELY BY UNSTABLE SITUATION IN WSHOOPS AND FAILURE THUS FAR OBTAIN TRANSIT RIGHTS IN DIFROGS.

3. DESPITE VALIDITY OF REASONS FOR DELAY REAL PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENT HAVE BEEN MADE AND EVERY REASONS TO EXPECT FULFILLMENT OF OBJECTIVES. IMPORTANT ALL RECOGNIZE EXTREME DIFFICULTIES UNDER WHICH THIS OPERATION BEING MOUNTED AND KEEP CONFIDENT OF ULTIMATE

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
SUCCESS ONE DAY OR ANOTHER.

4. Cadick advises ARMS SHIPMENT RECOVERED SAFELY, AND ALL ORGANIZERS EXCEPT ONE; ALL THANKS TO YOUR TIMELY WARNING. MEANWHILE OPS IN WSHOOS BEING READIED FOR NEXT GREEN LIGHT. ALSO FYI PBSUCCESS AIR CAPABILITY RAPIDLY TAKING FORM AND WILL SOON BECOME CAPABLE FULFILLING ALL OPS SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING STERILE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT. PLANS UNDERWAY FOR COASTAL CACHING ARMS WITHOUT RECEPTION GROUP THUS HAVE READILY AVAILABLE ONCE INTERNAL ORG READY TO RECEIVE. IF EXPOSED COULD BE WASHTUB OPERATION IN WSBURT.

5. Ostrich advises 2 COMPLETE SETS: RS-1 (RADIOS), PISTOLS AND SMG, WERE PASSED TO 1 SET FOR RO-31. BOTH WERE TO BE PASSED TO ESCOBILLA. CODES, SIGNAL PLAN AND CRYSTALS POUCHED TO GUAT 1 JUNE, PLS HOLD. ADVISE SOONEST IF ESCOBILLA RECEIVED AND RELEASED SET TO RO-31 OR IF SEIZED.

6. UNTIL TESTED MUST ASSUME BASIC ORG STRUCTURE STILL INTACT AND IMMEDIATE TASK IS TO REESTABLISH TOP ECHELON PER LINC*3374. MTG WITH OSTRICH DIFFICULT AS LIVING BLACK IN WSHOOS. DUNBAR DESIRES TO VISIT PERSONALLY SOONEST ALTHO AT MOMENT NEED FOR COORDINATION REGROUPING AT LINC IMPORTANT AND MAY BE MOST HELPFUL HERE PARTICULARLY AS PRESENT CRISIS NOT CLEARLY ABATED THUS MUST PROCEED SLOWLY AND FEEL JAY.

7. NO CRITICISM BUT ONLY ADMIRATION FOR SKILLFUL HANDLING BY
1 JUNE 54
LINC 3381 (IN 13219)

PAGE 3

ALL CONCERNED. CONFIRM ALL ACTIONS REPORTED. BATTEN ALL HATCHES
UNTIL WEATHER PERMITS OTHERWISE. BELIEVE RAPID EXCHANGE OF INFO
WILL SEE US THROUGH. GOOD LUCK.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: OPIM  
INFO: PRITY DIR,  
CITE: SLING  

RE:  
RHBAT POSUCCESS  
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY TO CADDIK OR OMISSICK;

1. BRIEF CALLIGERIS HE WILL BE PROVIDED TROLLOT AS LIAISON UPON ARRIVAL. ARRANGEMENTS SHOULD BE IN ORDER AND RETURN FLT AVAILABLE.

2. REVIEW BRIEFING CALLIGERIS THOROUGHLY AS HQS CONSIDERS THIS MOVE VERY IMPORTANT AND SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE. HE SHOULD LEAD FROM STRENGTH AS UNCHALLENGED LEADER OF OPPOSITION. RECENT POLICE ACTION OF NO GREAT CONSEQUENCE OPERATIONALLY, MOSTLY A PROPAGANDA BUILD-UP. STRESS HEAVILY HIS ASSETS; TRAINED CADRE; RO'S, LOGISTICAL SUPPORT, SHERWOOD, LEAFLET DROP BUT SAMPLE, ETC. HOWEVER DESIPES MORE AIR SUPPORT.

3. REINHAN HIM OF AGREEMENT TO REVIEW ALL COMMITMENTS WITH SKINNER BEFORE FINALIZING. DE-BRIEF THOROUGHLY UPON RETURN RPTG PROMPTLY. MUST AVOID ODYOKE OFFICIAL INVOLVEMENT. PIVALL OUT.

END OF MESSAGE
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TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: DD/P (L) (1)
INFO: DCI (2), D/DCI (3), EH (P8S) (4-6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCl (8)

1. DUE PLAYDON DISCUSSIONS HQS 1 JUNE, UNDERSTAND SLOW DOWN DELIVERIES MENTIONED REF NOW DEFINITELY ELIMINATED UNTIL AFTER OAS COHF 1 JULY.

2. SABOTAGE STILL POSSIBILITY BUT PART OF MAIN DECISION AS TO PBSUCCESS PLAN FOR FUTURE WHICH BEING CONSIDERED FOR EARLIEST POSSIBLE SUBMISSION. PLs SEND LYNADE PAPER THIS SUBJ SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 4 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DGI (5), D/DGI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DGI (8)

IMPOSSIBLE FOR LINC OR HQS TO ATTEMPT SUPPRESS "LIFE" PICTURE CALLIGERIS WITHOUT KUBARK IMPLICATION. AGREE WITH YOU THAT PREFERABLE CALLIGERIS AVOID THIS KIND PUBLICITY.

END OF MESSAGE
1. Despite numerous rumors of fighter and or bomber type aircraft being brought intoissent clandestinely and none confirmed, the possibility exists such aircraft could be assembled elsewhere and held in readiness, without detection as to ultimate recipient.

2. Recent press and radio reports of increased airfield activity in LCPangos is viewed with interest particularly at this time as apparently the unexpected must be carefully examined.

3. View above LINC would appreciate receiving info regarding any unusual preparations for extra air facilities or aircraft in LCPangos and a periodic check of all air strips. Also whether you have agent coverage of all vessels arriving at Puerto Limon and access to true cargo manifests.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE
SECRET

18772 5 JUN 54
ROUTINE

TO: PRIORITY SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC
Rydat Posuccess PBCaboos

1. FYI Quat reports following:
   A. T-6 Armed with twin machine guns circling airport
      at extreme altitude acting as spotter.
   B. Two AAA guns (possibly 1 1/4 in) installed at Aurora
      airport vicinity wsburnt airforce hangar and shack.
   C. AAA guns being mounted vicinity capital and around
      lake atitlan. Exact locations, calibre unknown.

END OF MESSAGE.
TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: L. HOOKE

ACTION: WH (P88) (1-3)

INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PC/DCI (7), WH (8)

LINC: 3516 (IN 14872) 18367 5 JUN 54 PRIORITY

TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SQUAT
INFO: (PRIORITY) DIR CITE: SLINC

RYBAT PBUSUCCESS

1. FULLY CONCUR IN HOLDING-OFF ALL FURTHER CONTACT WITH

UNTIL EXFILTRATE: ASSUME YOU WILL KEEP LINC INFORMED
WHEN HE PLANS TO LEAVE BSBURNT.

FYI: ONTRICH ADVISES: ON WAY TO ECUADOR, CONFIRM
OPIN.

2. DESIRE SECANT EXFILTRATE SOONEST IN MOST SECURE MANNER

AT HIS DISCRETION.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TEMPO COPY ISSUED TO WH. WH, AT 1504, 5 JUNE 54

SECRET
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TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: DC1 (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), SA/PC/DCI (7), WH (8)

LING 3517 (IN 14674) JB367 5 JUN 54 PRIORITY PRECEDENCE
INFO: (PRIORITY) DIR CITE: S LINC RYBAT PBSUCCESS FOR OSTRICH

RE:

1. NO WORD RECEIVED FROM VIBURNI. THUS FAR REGARDING
   DEPARTURE WILL ADVISE UPON CONFIRMATION AND ACTION
   TAKEN.

2. RADIO SALVADOR STATED 4 JUNE SEVEN PERSONS SEEKING ASYLUM
   FROM VIBURNI ARRIVED IN CEFROGS THAT DATE. LINC REQUESTING
   WELLBANKS CONFIRM AND CONTACT THROUGH SEQUIN. WILL ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

TELECOPY ISSUED TO MR. A4, AT 1500, 5TH JUNE 54

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DATE: 5 JUNE 1951

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: IN (1) 1991
INFO: IN (1), DCI (5), ZIC (4)

SSA/PA/DCI (8)

SECRET

ROUTINE

TO: (PRITT) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR

RYBAT P8SUSCCESS

OE: A. SHERWOOD 15 (IN 114069) (IN)
B. LINC 3503 (IN 114069)

FOR BROOKFROST ON

1. APPROVAL GIVEN SINGLE PLANE LEAFLET DROP. FLY MISSION

P 2 REF B WITH EXCEPTION THAT RIG WITH ALL OF 183 AND NOTHING ELSE.

2. 183 SHOULD TOTAL 200,000 LEAFLETS. IF POSSIBLE DROP
50,000 ON QUECHE AND 75,000 ON EACH OF OTHER TWO TARGETS. IF NOT,
TRY TO DISTRIBUTE EQUALLY.

3. HAS URGENTLY REQUESTED EFFORT TO ACCOMPLISH
PERIPHERAL LEAFLET DROPS WITH INDIGENOUS PLANES AND PILOTS. PLS
EXPLORE POSSIBILITIES WITH APPOPROPRIATE FLUSH RPS AND ALSO WITH
USING CESSNA 180 PLUS ANY OTHER POSSIBILITIES YOU CAN
DEVELOP

4. PLS ADVISE ANY IDEAS YOU MAY HAVE INDICATING PLACE OF
TAKE OFF, SUGGESTED TARGETS AND FLIGHT ROUTES, WHERE LEAFLETS TO
BE RIGGED AND BY WHEN.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
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CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 5 JUNE 54
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PB'S) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), OCG (5), D/DCI (6), DO/F (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 3531 (IN 149,9) 02252 6 JUNE 54 ROUTINE PRIORITY

TO: (PRITY) SGUAT INF: DIR.
CITE: SLINC

RYBAN PBSUCCESS

1. NY TIMES 5 JUNE CARRIED STORY BY KENNEDY ABOUT AIR RAID WARNINGS BEING ISSUED "INCESSANTLY ON THE RADIO"; ALL NON GOVT PERSONS WARNED TO EVACUATE FOUR BLOCK RADIUS NATIONAL PALACE; AND PANHIBLES WERE SLIPPED UNDER COVERWAYS ON 3 JUNE CONTAINING WARNINGS AN AIR RAID WOULD WIPE OUT GOVT OFFICIALS. TIME NOT DECIDED BUT WOULD BE ANNOUNCED FINAL MINUTES.

2. SHERWOOD HAS NOT CARRIED ABOVE THEME AT ANY TIME NOR TO LINC'S KNOWLEDGE HAS ANY PBSUCCESS MEDIA MENTIONED THIS THEME. OWING TO POSSIBILITY THIS MIGHT BE AN ENEMY TACTIC TO ACCENTUATE SITUATION FOR ULTERIOR MOTIVES REQUEST YOUR COMMENTS STRONEST BOTH ON RADIO AND PANHLETES.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
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1. FOLLOWING REPORT RECEIVED ON TRICK:

"A. CALLIGERIS HAD VERY CORDIAL, COOPERATIVE MEETING WITH ESTRADA. ESTRADA DESIRED TO SEE EQUIPMENT CALLIGERIS HAD BUT AFTER STORAX TOLD HIM HE PERSONALLY SAW GEAR ESTRADA CONVINCED. ESTRADA WANTED TO KNOW WHAT KIND OF AID CALLIGERIS NEEDED. CALLIGERIS TOLD HIM TO COUNTERSALINCE NEW ARMS SHIPMENT INTO WSBURNT HE NEEDED 3 PLANES AND PILOTS PREFERABLY P-51, THIS MOST DESIRABLE, AS LAST RESORT U.S. $200,000.

"B. PLANES TO BE BASED IN KMFLUSH UNDER CALLIGERIS CONTROL WOULD RETURN TO VENEZUELA AFTER COMPLETION OF THEIR MISSION.

"C. ESTRADA PROMISED TO PASS REQUEST TO PEREZ JIMENEZ AND WOULD SEND ANSWER SOONEST. CALLIGERIS FEELS OPTIMISTIC ABOUT FORTHCOMING AID IN SOME FORM. CALLIGERIS INTRODUCED TO ESTRADA AIDE WHO WOULD DELIVER ANSWER."
2. Realize that Estrada's report may not have reached by this time but believe foregoing of immediate interest to , request cable results attempted visit with Batista.

End of message
TO: DIReCTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), D/P (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 3547 (IN 15027) 2110Z 6 JUN 54 ROUTINE PRECEDENCE

TO: (OPIM) INFO: DIR CITE: 6LINC
RyBAh PBSUCCESS

1. RECEIVED INFORMATION THAT FOLLOWING PERSONS DISAPPEARED FROM MCBURNET IN STOLEN AIRCRAFT 4 JUNE: COL. MIGUEL MENDOZA; HIS BROTHER RODOLFO MENDOZA; FEDERICO SHUPP.

2. INFORM STORAX OF ABOVE AND ADVISE SOONEST FULL DETAILS SHOULD THEY APPEAR IN KINFUSH.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: (PRIORITY)
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC
FOR ONTRICH

1. SEMANTIC FEELS SOMEONE TALKED TO POLICE AND PROBABLY
RESULTS OF TRIP OF BROTHER-IN-LAW OF CALLIGERIS. SEQUIN REPORTS
FROM DTFROGS THAT FEDERICO PAIZ IS BROTHER-IN-LAW CALLIGERIS AND
COMPLETELY INCOMPETENT. DOES CALLIGERIS HAVE OTHER BROTHER-IN-LAW?
WHAT IS OPINION THERE RE PAIZ? WASH SHIPMENT TO HIM?

2. TRAVEL CONTROL RECORDS SHOW HE HAS TRAVELLED SEVERAL TIMES
BETWEEN WSHOOFS AND DTFROGS DURING PAST MONTH. ADVISE SOONEST.

END OF MESSAGE

CHistorical Review Program
RELEASE AS SANITIZED
1991

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
LINC 3581 (IN 15118) 10167 7 JUN 54  ROUTINE
TO: (PRIORITY) INFO: DIR CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PB SUCCESS
FOR ONTRICH

1. DURING STOPOVER SEMANTIC TOLD SEQUIN FOLLOWING:
   A. DURING STOPOVER SEMANTIC TOLD SEQUIN FOLLOWING:
   
   A. DURING STOPOVER SEMANTIC TOLD SEQUIN FOLLOWING:
   CAPTURED.
   B. DZ DATA COMPROMISED.
   C. TANK CAR ARMS MOVEMENT PLAN PLUS PIEDRAS BLANCOS
   DISCOVERED.
   D. SOUVENIR CODE CAPTURED. COPAN BURNS KEY. INTELLIGENCE
   RPTS FILE.
   E. LETTER RECEIPTS FROM ROSABINDA SEIZED. ALSO ,
   ORGANIZATION.
   F. MAPS, OLD CODES, AND ASSOCIATES
   NOT CAPTURED.
   G. BANCO DE SANGRE UNDERSURVEILLANCE ( .
   H. SECANT CAN REMAIN. ESCOBILLA FREE AND SO FAR CLEAN.
   I. CONDITIONS ESSENTIAL ORGANIZATION ON CHAOTIC AND DEPRESSING
   2. SEMANTIC ENROUTE TO QUITO. THERE BEING QUERIED RE
   
   IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
   Copy No.
7 JUN 54
LINC 3581 (IN 15118)

"D" AND PLANS OF SUBJECT. ATTEMPTING HIS RETURN WSHOOF S SOONEST.

3. GUAT ADVISES SECANT UNABLE LEAVE SAFELY AT THIS TIME.

WILL ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 7 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), O/DCI (5), DD/P (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 3587 (IN 15138) 13577 7 JUN 54

TO: DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS
RE: GUAT 766 (IN 15064)

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PAPER
RELEASE AS SANITIZED

PRIORITY

1. LING FULLY CONCURS IN REF MSG AND URGES
BE REQUESTED TO USE THIS INCIDENT TO EFFECT IMMEDIATE DEFECTION
WITH PUBLICITY FROM OFFICIAL POST.

2. BELIEVE THIS DEFECTION MIGHT POSSIBLY TOUCH OFF SERIES
OF OTHERS; FOR EXAMPLE BURNAM AMBASSADOR TO LONDON, MILITARY
ATTACHE TO CHILE AND OTHERS REPORTEDLY ANTI-COMMUNIST, COULD
BE EXAMPLE FOR; TO FOLLOW AS CONSIDERABLE DOUBT EXISTS
AT LING OVEA HIS RELIABILITY IN PLACE.

END OF MESSAGE

SECRET
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TO: D/IR
FROM: L/IA
ACTION: WH (PES) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCl (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCl (8)

LINC J611 (IN 15337)  0202Z 8 JUN 54
TO: DIR
FROM: L/IA
ACTION: WH (PES) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCl (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCl (8)

1. KSHOOF'S REPORT STATES THAT TOLD
CALLIGERIS IN 1 JUNE LETTER FROM THAT IS
PERSON OF COMPLETE CONFIDENCE
IS SURE REQUESTED HELP WILL BE
FORTHCOMING.

2. TOLD CALLIGERIS TO SAY SKINNER CANNOT PROVIDE ALL
HELP NEEDED.
REPORTED TO BE PREOCCUPIED BY LATENESS OF
MOVEMENT.

3. IN REQUESTING HALF MILLION DOLLARS SAID MONEY
WOULDBE USED AGAINST LCPAINGS.

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINCOLN 3615 (IN 15390) 06/27 8 JUNE 54
TO: DPIM
INFO: PRITY DIR, PRITY
RE: LINCOLN 3574 (IN 15110)
RBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR WELLBANKS

1. ADVISE SUBJECTS REF MSG BEING HELD IN JAIL IN OTFROGS.

2. REQUEST EARLIEST ACTION THROUGH SEQUIN TO EFFECT THEIR RELEASE AND MOVEMENT TO TEGU. CALLIGERIS HAS SENT MARID QUINONES FROM TEGU WITH SAME INSTRUCTIONS.

3. FYI: IS CONSIDERED EXTREMELY VALUABLE TO PBSUCCESS AND EVERY EFFORT SHOULD BE MADE TO PREVENT HIS BEING RETURNED TO WSBURNT. ONCE UNDER PBSUCCESS CONTROL IT IS IMPERATIVE HE BE DEBRIEFED THOROUGHLY ON HIS KNOWLEDGE CURRENT CONDITIONS IN WSBURNT PARTICULARLY ARMY AND COMMUNISTS. ALSO WHAT ASSETS HE KNOWS ARE AVAILABLE FOR EARLY EXPLOITATIONS.

4. NEGATIVE REPORTS ARE REQUIRED EVERY SIX HOURS BY OPIN CABLE UNTIL SITUATION RESOLVED.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
8 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

LING 3619 (IN 15405) 10042 8 JUN 54

TO: (PRITY) (ONTRICH) INFO: OUR
CITE: SLING POSUDDESS/RYBAT

1. FOLLOWING FROM DATED NIGHT 6 JUNE:
   A. BELIEVE BEST THAT SEGANT TAKE EMBASSY ASYLUM AFTER
      HE MAKES FULL REPORT AND ARRANGES FOR SUBSTITUTE.
   B. OUR VEHICLES SAFE. CONDITIONS BETTER AND BELIEVE BY
      COMING WEEK WILL IMPROVE.
   C. WE HAVE FOUND , THE QTZALTENANGO
      CONTACT. HE IS BEING HUNTED BUT SAYS THAT HE HAS CONTACTS TO MOVE
      HIS PEOPLE. I NEED INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THIS ZONE. REQUEST BE
      ADVISE IF WE SHOULD SEND MORE PEOPLE FROM THAT AREA.
   D. AM ATTEMPTING FIND MEANS SEND AT LEAST ONE AIRFORCE
      PILOT IN ACCORD WITH INSTRUCTIONS RECEIVED FROM SEMANTIC.

2. GUAT STATIONS HAS SENT REQUEST TO SEGANT THAT HE
   PREFERENTIALLY CONSIDER EXFILTRATION BUT DELAY SEEKING ASYLUM IF
   POSSIBLE SINCE DAYS COULD BE LOST WHILE SAFE CONDUCT ARRANGED.
   MOREOVER EMBASSIES UNDER SURVEILLANCE.

3. REQUEST BE ADVISED IF WOULD ARRANGE LAY ON BLACK
   FLIGHT LIGHT PLANE WITHOUT DELAY. GUAT PRESENTLY CHECKING CONDITION

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
DEserted chimaltenango airport. Consider feasible deliver
secant this airport cb 30 a.m. plane to land shortly afterwards
and take secant shoofls.

4. Available info indicates this safe and noticed only
in case exceptional bad luck. Due weather conditions pickup
must be between 8 and 10 a.m.

5. Pls advise soonest.

End of Message
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (P89)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

DIRECTOR

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LINC 3629 (IN 15654) 19317 8 JUN 54 ROUTINE

TO: SGUAT INFO: DIR CITE: SLINC
RYBAT P8SUCCES
RE: HULA 912
FOR RAZMARA

1. START OPERATION A, AS DESCRIBED PARA 6 ATTACHMENT REF, IMMEDIATELY OR AS SOON AS PRACTICABLE.

2. VIEW DIFFICULTIES REBELED, SUGGEST YOU CONTEMPLATE SOONEST PUBLICATION WEEKLY UNDERGROUND BULLETIN, PROVIDED PARA 7 ATTACHMENT REF. EITHER HAVE ESSENCE OR DEPUTY PREPARE UNIFORM TEXT, TO BE MIMEOGRAPHED LOCALLY BY EACH TEAM, OR CHARGE LOCAL TEAMS ENTIRE PRODUCTION, WHERE FEASIBLE AND ADVISABLE.

3. SUCH UNDERGROUND BULLETIN MUST NOT IMPLY IN NAME OR TEXT CONNECTION REBELED, TO AVOID ADDITIONAL PERSECUTION OVERT REBELED PERSONNEL. SUGGEST TITLE "BULLETIN OF LIBERATION MOVEMENT" OR SIMILAR. EDITORS SHOULD LISTEN SHERWOOD FOR DAILY POLICY GUIDANCE, OTHER FOREIGN STATIONS FOR STRAIGHT NEWS SUPPRESSED OR DISTORTED GUAT PRESS. STRESS IN FIRST ISSUE PUBLICATION IS

S G O R E T

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE. Copy No
REPLY TO INCREASED CENSORSHIP, ARRESTS, COMMIE THREATS.

4. PREFER REBELDE CLOSES ONLY AFTER BULLETIN STARTS PUBLICATION, IF AT ALL FEASIBLE, TO AVOID DISCOURAGING OUR SYMPATHIZERS.

5. BULLETINS SHOULD REACH INDEPENDENT EDITORS, FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS, APPROPRIATE DIPLOMATS BY SAFE CHANNELS. POUCH SEVERAL COPIES EACH ISSUE LINC. DIR.

6. REPORT ACTION BY CABLE.

END OF MESSAGE
CONVERSATION WITH PEDRO ESTRADA INDICATES ZABRJEF WILL COOPERATE IN OAS CONFERENCE RE WSBURANT AND WILL SIGN USDAP PACT IF OFFERED AT ONCE.

2. ZABRJEF WAS HURT BECAUSE PBBPRIME WOULD NOT SELL THEM ARMS AND AIRCRAFT AND RESENTED FACT THAT THEY HAD TO BUY IN EUROPE. INTERESTED IN CASE OF KMFLUSH AND LCOPANGS BECAUSE OF PRESENCE OF BETANCOURT. THEY DESIRE THAT SOMOZA TAKE CASE TO OAS AND FORCE FIGUERES TO LIVE UP TO TREATIES. ZABRJEF SORAT THEY SENT MISSION TO MTPLUME AS THEY NOW REALIZE THEY WERE BEING USED AGAINST PBBPRIME. THOUGHT IT HONOR AT TIME OF SENDING MISSION.

3. ZABRJEF WILL ASSIST WITH POSUCCESS BUT PROMISE VAGUE APART FROM PLANES PREVIOUSLY REPORTED.

END OF MESSAGE
LINC 3663 (IN 16117)  21527 9 JUN 54  ROUTINE
TO:  DIR
RYBAT FBSUCCESS
GUAT PRESS DICEST, 4 THROUGH 7 JUNE.

1. 4 JUNE, DIARIO DE CENTRO AMERICA. BANNER HEADLINE "ANTI-
COMMUNIST CONGRESS MEXICO COMPLETE FAILURE". IN TEXT: "ALL SPEAKERS
GLORIFIED IMPERIALISM". PAGE 3, LONG EDITORIAL RE LOYALTY OF ARMY
NO CHANCES FOR OPPOSITION.

2. 5 JUNE, NUESTRO DIARIO: FRONT PAGE EDITORIAL RE RADIO
PROGRAMS CÉUACE. IN TEXT "CÉUACE PEON OF UFCO. THINK AND ACT LIKE
OLD UBICOISTS". PAGE 3 EDITORIAL: INDEPENDENT PRESS COLLABORATES
WITH PLOTTERS. IN TEXT: "TO READ INDEPENDENT PRESS IS EQUIVALENT
TO READING THOUGHTS OF CASTILLO ARMAS OF UFCO."

3. DIARIO DE CENTRO AMERICA: FRONT PAGE NEWS: COL. MENDOZA
TOOK OFF IN PRIVATE PLANE, BELIEVED HAD ACCIDENT.

4. IMPACTO, EDITORIAL HARROQUIN ROJAS, RE CASTILLO FLORES
MOBILIZATION CNCG: "THUS COULD A CIVIL WAR BE INITIATED."

5. ESPECTADOR, BANNER HEADLINE: "ARMY WITHOUT CONNECTION TO
CASTILLO FLORES", QUOTING COL. SARTI GENERAL STAFF HAS NOTHING TO

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE  Copy No
DO ANY CIVILIAN GROUPS. EDITORIAL COMMENT CONDEMNING FLORES PLANS.

6. IMPARCIAL, BANNER HEADLINE: "RODOLFO MENDOZA FLEd BY AIR".
    NON-COMMITTAL NEWS: CLANDESTINE RADIO SEIZED SAN PEDRO SULA,
    DIRECTED BY CUBAN. EDITORIAL "CONTRADICTORY POLICY"; EVEN
    COMMUNISTS RIGHT OWN OPINION BUT SAME RIGHT OPponents OF COMMUNISM.
    AUTHORITIES MISTAKEN LETTING FLORES ISSUE ORDER TO CAMPESINOS.

7. LA HORA. FRONT PAGE HEADLINE, NEWS STORY: DENUNCIATION
    OF CASTILLO FLORES BY SUPERIOR COUNCIL OF DEFENSE.

8. 6 JUNE, LA HORA. EDITORIAL MARROQUIN ROJAS "OMENS AND THE
    PRESENT POLITICAL PANORAMA". ANALYSIS OF PAST REVOLTS: PRESENT
    ONE DIFFERENT, BECAUSE INTERNATIONAL TIES. IN TEXT "COMMUNISTS
    DO NOT CEASE IN MACHINATIONS TO CUT CUAL OFF FROM ALL CONTINENTAL
    GOVERNMENTS, PEOPLES".

9. 7 JUNE, PRENSA LIBRE: BANNER HEADLINE "RODOLFO MENDOZA
    IN SALV ASYLUM.” LARGE PICTURE: RODRICO CORDOVA CERNA, ASYLUM
    ECUADOR. PAGE 2 MENDOZA STORY, ARRIVAL WITH SCHUPP

END OF MESSAGE
1. 5 JUNE. DIARIO DE QUEZALTENANGO. SPOKESMAN COMMIE PARTY DECLARED STUDER CONTINUES LEADER DESIGNATED BY YANKIES TO GIVE PROJECTED INTERVENTION APPEARANCE OF CIVIL WAR.

2. 7 JUNE. NUESTRO DIARIO. FRONT PAGE EDITORIAL "MALICIOUS INTERPRETATIONS": REPLIES TO ESPECTADOR CRITICISM RE FLORES CALL MOBILIZING WORKERS, STATES EUROPEAN PEOPLES Fought in WORLD WAR IT WITH THEIR NATIONAL ARMIES AGAINST FASCISM, ACCUSES ESPECTADOR TRYING DRIVE WEDGE BETWEEN ARMY, PEOPLE.

3. DIARIO DE QUEZALTENANGO. EDITORIAL "TORIELLO PEDDLER OF KREMLIN OR ULTRA NATIONALISM?" CONCLUSION, TORIELLO MERELY INEPT, SEE BUNGLING HONDURAS TREATY.

4. LA HORA. EDITORIAL HARROQUIN ROJAS, "U.S. IS RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT IS HAPPENING HERE BECAUSE THEY...COULD HAVE AVOIDED OUR MISFORTUNE SOME TIME AGO AND DID NOT DO IT." ALSO CHIDES OPPOSITIONISTS WHO SEEK ASYLUM IN FOREIGN EMBASSIES INSTEAD OF GOING INTO
10 JUN 54  
LINC 3682 (IN 16519)  
PAGE 2  
MOUNTAINS, FIGHTING.  

5. EL IMPARCIAL, PAGE 2 STORY: "PANDEMONIUM IN ANTI COMMIE CONGRESS MEXICO. ACCUSATIONS, DEBATES, EXPULSIONS AND EVEN ATTACKS ON U.S."

6. EL ESPECTADOR. BANNER HEADLINE "PHANTOM PLANE DID NOT TAKE OFF FROM TONCONTIN." STORY: HONDURAS CONSUL DENIES IT. FRONT PAGE ARTICLE: "PROFOUND SCHISM IN COMMIE PARTY GROWS," ALLEGING TWO GROUPS EXIST AMONG PGT LEADERS: FORTUNY HAS BEEN FOR SOME TIME ONLY NOMINAL LEADER, SICK LEAVE MERE DEVICE TO POSTPONE DECISIONS. GUTIERREZ OLO PROG PARTY CONTINUES INSIDE COTG. ARTICLE ASKS "MARCH TOWARDS TITOISM?", ANSWERS STRONG INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM PREVAILS IN PGT.

7. 8 JUNE. PRENSA LIBRE. BANNER HEADLINE "GUARANTEES RESTRICTED: COUNCIL OF MINISTERS DECIDED IT TODAY." SHORT NEWS STORY PAGE 2, NO FURTHER NEWS, NO EDITORIAL.

END OF MESSAGE
LING 3683 (IN 16518)  20152  10 JUN 54  ROUTINE
TO:  DIR

PESUCCESS RYBAT

TRIBUNA POPULAR, GUAT C PAPER DAILY, 1-6 June.


4. 4 June. Banker headline "COTG, CNCG Ready Crush Interventionists Who Intend To Revive Ubico-ism" (Castillo FloresTelegram). Page 3 headline "Guat Is First". Page 5: Studer continues chief designated by imperialists to direct Castillo Armadas Forces.

SECRET

It is forbidden to make a copy of this message.
5. 5 JUNE. "POPULAR DETERMINATION TO CRUSH EVERY ATTEMPT AT INTERVENTION GROWS WITHOUT BOUNDS". PAGE 3: EDITORIAL: "HOAX OF REACTION HAS BEEN CONVERTED INTO BOOMERANG".

6. 6 JUNE. PAGE 7: CPUSA LETTER TO CP GUAT "GUAT FOR GUATEMALANS". PAGE 8: "MESSAGES IN CODE FROM HONDURAN RADIO", SUBHEADING: "CEU AGE MAINTAINING OPENLY SUBVERSIVE ATTITUDE VIA HONDURAN RADIO STATION."

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DO/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 3694 (in 16572) 23227 10 JUN 54
TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD INFO: DIR
AYBAT PBSUCCESS
FOR BRODFOAST

1. CONSIDERING POSSIBILTY FLYING P38 OVER WSBURNT CAPITAL
ABOUT 1230 HOURS 13 JUNE WHEN CHURCHES LET OUT FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL
EFFECT.

2. WILL PLANE AND PILOT BE IN SHAPE AND WILL IT BE POSSIBLE
TO DROP WITHOUT CANNISTERS OR THROW OUT SOME LEAFLETS? IF SO USE
LEAFLETS NOW AT SOMERSET. IF NOT CAN YOU JUST FLY OVER CITY?

3. ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1966

SECRET
IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE Copy No.
1. UNDER OPTIMUM PRESENT CONDITIONS, THERE IS 12 HOUR DELAY BETWEEN LINC RECEIPT OF NEWS AND SHERWOOD BROADCAST. USUAL GAP IS 24-48 HOURS.

2. FLUID KUKOOK SITUATION ANTICIPATED APPROX 15 JUNE MAKES GREATER SHERWOOD TIMELINESS ESSENTIAL. LINC RECALLS WHITING COUNSEL RE SUCH TIMELINESS AND CONSIDERS TIME COME TO ATTAIN IT.

3. THEREFORE PREPARATIONS UNDER WAY TO SEND IDENS A, B, C, CURRENTLY LIVING SITE E, AND PAUL LANGEVIN TO SHERWOOD VIA COMMERCIAL FLIGHT TO INITIATE LIVE BROADCASTS SOONEST. TENTATIVE DEPARTURE DATE 14 JUNE. WILL SEND SITE D RADIO EQUIPMENT TO FJHOPEFUL VIA JUNE 12 FLIGHT, THENCE BLACK TO SHERWOOD ON 13 JUNE.

END OF MESSAGE
I RECTOR CIA
HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996

LIN C 3714 (IN 16675) 0611Z 11 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: PRIORITY INFO: DIR
RYBAT PB SUCCESS
RE:
FOR REELFOOT

1. HEREWITh DIR 04333 (OUT 52644):
   A. URGE F RETURN ZBRIEF UPON COMPLETION
   NEGOTIATIONS YOUR BELIEVE -l SHOWN UNDUE CONCERN
   PLANS CALDERON GUARDIA HIS FIRST VISIT. MOST IMPORTANT HE CON-
   TACT AND HOLD CONFERENCE WITH JIMENEZ.

5. FYI: CALLIGERIS REQUESTED CALDERON GUARDIA TO
   REPRESENT HIM WITH JIMENEZ. AS RESULT PJ SENT PEDRO ESTRADA
   TO KUFLUSH TO CONFERENCE WITH CALLIGERIS AND SURVEY SITUATION ON SPOT.
   CALLIGERIS HAD CORDIAL COOPERATIVE MEETING WITH ESTRADA WHO DESIRED
   TO SEE EQUIPMENT CALLIGERIS POSSESSED. STORAX ADVISED ESTRADA
   HE PERSONALLY HAD SEEN GEAR AND ESTRADA DID NOT PRESS POINT FURTHER.
   ESTRADA FURTHER QUERIED WHAT KIND OF AID CALLIGERIS NEEDED
   SPECIFICALLY. CALLIGERIS ADVISED HIM HE NEEDS 3 PLANES AND PILOTS
   PREFERABLY P-51'S, TO COUNTER BALANCE NEW WSBURNT ARMS SHIPMENT.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE. Copy No.
11 JUN 54
LINC 3714 (IN 16675)
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IF THIS NOT AVAILABLE, AS LAST RESORT US $200,000 NEEDED.
ESTRADA PROMISED TO PASS REQUEST TO JIMENEZ AND SEND ANSWER
SOONEST. ANSWER TO BE DELIVERED BY ESTRADA AIDE WHO ATTENDED
MEETING.

2. REQUEST COMPLIANCE WITH PARA 3 OF DIR 04335. ADVISE
ETA CARACAS.

3. THEREAFTER, -CALLIGERIS MTG ENVISAGED IN
REF ACCEPTABLE. SUBJECT OBTAINING CALLIGERIS SCHEDULE WHICH
WILL ADVISE. MTG SHOULD BE IN WSHOOF. ADVISE WHEN
CAN BE THERE AND LINC WILL ALERT CALLIGERIS.

END OF MESSAGE.
DATE: 12 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCCI (8)

LINC 3758 (IN 17380) 0008Z 13 JUN 54 PRIORITY
TOI DIX
INFOI SHERWOOD
cite:: SLINC

REF: A. DIA 04681 (OUT 53312)
    B. LINC 3757 (IN 17367)

RYBAT PESSUCCESS PBCABOOSE

1. FEELING HERE AND IN KMFLUSH THAT AVAILABILITY OF F-47's
   AT CRUCIAL MOMENT MAY WELL BE KEYSTONE OF ENTIRE OPERATION.
   IN THIS LIGHT 22 JUNE DELIVERY NOT ONLY UNDESIRABLE BUT MIGHT
   WELL BE USELESS.

2. VIEW ABOVE AND FIRM DEAL PARA 1 REF A REQUEST THAT EVERY
   EFFORT BE MADE BY COUNTAT ONCE TO GET AIRCRAFT IN OPERATIONAL
   CONDITION, I.E., FLYABLE AND CAPABLE OF GETTING TO SOMERSET,
   AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

3. BROOFROST ACTION PER REF B SHOULD MAKE PARA 2 ABOVE
   ACCEPTABLE STORAX AND PICK-UP BY BROOFROST IN PUERTO RICO APPEARS
   FASTEST WAY TO PROVIDE OPERATIONAL FIGHTER CAPABILITY.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT:

MR. JACOB ESTERLINE AND MR. WHO, NOTIFIED OF
RECEIPT OF THE ABOVE MESSAGE AT 2050 HOURS, 12 JUNE 54.

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. Following names persons departing USNTRNT for safe conduct for asylum:

   A. Important Syncarp agent warrants fullest attention and should be aided proceed without delay to
   B. Prominent and respected person.
   C. Captain Rodolfo Rodas: unidentified.
   D. Captain Augustin Castro Monzon: believed to be colonel and adherent to Syncarp.
   E. Jose Morales Torres: unidentified.
   F. Ernesto Gimez (also Rcvd Gamez) Saavedra: unidentified.
   G. Flavio Segura Ruiz: unidentified.
   H. Aorn Manrique Rios: believed to be close personal.
FRIEND OF LAWYER AND FORMER DIPLOMAT.

1. CARLOS ALBERTO RECINOS; UNIDENTIFIED.

2. REQUEST YOU WORK THROUGH SEQUIN IN EFFORT TO OBTAIN DEBRIEFING OF CURRENT CONDITIONS IN URBAN FROM EACH OF THE ABOVE CABLING SUMMARIES TO LINCOLN. IDENTITIES SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED AND AIDED TO PROCEED TO REPORTING TO CALLIGERIS UPON ARRIVAL. ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH MOTIVATIONS AND ANTI-COMMUNIST ACTIVITIES OF ALL OTHER IDENTITIES DISCOURAGING THEIR GOING TO UNTIL MORE FULLY IDENTIFIED. YOU AUTHORIZED TO PROVIDE MINIMUM FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE THROUGH SEQUIN ON BEHALF OF SYNCARP FOR PERSONS DESiring FURTHER PARTICIPATION IN ANTI-COMMUNIST OPERATIONS.

END OF MESSAGE
**CLASSIFIED MESSAGE**

**DATE:** 13 JUNE 54

**TO:** DIRECTOR

**FROM:** LINCOLN

**ACTION:** WH (PB3) (1-3)

**INFO:** WH (4), DCI (5), D/DGI (6), DD/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DGI (8)

---

**LING 3767 (IN 17458) 19397 13 JUNE 54 ROUTINE**

**TO:** INFO: DIR

**CITE:** SLING

**PBSUCCESS RY8AT**


2. Refugees Nevertheless Arriving Your Area Should Be Screened For Possible Operational Usefulness, Debrieved As To Latest Events Their Locality WSburnt. Specific, Last Minute, Trust Worthy Info On Local Unrest, Defections, Dissent In Govt-Coomie Camp, Moves Of Foreign Commies, Armimg Labor Unions And Other Commie-Led Groups, Any Other KUGOWN-Type Pertinent News Urgently Needed At LINC For Immediate Radio Use.

3. Attempt Arranging For Quick Debrieving, Coordinating With Your KUHOOK, KUGIRE Colleagues, Cable Summaries, Pouch Full Reports.....END OF MESSAGE

---

**SECRET**
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CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

TO:        DIRECTOR
FROM:      LINCOLN
ACTION:    WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO:      WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DD/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LING 5770 (4417477) 23277 13 JUN 54

TO: OMA

RYBAT PSSUCCESS
QUAT PRESS 8 THROUGH 11 JUNE:

1. 8 JUNE DIARIO DE QUEZALTENANGO (PRIOR TO CENSORSHIP):
    A. BANNER HEADLINE "MYSTERIOUS PLANE FLEW OVER THIS
       CITY YESTERDAY."
    B. DISCLAIMS HEARING GEUAGE TEGU (SIG) RADIO, BUT
       HAS BEEN TOLD IT ANNOUNCED NEW FLIGHT. REPRODUCED ENTIRE TEXT
       DROPPED LEAFLETS.
    C. EDITORIAL "BAD OMENS FOR ARNENZ."

2. TRIBUNA POPULAR (A) PAGE ONE LARGE BOX STORY "CHCO
FULLY SUPPORTS NATIONAL ARMY"
    B. "EX CHIEF U.S. AIR MISSION ACCUSED A CONSPIRATOR"
    FLIGHT OF SCHUPP "WHOSE SERIOUS RESPONSIBILITY IN RECENT ACTIVITIES
HAS BEEN DISCOVERED."
    C. PAGE 3 ALVARADO EDITORIAL: "DOGS AND CATS: ANTI-
COMMUNIST CONGRESS MEXICO" PRIETO LAURENS HAS "ANTI-COMMIE
PHOBIA, EXALTED LOVE FOREIGN MONEY."

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE

Copy No.
3. 9 JUNE. TRIBUNA POPULAR.

A. PAGE ONE PGT STATEMENT "NOT ONE STEP MORE", REFERRING TO GROWING THREAT OF CONSPIRACY "DIRECTED, FINANCED BY YANKEE IMPERIALISM...AND BY A GROUP OF CONSPIRATORS, TERRORISTS IN SERVICE OF UFGO, CAPTAINED BY TRAITOR CASTILLO ARRIAS."

B. PAGE 3 ALVARADO EDITORIAL: YOUTH, STUDENTS AIDING ARBENZ

C. PAGE 5 EDITORIAL DEFENDING RESTRICTIONS: TO PRESERVE DEMOCRACY, WE HAVE TO SUSPEND IT.

4. DIARIO DE CENTRO AMERICA: PAGE ONE REPORT EXECUTIVE MEETING CNCG, CGTG; SENDING MESSAGES OTHER CENTRAL AMERICAN PEOPLES, DEVELOP JOINT ACTION, HOLD LARGE MEETINGS EXPLAINING SITUATION, ASKING FOR MESSAGES OF SUPPORT TO ARBENZ AND CHIEF ARMED FORCES.

5. DIARIO DE QUEZALTENANGO: STORY RE RESTRICTIONS, CENSORSHIP. EDITORIAL: COMMUNISTS SELLING DRUGS TO NORTH AMERICAN SOLDIERS KOREA.

6. 10 JUNE. IMPACTO. CNCG LETTER REFUTING IMPACTO EDITORIAL, DENIES CASTILLO FLORES SENDS ARMS. LOCAL BRANCHES ALLEGEDLY ASKED CNCG HQ CAMPESINOS BE GIVEN MILITARY TRAINING BY ARMY.
7. IMPARCIAL. LETTER FROM GONZALEZ (ARBENZ' SECRETARY)
INSTRUCTING PAPER USE TWO COLUMNS FRONT PAGE DENYING TWO RUMORS:
   A. CHIEF ARMED FORCES, CHIEF STAFF, COL MONZON
      ARRESTED:
   B. AIRPLANES LEFT COUNTRY WITH TWO PILOTS.

8. ESPECTADOR.
   A. TWO COLUMN REPRINT GUARDIA JUDICIAL BULLETIN
      WITHOUT GONZALEZ LETTER.
   B. PAGE 5: UNTITLED, UNSIGNED ARTICLE ABOUT
      EFFICIENCY POLICE AGENCIES IN PRESENT CRISIS, NECESSITY RE-
      stricting guarantees, PART OF JAIME ROSENBERG RADIO TALK.

9. NUESTRO DIARIO
   A. FREnte UNIVERSITARIO DEMOCRATICO WILL HOLD GREAT
      MEETING NEXT THURSDAY, ALL DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATIONS INVITED
      TO ATTEND.
   B. PAGE TWO EDITORIAL: "TO BREAK REVOLUTIONARY
      UNITY IS OBJECT OF REACTION BUT ALL SHALL UNITE AGAINST ES-
      TABLISHMENT OF NEOFASCIST STATE".
   C. PAR TOTALEMENT ADOITS ARBENZ POLICY.
   D. GUTIERREZ REPORT TO EXEC CSTG: GUAT ATTACKED
      BECAUSE OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS, FOR HAVING RE-
      FUSED U.S. STATE DEPT CLAIM ON BEHALF UFCO.

10. 11 JUNE. PRENSA LIBRE. NEW PLANE RESTRICTIONS:
      ALL PERMITS PRIVATE, SPORT, COMMERCIAL PLANES WITHIN GUAT CAN-
SECRET
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Celled. International Airlines exempted. Only authorized airport incoming, outgoing international planes: La Aurora (next Guat City).

END OF MESSAGE
1. Langevin and Idens A, B, C arriving Somerset

2. Effective upon arrival Langevin will assume duties senior Kugorn officer PBSuccess Kablush specifically responsible for operational supervision of both Sherwood broadcast and Sahara intrusion tasks. His interests will not involve technical aspects of foregoing operations, being confined solely to Kugorn application of both facilities.

3. Request Pycroft arrange to have above party met upon arrival. Langevin’s immediate task will be to arrange earliest possible live voice broadcast on Sherwood. Pycroft’s personal assistance and guidance would be appreciated. Langevin is authorized to resolve all billeting and working arrangements in the field and will draw necessary funds from required latter will charge against PT/13.
4. Langevin will be briefed by Gassett re intrusion capabilities of Sahara and will assume direction over timing, context and addressee of all such msgs. Langevin will not contact or be aware of Sahara's technical staff and/or operations aside from Gassett and RO 23. However if feasible consideration should be given to billeting writing staff in Gassett's

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), D/SCI (5), D/DSCI (6), DO/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DSCI (8)

LINQ 3286 (IN 17502) DATE: 14 JUNE 54
ROUTINE
TO: PRITY SGUAT
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLINC
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. JEREMY T. NUTTING EN ROUTE YOUR STATION ON 14 JUNE FOR 3C. ORYS TDY.

2. LINQ IS ASSIGNING NUTTING AS ABOVE IN ORDER TO ASSIST COS SGUAT IN HANDLING K PROGRAM, PROVIDE GUIDANCE ON OVERALL PBSUCCESS OPERATIONS AND OTHER COMPLEX MATTERS UNDER CONSIDERATION. HIS ASSIGNMENT IS IN NO WAY ABOVE EARL BANNISTER BUT ON CONTRARY TO PROVIDE THE LATTER FULLEST POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE DURING FORTHCOMING PERIOD OF DECISION.

END OF MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE AS SANITIZED 1996
TO: PRITY SHERWOOD
INFD: PRITY DIR

RYBAT PDSUCCESS

REF: 1. SHERWOOD 210 (IN 17059)
2. LINC 3793 (IN 17535)
3. LINC 3752 (IN 17353)

FOR BRODFRST

1. DUNBAR NOW UNABLE LEAVE LINC SO CANNOT REVIEW REF
   A PROBLEM PER REF B.

2. URG YOU SUGGEST MAGOFFIN HAVE ODACIO CHIEF ACQUAINT
   CHIEF AIR MISSION WITH SUFFICIENT FACTS TO KEEP HIM
   FROM "FLIPPING LIO" AND IF POSSIBLE MAKING HIM AN ALLY.

3. IMPORTANT THIS BE ACCOMPLISHED SOON SO THAT CHIEF
   AIR MISSION BE LINED UP BEFORE CAUSING TROUBLE AND SURELY
   BEFORE ARRIVAL F-47'S.

4. ADVISE ACTION TAKEN.

END OF MESSAGE
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIF MESSAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATE: 14 JUN 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO: DIRECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM: LINCOLN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DB/P (3-6), WH (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LING 3798 (IN 1773D)</th>
<th>1309Z 14 JUN 54</th>
<th>PRIORITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TO: (PRIORITY) SHERWOOD(LANGEVIN)</td>
<td>INFO: DIA, (PRIORITY) SQUAT</td>
<td>CITE: LING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RYBAT PSSUCCESS

INCLUDE IMMEDIATELY INTO BROADCAST, PREFER IN PROGRAM DEALING REFUGEE SI TUA TION, FOLLOWING MESSAGE: "ENRIQUE SALAZAR LIQUENS WISHES TO ASSURE ALL FRIENDS THAT HE HAS REACHED SAFETY. COMMIE AGENTS WORKING OVERTIME TO CATCH HIM MAY RELAX NOW".

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 14 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4)

1. CURRENCY REFORM. CONTINUE FIRST STORY. ECONOMIC AFFAIRS SECTION, NATIONAL LIBERATION COMMITTEE COMPLETED PROMISED INVESTIGATION PLANS TO CHANGE CURRENT 1 JULY READY. NEW BANKNOTES PRINTED IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA, ARRIVED WITH ARMS SHIPMENT. EXCHANGE RATE FOR CASH ONE TO TEN, EXCHANGE BANKS, SAVINGS ACCOUNTS ABOVE 1000 QUETZALES ONE TO FIFTY, NOBODY TO RECEIVE MORE THAN 50 QUETZALES NEW CURRENCY CASH: SURPLUS TO BE TAKEN AS COMPULSORY GOVERNMENT DEFENSE LOAN. STRONG WARNING: DO NOT ACCEPT NEW CURRENCY SINCE SHIFT OF COFFEE, BANANA ETC EXPORTS TO SOVIETS WILL LEAVE REGIME SOON WITHOUT FOREIGN ASSETS TO COVER BANKNOTES. EVERYBODY TO WITHDRAW BANK ACCOUNTS, BUY FOOD, DURABLE GOODS, POSSIBLY GET VALUABLES OUTSIDE COUNTRY, KEEP AS LITTLE CASH AS POSSIBLE. (NOTE: GIVE FOREGOING VERY STRONG PLAY. REFER TO IMPENDING CURRENCY REFORM AT LEAST ONCE A DAY FROM NOW. USE CZECH BACKGROUND MATERIAL).

2. FRENTE UNIVERSITARIO DEMOCRATICO ANNOUNCED GREAT MEETING

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
THURSDAY (17 JUNE), TRIBUNA POPULAR ANNOUNCED PATRIOTIC DEMONSTRATION 18 JUNE. CHECK LOCAL RADIO PRESS EXACT HOURS, PLACES, OTHER DETAILS. IN LAST BROADCAST BEFORE MEETING, ISSUE STERN WARNING AGAINST PARTICIPATING. PEOPLE WILL BE UNDER COMMIE PRESSURE TO COME BUT WILL THEREBY IDENTIFY THEMSELVES AS SUPPORTERS OUTLAW REGIME. IMPLY INDIRECTLY THEY MAY BE PHOTOGRAPHED OR OTHERWISE "RECORDED". FOR SECOND MEETING, START LAST MINUTE PANIC WARNING: COMMIES INTEND PROVOKING BLOODBATH FOR PROPAGANDA PURPOSES, THUS PROVING THEIR LIES ABOUT "FOREIGN INTERVENTION." IF BOMBS ARE DROPPED ON MEETING, THIS WILL BE MONTELEGRIO'S, OR PELLEGRER'S WORK. REPEAT WARNING AGAINST PROVOCATIONS.

3. EMPHASIZE IN SUITABLE CONTACT THAT COMMIES TRY 'AKING UFCO APPEAR 'AIN ISSUE. DIR AUTHORIZES BLAMING U.S. STATE DEPT FOR HAVING ENDORSED UFCO CLAIM, THUS FACILITATING COMMIE MANEUVER. STRESS LIBERATION MOVEMENT NOT AT ALL INTERESTED UFCO, ONLY REAL ISSUE FOR EVERY GUAT IS COMMIE DOMINATION OF COUNTRY, DESTROYING LIBERTIES AT HOME, THREATENING CONFLICTS WITH NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES, INTERNATIONAL ISOLATION. AFTER COMMIE REGIME GONE, SETTLING ACCOUNTS WITH UFCO WILL BE MUCH EASIER: OTHER LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES REDUCED POSITION FOREIGN CAPITAL WITHOUT COMMIE "AID".

4. APPEAL TO COVER EMPLOYEES: DO NOT CARRY OUT ORDE'S OUTLAW REGIME. LIBERATION WILL MAINTAIN YOU IN JOB UNLESS YOU ARE TAINTED WITH COMMUNIST PARTY MEMBERSHIP OR SERVILE EXECUTION
COMMUNIST ORDERS. SPECIAL APPEAL TO POLICE, GUARDIA JUDICIAL.

5. OPERATIONAL:
   A. DO YOU OBTAIN GUAT PRESS LOCALLY OR NEED OUR PRESS SUMMARIES?
   B. IS YOUR MONITORING GUAT BROADCASTS ADEQUATE?
   C. DO YOU HAVE PRESSING NEED SPANISH-READING FEMALE SECRETARY FROM LINC STAFF? IF SO, HOW COULD YOU ACCOMMODATE HER?

END OF MESSAGE
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS) (1-3)
INFO: DCI (4), D/DCI (5), DD/P (L) (6), WH (7), 3A/PC/DCI (8)

CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM
RELEASE IN FULL 1996

LING 3803 (IN 17767) 1915Z 14 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: (OPERATIONAL IMMEDIATE) SHERWOOD
INFO: DIR
CITE: SLING

PBSDCESS RVBAT
FOR LANGEVIN. INSTRUCTION 2.

1. FOLLOWING TO BE BROADCAST TONIGHT (MONDAY), GIVING IT ALL POSSIBLE EMPHASIS, UNDERLINING SERIOUSNESS BY APPROPRIATE INTRODUCTION.

2. MESSAGE TO ARMY, FORM OF PERSONAL APPEAL, SPOKEN BY SENIOR OFFICER ACTIVE DUTY, MEMBER NATIONAL LIBERATION COMMITTEE. (BEGIN TEXT OUTLINE). ARZEBI, UNDER MOSCOW'S ORDERS, PREPARING ORDER TO ARMY RELEASING HUGE ARMS STORES, PRIMARILY HAND GRENADES, TO CAMPEÑOS, ORGANIZED COMBAT UNITS BY COMML-Leo CNGG (CASTILLO FLORES).

3. NO OFFICER, NONCOM, SOLDIER MUST OBEY ANY SUCH ORDER. ARZEBI NO LONGER PRESIDENT UNDER CONSTITUTION, BUT NOBODY ELSE RIGHT TO GIVE SUCH ORDERS EITHER. CONSTITUTION MAKES ARMY SOLE INSTITUTION ENTITLED WEAPONS, DEFENSE COUNTRY. CNGG LED BY MOSCOW-TRAINED COMMIES, THEREFORE, ILLEGAL ARTICLE 32.

4. WHILE MAJORITY CAMPEÑOS GODFEARING, LOYAL CITIZENS, COMMIES SELECT FOR THEIR SHOCK TROOPS IRRESPONSIBLE ELEMENTS READY

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
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FOR VIOLENCE. COMMIES REALIZE SUCH GUERILLAS NO CHANCE AGAINST REGULAR ARMY, CANNOT HOPE FIGHTING AGAINST FORCES OTHER AMERICAN STATES THREATENED BY COMMIE CONSPIRACY, BUT WANT REIGN OF CIVILIAN TERROR, DESTROYING LIVES MIDDLE, UPPER CLASSES (INCLUDING ARMY OFFICERS, THEIR FAMILIES, FRIENDS), DESTROYING OR SEIZING PRIVATE PROPERTY, PREPARING GROUND BOLSHEVIST REVOLUTION.

5. ARMY RESPONSIBLE PREVENT SUCH BLOODSHED, DESTRUCTION, IMMINENT DANGER CIVIL, INTERNATIONAL WAR. MAKE SURE ALL ARMS STORES GUARDED BY RELIABLE ANTI-COMMUNISTS, BEWARE OF COMMIE POLICE, ANY OFFICER OR SOLDIER GUILTY FURNISHING ARMS TO CIVILIANS, WHETHER CAMPESINOS, OTHER COMMIE-LED GROUPS, WILL BE PUNISHED BY LIBERATION MOVEMENT. ALL NON-COMMUNISTS, IN INTEREST THEIR LIVES AND PROPERTY, KEEP WATCHFUL EYE ALL ARMS STORES, REPORT ANY SUSPICIOUS MOVE IMMEDIATELY NEAREST ARMY OFFICER KNOWN TO BE NON-COMMUNIST AND TO LOCAL LIBERATION COMMITTEE, ORGANIZE LOCAL RESISTANCE AGAINST ARMING COMMIE GROUPS.

6. WARN ALL ARMY personNEL THAT ARMING COMMUNIST CIVILIANS WOULD BE CREATING A FRANKENSTEIN OF GROTESQUE PROPORTIONS WHICH WOULD SOON DESTROY THE ARMY THUS CONSTITUTING A SUICIDAL ACT. COMMUNISTS DO NOT TRUST ARMY AND THIS IS THEIR PRETEXT TO NEUTRALIZE ITS STRENGTH. ARBENZ HAS SOLD HIS SOUL TO SOVIET AND NOW IS BLINDLY
14 JUN 54
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OBEYING MOSCOWS ORDER TO DESTROY THE ARMY HE ONCE LOVED. THIS DESTRUCTION OF THE ARMY WITHOUT FIRING A SHOT AGAINST COMMUNISM IS VASTLY MORE SERIOUS THAN THE OBVIOUS INSULT THAT ARMY IS INCAPABLE OF MAINTAINING ORDER WITHOUT ARMING RED CIVILIANS.

7. THIS LAST WARNING TO ARMY: GENERALLY KNOWN WHAT HAPPENS TO REGULAR ARMIES WHEN COMMIES TAKE OVER. REMEMBER FEARFUL BLOOD PURGES RUSSIA, ALL OTHER COMMIES COUNTRIES, KILLING MOST OFFICERS, MANY OTHER SOLDIERS. QUAT COMMIE BLOODSHED WILL BE EVEN WORSE, SINCE COMMIES AROUSE RACIAL AND SOCIAL HATRED. IF ARMY PERMITS ARMS FALLING INTO COMMIE HANDS, IT WOULD BECOME ACCOMPlice OF ARBENZ-FORTUNY-FLORES CRIMES. ARMY TRADITION, HONOR, CHRISTIAN FAITH BUT ALSO WELL UNDERSTOOD PERSONAL INTEREST, PROTECTION ARMY'S OWN POSITION, LIVES AND PROPERTIES ARMY PERSONNEL AND FRIENDS, FORBID SUCH BETRAYAL. DON'T OBEY ANY ORDERS FROM ARBENZ OR HIS ACCOMPlices; ASK FOR WRITTEN ORDERS PINNING DOWN RESPONSIBILITIES OF OFFICERS COLLABORATING WITH COMMIES; NO WEAPONS INTO COMMIE HANDS; THE ARMY ALONE MUST MAINTAIN LAW, ORDER; DAY OF LIBERATION DRAWS NEAR! (END BROADCAST WITH NATIONAL ANTHEM).

8. ABOVE BROADCAST TO BE REPEATED TOMORROW TUESDAY FIRST PROGRAM.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 14 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(T-3)
INFO: WH (L)

LING 3815 (IN 17885) 01562 15 JUN 54
TO: PRIORITY SHERWOOD
INFO: PRIORITY DIR
CITE: LINC

RYBAT PB SUCCESS
FOR LANGEVIN. INSTRUCTION 3.

1. (GIVE CONSIDERABLE PLAY TO FOLLOWING NEWS WITH COMMENT):

A.P. FROM BONN, GERMANY: 6 TONS SWISS ANTI-AIRCRAFT
AMMO TO BE SENT VIA GERMAN SHIP TO GUAT STOPPED BY WEST GERMAN
GOVT AT US REQUEST. US AUTHORITIES THROUGHOUT WORLD HAVE ORDERS
STOP ANY ARMS SHIPMENTS TO COMMIE-LEANING GUAT REGIME. (COMMENT:
SWISS KNOWN AS INSISTING CASH PAYMENT, ESPECIALLY FOR DELIVERY TO
CUSTOMERS WHOSE FUTURE AS UNCERTAIN AS ARBENZ REGIME. GUAT
TREASURY VIRTUALLY EMPTY. THEREFORE SOVIET PURCHASING COMMISSION
SWITZERLAND PAID PRICE. ALFHEM SHIPMENT WAS GIFT CZECH COMMIE
GOVT. INCIDENT PROVES TURIULLO LIED THEM FORMALLY ASSURING THAT
NO FURTHER ARMS SHIPMENT UNDER WAY. RAPIDLY INCREASING REARMAMENT
EFFORT SHOWS ARBENZ EXPECTS AGGRESSIVE ACTION SOON.

2. UPON SOVIET ADVICE, ARBENZ ORDERED BUILO HUH CONCENTRATION
CAMP IN PETEN REGION TO CONFINE POLITICAL OFFENDERS, INSTEAD OF
EXILING THEM. SOVIET SECRET POLICE OFFICER ARRIVED GUAT CITY TO

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.
JUNE 5
LINC 3815 (IN 17885)
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BECOME POLITCOMMISSAR AT CAMP.

3. GOSSIP COLUMN:
   A. TORIELLO RECEIVED HUGE SUM, ALLEGEDLY 400,000 QUETZALES, FROM SOVIET AMBASSADOR MEXICO FOR PERFORMANCE CARACAS CONFERENCE, INDUCEMENT FURTHER SERVICES. TORIELLO BOUGHT 9 JUNE HOME GUAT CITY, PAYING 100,000 QUETZALES CASH, WAS BROKE THREE YEARS AGO.

   B. MEMBER OF ARBENZ FAMILY IS ACQUIRING LANDS OF POLITICAL EXILES AT LOW COST, USING PRESSURE TO OBTAIN SALES.

   C. ARBENZ LIVES NOW IN ANOTHER HOUSE WHICH, HE HOPES, WILL AFFORD HIM BETTER PROTECTION AGAINST ASSASSINATION OR KIDNAPPING.

4. FYI: PARA 1 OVERT NEWS, PARAS 2, 3 BASED ON INTELLIGENCE.

END OF MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE : 15 JUNE 54

SECRET

TO : DIRECTOR
FROM : LINCOLN
ACTION : VM (PBS) (1-3)
INFO : VM (4)

0152Z 15 JUN 54
TO: PRIORITY
INFO: DIA
CITE: SLING
FOR: CADICK
RE:

1. DAILY OP/SIT REP DESIRED. SEND AT 1200.

2. CABLE ANALYSIS INDICATES SHOCK TROOP STRENGTH 45 BOND
60 HANK. ADVISE IF AND WHEN FULL STRENGTH OBTAINED.

3. NO WORD RECEIVED RE DISPATCH OF HORNETS OR STATUS.
REQUEST SPECIAL CABLE THIS SUBJECT AND CODE WORDS FOR EACH TEAM
PLUS SPECIFIC AREAS OF OPERATION.

4. SIT REP SHOULD REFLECT ARMS MOVEMENT STATUS AND SIGNAL
NET OPERATIONS IN PROGRESS PLUS CESSNA AIR OPS.

5. STERILIZE FOR FCP TO GROUP, SEND PRIORITY. UTILIZE
THIS MEANS SUBMARIZATION TO CONVINV INFO MSGS THUS REDUCING
TRAFFIC TO ACTION MSGS.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE.

Copy No.
TO: SQUAT
INFO: DIR
PBSUCCESS RYBAT
IMMEDIATE ACTION

1. QUOTE FROM SECY DULLES BEFORE ROTARY INTERNATIONAL IN SEATTLE JUNE 10: "AS MEMBER OF THIS ORGANIZATION (I.E. OAS) THE UNITED STATES INEVITABLY TAKES A SYMPATHETIC INTEREST IN THE COURAGEOUS EFFORTS OF GUATEMALANS IN ALL WALKS OF LIFE TO WARD OFF COMunist ATTEMPTS TO DESTROY THE FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE OF GUATEMALA".

2. IMPORTANT THIS STATEMENT BE GIVEN WIDEST DISSEMINATION AS INDICATIVE UNITED STATES RESOLVE DESTROY GUAT COMMUNISM AND IDENTIFICATION WITH PURPOSES GUAT RESISTANCE MOVEMENT. MAKE SURE ESQUIRE LEARN OF IT.

3. NY TIMES CARRIES FULL STATEMENT ON PAGE 2 ISSUE 11 JUNE.

END OF MESSAGE
TO:    DIRECTOR
FROM:  LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO:  WH (4), OCI (5), D/OCI (6), "DDY" (L)(7), SR/PG/OCI (8)

LING 384 (IN 17994)       09492 15 JUN 54

TO:    DIR
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

RE: A. GUAT 834 (IN 17808) B. GUAT 836 (IN 17850)

1. LING VIEW THAT QIAZ ABSENCE FROM USBURNY FOR AT LEAST NEXT WEEK OR TWO (LONGER IF POSSIBLE) ONE OF MOST SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAUSE POSSIBLE.

2. FEEL THAT HE IS NOT A REASONABLE DEFECTION POSSIBILITY IN TRUE SENSE BUT MAY BE SUFFICIENT OPPORTUNISTIC AND ENOUGH DISTURBED SITUATION TO BE SUSCEPTIBLE TO COLD CASH OFFER TO STAT AWAY USBURNY ASSUMING HE ACTUALLY MAKES PRIME TRIP AND ASSUMING OTHER FACTORS SUCH AS REF B DO NOT MAKE EFFORT UNNECESSARY.

3. RECOMMEND:
   A. HE BE PUT UNDER SURVEILLANCE.
   B. AN APPROACH BE MADE ON THEORT JIG IS UP AND RETURN USBURNY NOT ONLY SUICIDE BUT WOULD CAUSE UNNECESSARY TROUBLE HARMFUL TO MANY BUT WITHOUT IN ANY WAY CHANGING INEVITABLE.

ONLY SUGGESTION FOR CONTACT IS THOUGH FRANKLY NOT

SECRET

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
TOO ENTHUSIASTIC. IF YOU HAVE ANYONE STRONGER WOULD APPRECIATE IT.

C. IF APPROACH IMPOSSIBLE OR UNSUCCESSFUL SUGGEST GIVING DIAZ BAD TIME IN ANY WAY POSSIBLE ON THEORY HE IS COMMIE SO VISA INVALID. UNDERSTAND IMMIGRATION AUTHORITIES NOT BOUND BY CONSULATE HAVING GRANTED VISA. EVEN IF MOVE ONLY HARASSMENT IT WOULD BE VERY USEFUL PUBLICITY THAT PB- PRISE AUTHORITIES ACCUSED DIAZ AS COMMIE AND SHOULD BE GIVEN BIG PLAY. IF MOVE SUCCESSFUL ALL DELAY PROCEDURES SHOULD BE EMPLOYED.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: WH NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0615 25 JUNE 54.
PRESS, RADIO REPORTS SHOW WSBURNT REGIME MAKING LARGE SCALE EFFORT TO RALLY DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT THROUGH COMMIE-CONTROLLED MASS ORGANIZATIONS, PRIMARILY LABOR UNIONS (CCTG), PEASANTS FEDERATION (CNCG), STUDENTS (FUD). UNIONS, APPARENTLY UNDER CTAL DIRECTIVES, STUDENT GROUPS THROUGHOUT SGRANGER SEND MESSAGE SYMPATHY TO ARBENZ, HOLD MASS MEETINGS PROTESTING "FOREIGN INTERVENTION" IN WSBURNT, RALLY PUBLIC SYMPATHIES FOR WSBURNT REGIME, APPARENTLY WITH SOME SUCCESS.

2. LINC HAS NOT YET NOTED ADEQUATE COUNTER-ACTION BY NON-COMMIE LABOR UNIONS, PEASANTS UNIONS, STUDENT GROUPS, WHETHER INTERNATIONAL, PBPRIE OR SGRANGER OUTSIDE WSBURNT SINCE CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTIES ABOLISHED, WSBURNT DICTATORSHIP BECAME EFFECTIVE. LINC CONSIDERS THIS COMPARATIVE SILENCE HIGHLY
15 JUN 54
LINC 3851 (IN 18168)

PAGE -2-

UNDESIRABLE, FOR EFFECT BOTH INSIDE, OUTSIDE WSBURN'T, GIVING IMPRESSION DEMOCRATIC MASSES, YOUTH SIDES WITH COMMIES.

END OF MESSAGE
HAVE REVIEWED REF CAREFULLY INCLUDING DISCUSSION WITH PAGE. AGREE WITH YOUR INTERPRETATION BUT SUGGEST FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION FOLLOWING DIFFICULTIES RE PLAY BY CALLIGERIS:

A. POSSIBILITY HE MAY REFUSE STRONG ANTI-UFCO PLAY PARTICULARLY IF HE SHOULD CONSULT WHO MAY SEE HIM ABOUT SAME TIME, IF HE REFUSES POSITION OF PBPRIMERS SOMEWHAT EMBARRASSING AND MIGHT STRAIN RELATIONS AT CRITICAL MOMENT.

B. POSSIBILITY THAT STATEMENT BY CALLIGERIS AT THIS LATE DATE MAY ACCURATELY BE INTERPRETED AS EFFORT CLEAR HIM OF SUSPICION ODYOE, OF CO TIES AND MIGHT BACKFIRE. THIS PARTICULARLY TRUE IN VIEW INCONSISTENCY AT LEAST WITH RESPECT ODYOE WITH SOME STATEMENTS HE HAS APPARENTLY MADE RECENTLY.

C. BELIEVE HISBURNED INTEREST NOW CENTERED ON ARBENZ, WILL HE STAY OR GO AND IF LATTER UPRIGHT OR FEET FIRST.

RECOMMEND THEREFORE EITHER PLANTED STORIES THROUGH WHD
OUTLETS FOR PICK-UP BY SHERWOOD OR IF BY CALLICERI USE OF FOLLOWING OUTLINED TEXT:

STRIKE SETTLEMENT UNFAVORABLE TO WORKERS AND

OBVIOUS SELLOUT TO UFCO. ARBENZ, FANJUL, PELLEGRIM FELL VICTIMS

THEIR OWN PROPAGANDA, NOW BELIEVING THAT APPEASMENT UFCO WILL

LESSEN TENSION, PERMIT CONSOLIDATION FULL-FLEECED COMMIE REGIME.

WORKERS WERE PAWNS IN SOVIET-COMMIE POWER GAME. GUAT-PEOPLE MUST

FIRST GET RID OF ARBENZ REGIME TO MAKE POSSIBLE GENUINE SETTLEMENTS

WITH UFCO, OTHER FOREIGN COMPANIES, AS SHOWN SEVERAL OTHER LATIN

AMERICAN COUNTRIES WITHOUT COMMIE INTERFERENCE. ANTI-COMMIE OP-

POSITION PLEDGED TO REDUCE CAPITAL PRIVILEGES, FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC,

TO REASONABLE LIMITATIONS, BUT FIRST TASK IS LIQUIDATION OF ARBENZ

REGIME, PUPPET OF SOVIET IMPERIALISM, WHICH ENDANGERS GUAT'S PEACE,

AT HOME AND ABROAD, DESTROYS CIVIL LIBERTIES, THREATENS RELIGION.

WHETHER OR NOT PUBPRIME GOVT SATISFIED BY ARBENZ APPEASE-SENT UFCO,

GUAT OPPOSITION CONTINUES FIGHT UNTIL ALL COMMIES AND THEIR STOOGES

REMOVED FOR GOVT.

3. PLEASE ADVISE.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT CO'ENT:

TEMPORARY COPY OF THIS MESSAGE ISSUED TO R. FISHER AT 1816

15 JUNE.
Ling 3885 (in 1835). 02067 16 June 54 Routine precedence
TO: SOUAT INFO: DIR GITE: SLING
RYBAT PBSUCCESS

1. Reported formin Torriello planning personal visit
Chile and other LA countries prior OAS conference.

2. Do you have any info regarding proposed trip, where
he will go, or whether he will take it in view of that?

3. Appreciate any suggestions station or nutting may
have as to good person to follow on duplicate Torriello schedule.
If he goes, to pull rug on him. * and suggested
though Ling believes will have to be used more directly
in support PBsuccess.

END OF MESSAGE
LING 1892 (IN 18393)  0540Z 16 JUN 54  ROUTINE
TO: FRIIT  INFO: DIR  GITE: SLING
Rybat.PBSUCCESS
FOR CADICK
FOLLOWING FROM WSBURNT:
"THREE C-47 FLEW ABOVE AND VICINITY TIQUISATE NIGHT 14
JUNE DROPPING ARMS, AMMO. FLIGHTS CONTINUED FOR PROLONGED
PERIOD. DURING NIGHT APPROX 30 TROOPS (AT LEAST WEARING
UNIFORMS WSBURNT ARMY) TOOK POSSESSION SOME OF ARMS DROPPED
REMOVING TO UNKNOWN PLACE. ENTIRE CITY IN UPROAR THIS WRITING.
8-2."

END OF MESSAGE
1. APPRECIATE FULLY YOUR APPREHENSIONS BEHALF PAGE HOWEVER HE IS FULLY BRIEFED BY LINC ON HOW TO PROCEED UPON HIS ARRIVAL.

2. WITH EXCEPTION CHANGE IN RESIDENCE STATUS ALL POINTS WERE RECOGNIZED AND ANTICIPATED IN ABOVE BRIEFING. PAGE DESPITE HEALTHY DESIRE TO BE CAUTIOUS IS FULLY PREPARED FOR EXPULSION, DENIAL OF ENTRY AND AT WORST APPREHENSION BY LOCAL AUTHORITIES. IMPORTANT POINT IS TO PERMIT HIM OPPORTUNITY TO MATERIALIZE K PROGRAM IN MANNER ORIGINALLY CONTEMPLATED.

FYI LINC 3838 (IN 17978) WAS PREPARED WITH HIS ASSISTANCE AND HQS GENERAL CONCURRENCE IN PRINCIPLE. MOREOVER LINC CONVINCED THAT MORE THAN 'ISSUING MARCHING ORDERS' LEFT TO DO.

3. ACCORDINGLY HOWEVER TENUOUS PAGE'S POSITION MAY BE HE SHOULD ATTEMPT FINALIZATION HIS PROGRAM WITH FULLEST SUPPORT YOUR STATION: IN EVENT SITUATION DENIES HIM OPPORTUNITY THEN
SECRET

16 JUNE 54
LING 385 (IN 18399)
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Station should be prepared to pick up and follow through with...

4. Therefore arrange to meet and brief page on developments since his departure setting up usual emergency and alternate procedures in event of his forced withdrawal from operation. Resolve his residence situation soonest. Inform him of Dir 04858 (OUT 53908).

5. Imperative your station provide LING fullest details these developments by OPIN cable as many other factors hinge upon your progress. Page has been requested to do same.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: Col, King, C/Wh, notified of receipt of this message at 0400 16 June 54.
1. FYI AND TO DISCUSS WITH PAGE. FOLLOWING RECEIVED FROM WELLBANK:

"SWALLOW ENTHUSIASTICALLY RECEIVED ALL POINTS OF REF" (NOT QUOTED AS KNOWN TO NUTTING) "AT 14 JUNE MEETING. STATE NOW WILLING TO MEET CONSEJO REPRESENTATIVE BUT SPOKE IN TERMS OF TWO MONTHS RATHER THAN WEEKS ALTHOUGH URGENCY STRESSED. SWALLOW FAILED CONTACT WELLBANK FOR MEETING 15 JUNE AS AGREED. WHEN WELLBANK PHONED SWALLOW HOME WAS INFORMED BY WIFE SWALLOW HAD LEFT IN EARLY MORNING WSBURN'T TO RETURN IN 4 DAYS."

2. URGE PAGE ARRANGE WITH SWALLOW TO HAVE WELLBANK/SEQUIN RECOGNIZED BY # AS CONSEJO/SYNCARP REPS OTFRGS WITH ACCESS TO RESPONSIBLE HIGH LEVEL # REP SUCH AS JURANT.

3. PLEASE ADVISE IF POSSIBLE WELLBANK SEE SWALLOW ON HIS RETURN AS ABOVE OR SEE OR HIS REP SOONER AND ON WHAT BASIS.

END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 16 JUNE 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN

ACTION: WH (PBS)(1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DO/P (L)(7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 5903 (IN 18432) 0903Z 16 JUN 54 PRIORITY

TO: PRITY SHERWOOD INFO: PRITY SQUAT, PRITY DIR CITE: BLING RYBAT PGSUCCESS PBCABOOSE FOR BRRDFROST AND LANGEVIN

1. REQUEST FOLLOWING JOINT PLANNING BE INITIATED SOONEST:

A. OBJECTIVE TO CREATE MAXIMUM IMPACT ON ADAM COINCIDENT WITH ENEMY’S INTENTION TO ORGANIZE MASS DEMONSTRATION IN PLAZA CENTRAL RAILROAD STATION AT 1700 JUNE 18; TO INDUCE DEFECTION ENEMY AIRFORCE; TO OEFY ENEMY’S AIR STRENGTH; TO DEMONSTRATE POWER AND FORCE OF MOVEMENT.

B. SHERWOOD, PM 17 JUNE, PREPARE LIVE BROADCAST BY COL MENDOZA INTRODUCING AS CHIEF PHANTOM AIR FORCE LIBERATION MOVEMENT. MENDOZA TO MAKE STRONG APPEAL FOR NON-COMMUNIST WSBRNT PILOTS TO DEFECT WITH AIRCRAFT ANY AIRFIELD OUTSIDE COUNTRY THEN JOINING ANTI-COMMUNIST FORCES. EMPHASIZE HIS AF GREATER THAN WSBRNTS AND CAPABLE DELIVERING FREEDOM TO COUNTRY.

C. SOMERSET: (P-L) UTILIZING ALL 3 BIGHTERS AIRCRAFT.

SECRET
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16 JUNE 1954
LING 3903 (in 18432)

ARMED AND EQUIPED WITH SECURED LEAFLET BOMBS. PREPARE
FLT PLAN TO CONVERGE OVER ADAM RAILROAD STATION AT 1715 JUNE
18 PROVIDING BOTH HARASSMENT AND LEAFLET DROPS. REMAINING
OVER AREA 20 MINUTES. NO AIR TO GROUND FIRE AUTHORIZED.
AIR TO AIR AUTHORIZED ONLY TO REPEL UNAVOIDABLE ATTACK
BY ENEMY AND THEN DO SO DECISIVELY.

2. FOREGOING TO BE IMPLEMENTED ON CONDITION ALL
AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL AND WEATHER PERMITS. LANDDEVIN ADVISE
LING HIS CAPABILITY AND PLANS PRIOR 2400 JUNE 16. BROOFROST
ADVISE LING HIS CAPABILITY AND FLT PLAN PRIOR 1200 JUNE 17.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: COL. KING, O/W/C, NOTIFIED OF
RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0600
16 JUNE 54.
1. WOULD LIKE TO PLACE COL MIGUEL MENDOZA UNDER CALLIGERIS AS CHIEF PHANTOM AIR FORCE LIBERATION MOVEMENT. IN THIS CAPACITY HE WOULD BE ADVISOR AND FRONT MAN. SKIMMER WOULD NOT RELINQUISH ITS OPERATIONAL CONTROL OVER AIRCRAFT AND MISSIONS. MENDOZA MIGHT ACCOMPANY SOME-C-47 MISSIONS.

2. REQUEST YOU OBTAIN CALLIGERIS CONCURRENCE ABOVE AND ADVISE.

3. IF AGREED PROPOSE ANNOUNCE MENDOZA APPOINTMENT OVER SHERWOOD 17 JUNE AND ON SAME BROADCAST STATE LIBERATION Af STRONGER THAN WSBURNt AF AND URGE PATRIOTIC NON COMMIE WSBURNt PILOTS TO JOIN CALLIGERIS/MENDOZA WITH AIRCRAFT.

4. ALSO PLAN FIGHTER KUOGON DAYLIGHT MISSION WITH PERHAPS P-38 AND 2F-47'S OVER ADAM 18 JUNE AT TIME COMMIE PEOPLES DEMONSTRATION WILL TAKE PLACE. FIGHTERS WILL BE ARMEO BUT WILL ONLY FIGHT IF ESSENTIAL TO AVOID AIR ATTACK.

5. ABOVE MISSION SUBJECT TO NO CHANGE SITUATION INTERIM END OF MESSAGE

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
1. While greatly encouraged in your estimate of operational readiness and fully share desire to employ maximum effort soonest nevertheless following factors must dictate restraint:

A. Army High Command currently engaged in serious negotiations which appear to be progressing favorably but most uncertainly at moment. Due basic need for army support and our lack of reliable knowledge true loyalties we must recognize this situation as test of how unified army is behind Arbenz. Premature attack at this moment from WSHOOFs could have reverse affect and unify rather than split. Believe this should be clarified soon.

B. Fighter aircraft not expected to be full strength and operational until 18 June at earliest. Air supply pre-D-day not expected be completed until about 18 June. Signal nets

It is forbidden to make a copy of this message.
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NOT SUFFICIENTLY ACTIVATED TO PROVIDE MINIMUM COX PROBABLY HATTER 2 DAYS.

C. YOU WERE TO PROVIDE HORNETS OR REASONABLE EFFORT AKIN THEREFOR PRIOR D-DAY TO TEST AND DEMONSTRATE AGGRESSIVE CAPABILITIES. NO WORD RECEIVED SINCE ORIGINAL PROPOSAL.

2. WHILE FULLY COGNIZANT EXTREME IMPORTANCE STRIKING AT PROPHETIC MOMENT PRESENT AVAILABLE OPERATIONAL AND INTELLIGENCE DATA CLEARLY INDICATES ADVANTAGES OF WAITING UNTIL 18 JUNE AND OBVIOUS DISADVANTAGES IN ACTION BEFORE THAT DATE UNLESS PARA 1 SUDDENLY BREAKS IN FAVORABLE MANNER TO OFFSET LACK OF AIR AND AIR SUPPLY OR FIGHTING REQUIRING AND JUSTIFYING SUPPORT BREAKS OUT FOR ANY OF MANY POSSIBLE REASONS.

3. URGE YOU IMPRESS UPON CALLIGERIS THAT SKINNER IN POSSESSION BROADER PICTURE THAN OBTAINABLE IN W dried and although sharing your desires and anxiety must insist you keep working hard on training and other preparations keeping on alert until proper moment arrives.

4. VIEW NOW EXISTING RAPID COMMUNICATIONS THERE IS NO NEED FOR CODE (TOP) BETWEEN SKINNER AND SALAI, BUT TO CONTRARY DESIRE RECEIVE EXPRESSION YOUR OPINION IF AND WHEN
YOU BELIEVE ZERO HOUR SHOULD BE SET PROVIDING AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXCHANGE OPINIONS IN CASE OF DIFFERENCE. SKIMMER ALSO DESIRES EXERCISE OPTION TO INFORM SALAL WHEN IN ITS OPINION ZERO HOUR SHOULD BE SET.

5. FOR REASONS STATED IN PARA 1 SKIMMER PROPOSES 2020 JUNE 18 AS TENTATIVE PLANNING FOR H-HOUR. IN MEANTIME WILL ATTEMPT TO KEEP SALAL INFORMED OF OTHER SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS AND REQUESTS SALAL CONTINUE TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO INFORM SKIMMER OF ITS OPERATIONAL READINESS.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: COL. KING, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0645 16 JUN 54.
LINC 3909 (IN 18453) 10267 16 JUN 54 

TO: OIR 
CITE: SLINC 

RYBAT POSUCCESS 

REF: A. OIR 04870 (OUT 53940) 
B. LINC 3908 (IN 18452) 

1. REF MSG EXPRESSES LINCOLN'S VIEWS RE READINESS DATE 
   AND PROPOSED TENTATIVE PLANNING FOR H-HOUR 2020 JUNE 18. 

2. WITHOUT ENGAGING IN FULL REVIEW OF ALL FACTORS 
   INVOLVED WHICH ARE ALSO KNOWN TO HQS FROM CABLE TFC, LINCOLN 
   BELIEVES SITUATION IS RAPIDLY APPROACHING POINT OF DIMINISHING 
   RETURNS. 

3. THE CRUX OF WHOLE ISSUE IS BELIEVED TO BE CONTINUED 
   IN CURRENT INTER-ARMY STRUGGLE NOW IN PROGRESS. THE OUTCOME 
   OF AND OR OTHER ANTI-COMMUNIST OFFICERS SHOULD BE 
   KNOWN CLEARLY IN NEXT 48 HOURS. IF THESE OFFICERS ARE 
   ELIMINATED AND STRONG EVIDENCE BECOMES AVAILABLE THE ARMY 
   IS SOLIDLY BEHIND ARBENZ AND WILL FIGHT AS A UNIT THEN A 
   SERIOUS AND QUICK DECISION MUST BE MADE RE CALLIGERIS FORCES 
   IN EXTERIOR. 

IT IS FORBIDDEN TO MAKE A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE
4. If word is received of sufficient reliability that army is split or would split if Calligeris attacks then the decision to do so soonest should be made.

5. Lincoln would appreciate HQS views on above and ref NSO. Particular attention is invited to force of circumstances created once air and land arms movement initiated wherein failure to follow up quickly and forcefully could well result in piecemeal decimation of all assets.

6. Wish reemphasize that 18 June tentative and may have to be delayed for number reasons. For planning have chosen earliest possible. Will keep you advised.

END OF MESSAGE

CABLE SECRETARIAT COMMENT: COL. KING, WH, NOTIFIED OF RECEIPT OF THIS MESSAGE AT 0645 16 JUN 54.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 16 JUN 54

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: LINCOLN
ACTION: WH (PB) (1-3)
INFO: WH (4), DCI (5), D/DCI (6), DO/P (L) (7), SA/PC/DCI (8)

LINC 3914 (IN 18689) 18122 16 JUN 54 ROUTINE
TO: RYBAT PBSUCCESS INFO: DIR CITE: SLING
FOR HEGARTY, ONTRICH

1. WHEN ARRIVES YOUR AREA, ARRANGE TAPE RECORDING ONE, PREFERABLY SEVERAL SHORT STATEMENTS HIS OWN NAME FOR SHERWOOD. WILL BE BROADCAST WITH EXPLANATION THAT TAPE SENT BY FRIENDS FROM OUTSIDE WSBURN TO SHERWOOD.

2. SUGGESTED TOPIC HIS STATEMENTS:
   A. ASSOCIATING HIMSELF PUBLICLY WITH CALLIGERIS CAUSE, ASKING FOR IMMEDIATE UNITED EFFORT TO ALL NON-COMMIE ELEMENTS, INCLUDING ARMY.

   B. DENOUNCING WSBURN REGIME, ITS ILLEGALITY SINCE SUSPENSION CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTIES (SHERWOOD PREVIOUS STAND SEE HULA 983, PARA 2).

   C. REFUTING ARBENZ COMMIE CLAIM THAT UFCO MAIN ISSUE, EMPHASIZING THAT COMMUNISM, ARBENZ SUBSERVIENCE TO MOSCOW, DESTRUCTION ALL LIBERTIES ONLY REAL ISSUE.

END OF MESSAGE.

SECRET
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1. ADMIT FOR FIRST TIME NOW LIBERATION MOVEMENT IS BEING ARMED. IMPLY SOME ARMS ARE BEING TURNED OVER BY DEFECTING COMMIE SHOCK TROOPS, OTHERS BY LOYAL ARMY, POLICE OFFICERS, OTHERS OBTAINED BY BREAKING INTO COMMIE CACHES. EMPHASIZE STREAM OF WEAPONS BEING RAPIDLY DISTRIBUTED, NO LONGER NEED SUFFERING COMMIE TERROR. STRESS, HOWEVER, THAT ARMS TO BE USED THIS MOMENT FOR SELF-DEFENSE ONLY, OUR FOLLOWERS TO HIDE THEMSELVES AND ARMS, LISTENING TO OUR FURTHER MESSAGES. CALL FOR CONCERTED ACTION TO COME VERY SOON. EXPRESS HOPE THAT COUNTRY CAN BE LIBERATED WITHOUT BLOODSHED BUT EMPHASIZE THAT IF VIOLENCE OCCURS, ENEMY TO BLAME.

2. EMPHASIZE IN ABOVE BROADCAST AS IN EVERY PROGRAM THAT ARMY OUR FRIENDS ON SIDE OF PEOPLE AND CHRISTIANITY, AGAINST COMMUNISM. EVEN IF A FEW OFFICERS OR MEN, TEMPORARILY OBEDIENT